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--------------------------------------------. 
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Coast Guard continues search on Snake River for body of 
Rachael Anderson 
By Veronica Miracle (http://www.klewtv.com/about/people/peoplenews/J5415o525.html) I Published: Jan 9, 2014 at 7:34 AM PST (2014-01-9T15:34:40Z) 
Searching will continue farther down the river. 
that's scanning the river floor. 
CLARKSTON, WA-The search for a missing 
Clarkston woman now extends into Thursday after 
an announcement from the Asotin County Sheriffs 
Office. 
The U.S. Coast Guard is assisting in the search for 
Rachael Anderson who went missing in 2010. 
They're extending their search into Thursday and 
possibly to Friday with their remote operated vessel 
"We'll go down river and then search areas where the river may have pushed her body into a back-
flow type area," said Asotin County Sheriffs Office Detective, Jackie Nichols. 
Nichols said they didn't find anything in the river Wednesday. They're searching a specific area of 
the Snake River with information from David Stone, one of the suspects in the murder case who 
pleaded guilty to lesser charges in exchange for his testimony against Charles Capone, who's 
charged with Anderson's murder. 
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Snake River search continues using Sonar equip. to locate 
body of Rachel Anderson 
wrv.COM/NEWS/LOCAL/SONAR-239266611.HTML?TAB=VIDEO&C= Y) 
Highly sophisticated equipment has a sonar detector and video camera. 
CLARKSTON, WA-This week local authorities are teaming up with the United States Coast 
Guard to search for the body of a missing woman. 
Reporter Veronica Miracle learns more about the Side Scan Sonar equipment that's mapping 
the river floor in search of Rachael Anderson. 
On a cold, blistery Tuesday United States Coast Guard officials use this Remote Operated 
Vessel to search the river. 
"We look for details, we look for certain signatures, certain characteristics and we identify 
sonar targets," said U.S. Coast Guard P01, Matthew Fox. 
The ROV device has a sonar detector and video camera. Designed specifically to convert 
acoustic echoes of the river floor into images. 
"A lot oflogs," said Fox. "A lot of sunken bedrock. So there's a lot of sunken objects on the 
river bed there under the bridge." 
Asotin County Sheriffs Office Detective Jackie Nichols said the Coast Guard is here to help 
search for Rachael Anderson. She went missing in 2010 and her estranged husband, Charles 
Capone, is awaiting trial for allegedly murdering her. 
"Just seeing the silt cover down there absolutely it's possible that any object that is at the 
bottom of the river," said Fox. 
000850 
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The search for Anderson's body began after a tip from fishermen who say a tarp-covered 
object fell off their anchor. However Capone's alleged accomplice David Stone, recently took 
a plea deal. 
"This search yes is based on the information that was given to us by David Stone," said Fox. 
"That's why we're following up and concentrating on this particular area." 
They didn't find anything on the river Tuesday but Detective Nichols said they'll be back on 
the water Wednesday. 
"They have very sophisticated equipment so we're able to do some searching that we hadn't 
been able to do before so I am hopeful," said Nichols. 
Nichols said there are other resources they can utilize, such as the Spokane County Dive 
Team, if the search Wednesday comes up dry. 
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Highly sophisticated equipment has a sonar detector and video camera. 
CLARKSTON, WA - This week local authorities are teaming up with the United States Coast Guard to 
search for the body of a missing woman. 
Reporter Veronica Miracle learns more about the Side Scan Sonar equipment that's mapping the river 
floor in search of Rachael Anderson. 
On a cold, blistery Tuesday United States Coast Guard officials use this Remote Operated Vessel to 
search the river. 
"We look for details, we look for certain signatures, certain characteristics and we identify sonar targets," 
said U.S. Coast Guard PO1, Matthew Fox. 
The ROV device has a sonar detector and video camera. Designed specifically to convert acoustic echoes 
of the river floor into images. 
"A lot of logs," said Fox. "A lot of sunken bedrock. So there's a lot of sunken objects on the river bed there 
under the bridge." 
Asotin County Sheriffs Office Detective Jackie Nichols said the Coast Guard is here to help search for 
Rachael Anderson. She went missing in 2010 and her estranged husband, Charles Capone, is awaiting 
trial for allegedly murdering her. 
"Just seeing the silt cover clown there absolutely it's possible that any object that is at the bottom of the 
river," said Fox. 
The search for Anderson's body began after a tip from fishermen who say a tarp-coverecl object fell off 
their anchor. However Capone's allegecl accomplice David Stone, recently took a plea cleal. 
"This search yes is based on the information that was given to us by David Stone," saicl Fox. "That's why 
we're following up and concentrating on this particular area." 
They didn't fincl anything on the river Tuesday but Detective Nichols said they'll be back on the water 
Wednesday. 
"They have very sophisticated equipment so we're able to clo some searching that we hadn't been able to 
do before so I am hopeful," said Nichols. 
Nichols said there are other resources they can utilize, such as the Spokane County Dive Team, if the 
search Wednesday comes up dry. 
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Sheriff confirms search on Snake River related to Rachel Anderson's 
disappearance 
EWIV.COM/NEWS/LOCAL/SEARCH-ON-SNAKE-RIVER-CONTINUES-239060211.HTML?TAB;VIDEO&C;Y) 
A tip from local fishermen spurs search in the Snake River. 
CLARKSTON, WA - Local authorities and the United States Coast Guard came up empty handed Monday in their 
search for the body of a missing woman, thought to possibly be in the Snake River. 
Asotin County Sheriff Ken Bancroft confirms the search is in connection with Rachael Anderson. The Clarkston 
woman went missing in 2010. 
It's never been confirmed that Charles Capone, her estranged husband, murdered Anderson but he remains behind 
bars awaiting trial on murder charges. 
This is the second time the boats have gone on the river looking for a body after a tip from local fishermen. 
"Something wrapped in a tarp that came up with the anchor and broke free so that's what we've been searching for 
and we've narrowed it down to this one particular area," said Asotin County Sheriff Ken Bancroft. "And that's possibly 
where her body is." 
While there are no divers in the water this week, the coast guard has brought side-sonar scanning to assist Asotin 
County Sheriffs deputies in the search. The search continues through Wednesday if necessary. 
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2013 top memorable news stories on the Palouse 
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Many 2013 news stories could continue to make headlines. 
MOSCOW, ID - KLEW News covered a wide variety of stories on the Palouse in 2013, including everything from 
lengthy murder trials to promising research projects on the college campuses. 
Reporter Rachel Dubrovin gives us a look back at some of the most memorable news stories that happened on the 
Palouse this year. 
"My body was really cold and I started ciying, and I said, 'I can't do this anymore, I can't do this anymore," said 
defendant Daniel Lazcano. 
At the Whitman County Courthouse, 2013 was the year brothers Frank and Daniel Lazcano were tried for the 2011 
murder of Marcus Schur. 
"He was looking into my eyes when he died," said defendant Frank Lazcano. 
Frank Lazcano was found guilty of first degree murder in March, while Daniel had trials in February and June that 
both resulted in hung juries. A Spokane County jury found him guilty during his third trial in December. 
"This has been a case about vigilantes," said Whitman County Prosecutor Denis Tracy. 
In March, Washington State University Instructor Doctor David Warner was assaulted outside the Adams Mall in 
Pullman. 
'Tm very confident that arrests of those suspects are imminent," said Pullman Police Chief Gary Jenkins. 
After almost two weeks of searching for the suspects, four people were arrested. Charges have yet to be filed. 
The Grove Apartment Fire in July was another major story out of Pullman. 
"Fire of that magnitude, you only see about one or two of those in your whole career," said Pullman Fire Chief Mike 
Heston. 
Police arrested suspected arsonist Brian Kitchen after about a week of investigation. His jury trial is scheduled for 
March. 
"And Rachael Anderson was never heard from again," said Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson. 
At the Latah County Courthouse, murder charges were filed against Charles Capone and David Stone in relation to 
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the 2010 disappearance of Rachael Anderson. Anderson's husband Capone will go to trial next March, but Stone 
entered an agreement with the state and pleaded guilty to Failure to Notify Law Enforcement or Coroner of Death. 
"Mr, Stone had given information that we hope will help the investigators locate Rachael," said Thompson. 
Stone is currently out of jail on bail. 
2013 was a transitional year for the University of Idaho as they said goodbye to President Duane Nellis in May and 
selected a new leader in November. 
"It's an incredible opportunity," said University of South Dakota Provost Chuck Staben. 'Tm sure it's going to be an 
incredible challenge." 
University of South Dakota Provost Chuck Staben will take over as the U of l's 18th pr~sident in March. For the last 
time in 2013, on the Palouse, Rachel Dubrovin, KLEW News. 
Most of those stories will continue to make headlines in 2014. Be sure to tune in to KLEW News and we'll keep you 
updated on the latest. 
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Murder accomplice supplies information in the disappearance of Rachel Anderson 
.COM/NEWS/WCAL/SNAKE-RIVER-SEARCH-UNKED-TO-RACHEL-ANDERSONS-DISAPPEARANCE-235929921.HTML?TAB=VIDEO&C=Y. 
Snake River search was linked to Anderson's disappearance. 
CLARKSTON, WA - The Latah County prosecutor said the search on the Snake River last month was related in part to what a suspect in Rachel 
Anderson's disappearance told investigators. 
Prosecutor Bill Thompson said the plea agreement reached this week with David Stone of Moscow may help authorities get more answers, 
including where Rachael Anderson's body is. 
She went missing in April of 2010 after filing for divorce from her estranged husband Charles Capone. He's charged with first degree murder, with 
his trial set for March. 
But Stone, his alleged accomplice, is now testifying against Capone for a lesser sentence. Investigators said they didn't find any remains while 
searching the Snake River last month. 
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the State's case 
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Judge Brudie will decide whether or not he accepts the terms of the agreement. 
MOSCOW, ID - New information was unveiled Wednesday in the Latah County Courthouse 
regarding the 2010 disappearance of Rachael Anderson. 
Reporter Rachel Dubrovin explains why one of the men that was originally charged with 
Anderson's murder will now serve as a witness in the state's case against her husband. 
"How do you plea?'' asked Second District Court Judge Jeff Brudie. 
"Guilty, your honor," said defendant David Stone. 
Wednesday, 50-year-old Moscow resident David Stone pleaded guilty to Failure to Notify Law 
Enforcement or Coroner of Death as part of a plea agreement with the Latah County Prosecutor. 
"In return for his guilty plea and cooperation, the state will not pursue the conspiracy and murder 
charges," said Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson. "And at this point, the evidence that we 
have suggests that he was not involved in the actual murder, so factually, that's the most 
appropriate decision to make." 
Stone was originally charged with murder in relation to the 2010 disappearance of Rachael 
Anderson of Clarkston. Anderson's husband at the time, Charles Capone still faces murder 
charges. Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson said that Stone will now serve as a witness in 
the state's case against Capone. 
"I don't think that you can put particular importance on any single witness," said Thompson. "It 
is certainly important that we have the truth. And we hope that Mr. Stone will be another witness 
who will help the jury understand the truth when it comes to Mr. Capone's trial." 
Thompson said Stone recently came forward with more information about Anderson's 
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disappearance. 
"Mr. Stone has given information that we hope will help the investigators locate Rachael," said 
Thompson. 
In court, Thompson explained that new information from Stone indicates that he wasn't involved 
in the actual murder, but he helped Capone cover it up. Capone is scheduled to go to trial on 
March 31st, and Stone will be required to testify against him. 
Second District Court Judge Jeff Brudie accepted Stone's guilty plea and said a sentencing date 
will be set for after Capone's trial. At that point Judge Brudie will also decide whether or not he 
accepts the terms of the agreement. Judge Brudie is expected to lower Stone's bail from the 
current $250,000 in the near future. 
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Stone is accused of killing Rachel Anderson. 
MOSCOW, ID - One of the men accused of killing Rachel Anderson will appear in court Wednesday 
for a change of plea hearing. 
David Stone, 50, is expected to enter a plea agreement Wednesday afternoon at the Latah County 
Courthouse. Stone and 52-year-old Charles Capone both face a number of charges in relation to the 
disappearance of Rachael Anderson of Clarkston. Charges include first degree murder and 
conspiracy to commit murder. 
Anderson was last seen in April 2010 and her body has never been found. At the time of her 
disappearance, she and Capone were going through a divorce. Capone's trial is scheduled for March 
31st, and we'll continue to keep you up-to-date on the prosecution of both men. 
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Capone's trial will begin in December 
MOSCOW, ID - The two men facing charges in relation to the 2010 disappearance of Rachael Anderson will be tried separately in 
Idaho's Second Judicial District. 
Charles Capone and David Stone are facing felony charges of first degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder in addition to other 
misdemeanor charges. 
Last week the prosecution asked Second District Judge Jeff Brudie to combine the trials since the charges and evidence are identical. 
Judge Brudie denied that request on Thursday. 
Capone's trial is set for December ninth. A court date hasn't been set for Stone. 
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Stone faces identical charges in relation to the disappearance of Rachael Anderson. 
COLFAX, WA - The men accused of killing Rachel Anderson have entered not guilty pleas. 
The judge in the case will soon announce whether the two men will be tried together, or separately. 
David Stone was arraigned on Thursday in the Latah County Second District Court, and Anderson's 
estranged husband, Charles Capone was arraigned last month. Second District Judge Jeff Brudie also 
heard the prosecution's request to combine the two cases into one. 
"Well, it just makes sense," said Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson. "The charges against them are 
identical, the evidence is identical, and there's really no reason to have to repeat that two times." 
Anderson was last seen in April of 2010. Her body hasn't been recovered. Capone and Stone face a 
number of charges in relation to her disappearance including first degree murder and conspiracy to 
commit murder, both of which are felonies. Capone has a tentative trial date for December ninth, but 
that will likely change if the defendants are tried together. 
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Capone enters innocent plea to first degree murder of Rachael Anderson. 
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Defense attorney, Ray Barker needs additional time to respond to joint trial. 
MOSCOW, ID - A Moscow man accused of the 2010 murder of a Clarkston woman, is one step closer to trial. 
KLEW News takes you to Latah County Second District Court, where Charles Capone entered his plea in the case. 
Accused murderer Charles Capone was attentive in a Latah County courtroom Tuesday morning, as presiding Judge Michael 
Griffin detailed the list of charges he faces. 
"Without telling me what if you're innocent or not, sir, do you understand what you've been accused of?" said Judge Griffin. 
"Yes sir, I do," said Capone. 
Capone, along with his alleged co-conspirator David Stone, faces up to life in prison if convicted of any or all four of the charges. 
Both men are accused of murdering Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson, who's been missing since 2010. The state charged 
Capone and Stone with murder in the first degree, conspiracy to commit murder in the first degree, failure to notify coroner of 
death and conspiracy to commit failure to notify coroner of death. 
"I'm pleading not guilty," said Capone. 
Capone's previous convictions also prompted the state to tack on a persistent violator provision, which could add on at least 
another five years in prison, if a jury finds him guilty. After Capone entered his plea and a trial date was set, Latah County 
Prosecutor Bill Thompson informed Judge Griffin that the state plans to join Capone and Stone's case, a last minute move that 
Capone's Defense Attorney Ray Barker wasn't prepared to comment on. 
"We intend to join these two trials they are identical evidentiacy wise, they are identical as far as what is charged," said Thompson. 
"I would ask for additional time to prepare to respond to this because right off the top of my head I'm not prepared to speak to 
that," said Barker. 
Capone's jUI)' trial is set for December 9th at 9 a.m. 
David Stone, Capone's alleged accomplice, is still awaiting a judge to be assigned to his case, after the state requested District Judge 
John Stegner be disqualified. 
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Arraignment delayed for Capone, Stone murder trial. 
MOSCOW, ID - The arraignment for the two men accused of killing Rachael Anderson of Clarkston 
has been postponed until a new district judge is appointed to the trial. 
The state's case against Charles Capone and David Stone was bound over to District Court last 
Thursday after a three-day preliminary hearing. 
Their arraignment was scheduled for Wednesday morning, but the prosecution filed a motion of 
disqualify District Judge John Stegner. 
The prosecution did not give a reason for this motion. 
The trial will still take place in Latah County, but the court will have to find a new judge from the 
Second Judicial District before Capone and Stone can be arraigned. 
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Alleged accomplice, Stone conspired with Capone to kill Anderson 
MOSCOW, ID -The state's case against the two Moscow men accused of killing Rachel Anderson 
was bound over for trial, but the majority of the witness testimonies during the preliminary hearing 
were focused on Charles Capone. 
Palouse reporter Rachel Dubrovin explains what evidence the state has against Capone's alleged 
accomplice, David Stone. 
During the three-day preliminary hearing of Charles Capone and David Stone, many witnesses 
provided evidence supporting the state's claim that Capone killed his estranged wife, Rachael 
Anderson, but had nothing to say about the other defendant. 
"He's as much of a stranger to you as me," said Defense Attorney Charles Kovis. 
However, one of the most crucial witnesses was Christopher Porter, a man that used to work with 
Stone at the City of Moscow's Maintenance Department. 
"Is the person that you know as David Stone, is he here in the courtroom today?" said Latah County 
Prosecutor Bill Thompson. 
"Yes," said former City of Moscow employee Christopher Porter. 
Porter didn't say much while under oath, but the prosecution played a recording of a conversation 
that a Latah County Sheriffs Office detective had with Porter regarding Stone allegedly approaching 
Porter to kill his wife. 
"That's what it was, for the money," said recorded voice of Porter. "That's what he said, "I'll give you 
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$10,000 to do it,' for his insurance to go through." 
Stone's defense attorney questioned Porter's credibility since he wouldn't repeat the recorded 
statements in his testimony. 
"So everything that you said to Detective Besst is true," said Kovis. 
"I don't know, I don't even recollect the conversation till I just heard it,'' said Porter. 
But the state called on David Stone's wife, Alisa Stone to testify about her life insurance policy. 
"The Prudential policy, which is approximately $40,000 at that time, is under the Percy system,'' 
said Stone's wife Alisa Stone. "It's required that your spouse is the beneficiary." 
"And that would be Mr. Stone, then?" said Thompson. 
''Yes,'' said Alisa. 
The state called another City of Moscow employee that Stone used to work for. He testified that a 
couple weeks before Anderson disappeared, Stone asked to learn how to use a backhoe. 
"And what did you find when you came back to check on him?" said Thompson. 
"That he had dug a hole as deep as he could dig with a backhoe," said City of Moscow Employee 
Jean Dethman. 
In closing statements, the state argued that Stone conspired with Capone to kill Anderson, as well 
as hide her body where it would never be found. 
Both men face identical charges, including first degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder. 
Their arraignment in district court is scheduled for August seventh. 
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Palouse Reporter Rachel Dubrovin shares why the judge in the case ruled that there is probable cause to 
support putting the defendants on trial for the murder of the Clarkston woman who disappeared more than 
three-years ago. 
"And Rachael Anderson was never heard from again," said Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson. 
The three-day preliminary hearing of Rachael Anderson's estranged husband Charles Capone and his 
alleged accomplice David Stone came to a close Thursday evening with a ruling in the prosecution's favor. 
"After considering all of the admissible evidence, I am concluding that the state has satisfied its burden," 
said Latah County Magistrate Judge John Judge. 
Magistrate John Judge agreed that there is probable cause to bind Capone and Stone over for trial. 
"Probably most telling about the fact that Rachael is not only missing, but is dead, is that she has never 
had any further contact with either two of her juvenile sons," said Thompson. 
The state called more than 30 witnesses to the stand during the course of the hearing, including 
Anderson's friends, investigators, and even those who served jail time with Capone. 
"He said he buried her so deep they'd never find her," said former Asotin County Jail Inmate Brent Glass. 
In closing statements, the state emphasized the fact that Anderson was actively seeking a divorce from 
Capone, that the defendants were stalking her, and that the the two men were the last ones who saw her 
alive. 
"And all this again in the context of a mutual agreement between Mr. Capone and Mr. Stone to kill each 
others wives," said Thompson. 
Stone's defense attorney argued that the recorded interview with an uncredible witness is the only piece of 
evidence confirming Capone and Stone had a pact to kill their wives. 
"If this case begins with him, then it should end with him," said Defense Attorney Charles Kovis. 
Capone's defense attorney argued that much of the evidence was based on speculation. 
"There's no evidence that anything occurred here in Latah County," said Defense Attorney Mark Monson. 
But in the end, the judge decided that all the state's evidence fits together to form one clear picture. 
"Rachael Anderson's body has never been recovered, but there's certainly reason to believe that she's 
never coming home," said Judge. 
The arraignment for both defendants is scheduled for August seventh at 11 :00 a.m. 
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Multiple witnesses testify that Capone implied that he killed Anderson. 
MOSCOW, ID - The preliminary hearing for the two Moscow men accused of murdering Rachael 
Anderson of Clarkston continued Wednesday with testimonies from more key witnesses. 
The prosecution continues to call a long list of witnesses to the stand to build their case against Charles 
Capone and David Stone. 
"I said, 'Charles, I know that you guys are married, but that's borderline stalking," said friend of Charles 
Capone Robert Bogden. "You need to be careful, you know. Nothing good's going to come out of that."' 
One of the focal points in the state's case is the Chevy Yukon that Capone's estranged wife Rachael 
Anderson was driving when she disappeared in April 2010. 
"What we found was farther away from the steering wheel and the pedals than what would have been 
comfortable for someone of her size to drive," said Idaho State Police Detective Mike Mooney. 
An Idaho State Police detective explained the driver's seat was adjusted for someone taller than 
Anderson, and that traces of her blood were found inside the vehicle. Another witness explained that her 
cadaver dog picked up the scent of a dead body in the back of the SUV. 
"She had the odor of human decomposition in that Yukon, but was unable to source it," said Cadaver 
Dog Trainer Ronda Bowser. 
Later, Anderson's attorney and close friend both testified that she was preparing to finalize her divorce 
from Capone. 
"She was very concerned because he had become more and more angry over time, and she was fearful of 
his reaction," said close friend of Rachel Anderson, Jennifer Norberg. 
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The prosecution also called friends of Capone to testify that he was acting strange before Anderson 
disappeared. One witness explained that Capone admitted to waiting outside Anderson's house to see if 
she came home alone. 
"I sort of cut to the case and said, 'Ah, nothing good can happen there"' said Bogden. "You know, from 
that situation. So I tried to convince him not to do that, to seek therapy." 
During the final cross examination of the day, the defense was surprised to learn that investigators 
didn't preserve a recorded interview between Capone and a detective, even though multiple witnesses 
testified that Capone implied that he killed Anderson during that interview. 
"To be quite honest, we forgot," said Moscow Police Detective Lieutenant James Fry. 
"Is there anything else in this investigation that you forgot to document?" said Defense Attorney Mark · 
Monson. 
The preliminary hearing will resume Thursday morning at 8:00. Counsel agreed to get an early start in 
hopes of getting through the rest of the witnesses Thursday. 
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Hearing for Capone and Stone began Tuesday for the murder of Rachel Anderson 
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. " State builds case at preliminary hearing for Capone and Stone. 
MOSCOW, ID • The preliminary hearing for the two Moscow men accused of murdering Rachel Anderson, of Clarkston, started Tuesday at the Latah 
County Courthouse. 
Palouse Reporter Rachel Dubrovin tells us who was called to the stand and what kind of evidence the state has against the defendants. 
As expected, it was a long day in the Latah County Courthouse, as the state began building their case against Charles Capone and David Stone in their 
preliminary hearing. 
"This preliminary hearing promises to be lengthy, complex and emotional," said Latah County Judge John Judge. 
The state has to prove to the judge that there is probable cause to believe that Rachael Anderson was murdered, and that the defendants are the ones who 
committed the crime. 
"She said she confronted Mr. Stone and said, 'Stoney, what the hell do you think you're doing?' And his response was, 'I'm keeping an eye on you for 
Charles," said Anderson's ex-husband Dennis Plunkett. 
One of the first witnesses was Anderson's daughter, Amber Griswold. 
"I called the police," said Griswold. 
Griswold is the one who first reported her mother missing in April of 2010. She testified that when she called Anderson's estranged husband, Capone, he 
didn't seem very concerned. 
"What were you doing during that period of time?" asked the prosecutor. 
"I was outside of her house because I was afraid I was going to go in and find my mom's dead body," said Griswold. 
The state called multiple law enforcement officers to the stand, including Asotin County Sheriffs Office Captain Daniel Hally. Hally told the court that he 
met Anderson days before she disappeared because she wanted to report that someone was stalking her. 
"My understanding was the stalking and harassing involved phone calls, surveillance, text messaging and damage to her property," said Hally. 
Hally said that he believes Capone was stalking Anderson. 
"She was going to tell him that their relationship was over, that she was done," said Hally. 
Hally testified that he was supposed to meet with Anderson again, but she disappeared before they had the chance. The prosecution also called to the 
stand an Idaho State Police Detective that investigated the Chevy Yukon Anderson was driving before she disappeared. 
"There's blood here," said Idaho State Police Detective Mike Mooney. 
The vehicle contained divorce papers, evidence of the stalking, and a piece of paper with blood on it. 
The prosecution called a total of twelve witnesses to testify Tuesday, and the state will continue their direct examination of Detective Mike Mooney 
Wednesday morning. The preliminary hearing is expected to last through Thursday. 
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Judge will listen to a summary of evidence in disappearance of Rachael Anderson 
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Location of Anderson's body remains a mystery 
MOSCOW, ID -The two men accused of the 2010 murder of a Clarkston woman will appear in the Latah County Courthouse Tuesday morning for a 
preliminary hearing. 
Every defendant that's accused of a felony in the state of Idaho has a right to a preliminary hearing, and Moscow residents Charles Capone and David 
Stone are both charged with first degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder in relation to the disappearance of Rachael Anderson. A preliminary 
hearing is sometimes referred to as a "mini-trial" because the judge will listen to a summary of the evidence and decide whether or not there is probable 
cause to believe that the crime was committed. 
"At a preliminary hearing, the state calls witnesses, similar to a trial, but not with the same detail as a trial because the standard is only probable cause," 
said Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson. 
Capone and Stone were arrested in May, following three years of investigation in the disappearance of Capone's estranged wife. To date, the location of 
Anderson's body remains a mystery. Thompson said the hearing will take at least three days because the State has a large amount of circumstantial 
evidence to present to the judge. 
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Anderson 
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Whitman Co. Court Judge set David Stone's bond at $250,000. 
MOSCOW, ID - The bail was set in court for a man accused of killing a Clarkston woman. A 
$250,000 bond was set for a Moscow man, charged with first degree murder in connection with the 
2010 disappearance of Rachel Anderson. 
Latah County Magistrate, John Judge set David Stone's bond at $250,000 despite the prosecution's 
request to set it at $1 million. Stone and the victim's estranged husband, Charles Capone, were 
arrested in May on charges of first degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder. Both men 
were originally being held without bail. Their preliminary hearing is set for next Tuesday. 
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Moscow men face charges in connection with Rachael Anderson disappearance. 
COLFAX, WA-The Latah County prosecutor will not seek the death penalty in the state's case against Charles Capone and David Stone who are both 
charged with the murder of a Clarkston woman. 
The two Moscow men were arrested in May in connection with the 2010 disappearance of Rachael Anderson. Both are charged with first-degree murder 
and conspiracy to commit murder. 
Prosecutor Bill Thompson recently filed a notice with the court indicating his intent to avoid seeking capital punishment in this case. Capone and Stone's 
preliminary hearing is scheduled for July 30th. 
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Preliminary hearing date set for Capone and Stone 
By Rachel Dubrovin I Published: May 10, 2013 at 9:31 AM PST (2013-05-10T17:31:40Z) 
MOSCOW, ID - Charles Capone and David Stone 
appeared in the Latah County Courthouse Thursday 
morning to set a preliminary hearing of their trial for the 
murder of Rachael Anderson. 
Palouse Reporter Rachel Dubrovin gives us an update on 
the court proceedings and explains whv capital 
M/NEWS/LOCALfCAPON1r-PRELIMINARY-206.931041.ltTML?TAB=VIDEO&C=Y) 
punishment is an option for both detendants. 
Preliminary hearing date set for June 27th. Last week, two Moscow men were arrested for first-degree 
murder and conspiracy to commit murder in relation to 
the 2010 disappearance of Rachael Anderson. Thursday morning, the defendants, Charles Capone and 
David Stone, appeared in court to schedule their preliminary hearing. 
"Sometimes it's referred to as a mini-trial," said Latah County Prosecuting Attorney Bill Thompson. 
"There's no jury, but there's a judge. The defendants have a right to be present with their attorneys and 
we will call witnesses to testify and to offer evidence." 
Thompson says that after three years of investigating, this preliminary hearing could take a couple of 
days. 
"Well this case is unusual just because it is largely circumstantial," said Thompson. "Rachael's body has 
not been found, and so it's going to require the presentation of evidence from a number of different 
sources so the judge can consider the whole picture." 
The hearing was set for June 27th and the judge decided to hold both defendants without bail, despite 
the request of Stone's defense attorney, who argued that Stone is an active member of the community 
who wouldn't skip out on a court date. 
"Mr. Stone, as far as I know, had no alcohol problem, no drug problem," said Defending Attorney 
Charles Kovis. "He attends church groups." 
"Our position at this point is that they are not legally entitled to bail," said Thompson. "The case is still 
in its early stages, the charges are extremely serious." 
Thompson said the charges are so serious that the death penalty is an option. 
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"Capital punishment is authorized penalty for first-degree murder, and for conspiracy to commit first-
degree murder," said Thompson. "Both defendants are charged with those offenses." 
However, the prosecution remains undecided on whether or not they will pursue that option. 
"That's a decision that we take very seriously and we want to make sure that we take the time to ensure 
that we have all the facts and we've considered it fully before we finalize a decision," said Thompson. 
After the preliminary hearing, the judge will decide if there is probable cause to believe these two men 
committed the crime. 
Both men will have the same preliminary hearing. It's scheduled to start at 8:30 a.m. on June 27th, and 
is expected to last through the 28th. 
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Moscow business owner felt Capone had a dark side 
By Veronica Miracle (http://www.klewtv.com/about(people/peoplenews/154150525.htm/) I Published: May 6, 2013 at 2:01 PM PST (2013-05-6T22:01:22Z) 
Capone charged with first-degree murder. 
LEWISTON, ID - Many people in the region are still 
trying to come to grips with the disappearance of 
Rachael Anderson, and the murder charges filed against 
estranged husband, Charles Capone. 
Jake Stewart manufactures jewelry and custom pieces 
iJ}~t~IB8~9&W,FnM9Af_gf'b~lt~JJ1;iiiPstWti&i!W,Mf~mEo&c=Y) 
Capone ran an auto mechanic business on the other side 
of the building and Stewart says there was always 
something dark about Capone. 
"I think that the presumption has always been," said Stewart. "I don't think there was anyone that 
really questioned if he was involved, with his wife's disappearance." 
Stewart said he met Capone a couple times while they worked in close proximity and never got a good 
vibe from him. He said he's been following the Rachael Anderson disappearance case, waiting to see if 
charges would be handed down. 
"Someone like an upstanding citizen, run of the mill kind of guy you might give him the benefit of the 
doubt ... but he wasn't," said Stewart. "I would immediately suspect him." 
Capone and his alleged accomplice, David Stone, were charged on Wednesday with murder in the 
first-degree, conspiracy to commit murder in the first-degree and failure to notify law enforcement or 
a coroner of a death. 
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Latah Co. Prosecutor Thompson's long road to filing charges against Capone 
By Sophie Miraglia I Published: May 3, 2013 at 9:44 AM PSf(2013-05-3T17:44:42Z) 
Investigators find sufficient evidence to file charges. 
LEWISTON, ID - Murder charges have been filed against two Moscow men linked to the disappearance of a 
Clarkston woman, who's been missing for three years. 
Authorities have been actively investigating the disappearance of Rachael Anderson since she was first reported 
missing three years ago. 
~~s}~~8~'o1l&ril!441!x.ws<iHP.IBL'lt1liRb?f8.illlW2ffi.iNfm:iru¼W£-&~t'};M1J~'t.~%L?rAB=VIDEO&C 
Prosecutor Bill Thompson. 
On Tuesday that information was reviewed by all the lead investigators, also new information from cellmates of 
Charles Capone was brought to the table. 
"And after analyzing we decided that there was sufficient information out there that we believed it was appropriate to proceed with the filing of charges," said 
Thompson. 
Charges were brought against not only Charles Capone but also his friend 49-Year-Old David Stone. The two men were the last people known to have seen 
Anderson. 
"You can't say that there's one thing that made the difference in the initiation of charges," said Thompson. "It really was the accumulation of all the on-going 
investigation results." 
Both men were charged with principal to murder in the first-degree, conspiracy to commit murder in the first-degree, and failure to notify a coroner or law 
enforcement of the death. 
'We want to have the case move forward to a resolution, and have some accountability and some closure for the victims," said Thompson. 
Due to the FBI's failure to file federal charges in the allotted time period, Capone was scheduled to be released. However, these new charges will keep him 
behind bars for the time being. 
''The timing of our filing charges has nothing to do with that," said Thompson. 
Anderson was last seen in the Moscow area on April 16th of 2010. 
The federal investigation of Charles Capone remains active and ongoing. 
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' 
CLARKSTON, WA- While the entire community has watched and waited 
for answers about Rachael Anderson's disappearance, none have paid 
more attention than her family. 
Anderson's daughter Amber Griswold shared some of her thoughts about 
her mother's estranged husband, who now faces murder charges. 
!(/news/local/ Andeersons-
jdaughter - PLAY VIDEO 
:-205793491.html? 
tab=video&c=y) 
"I want him charged federally, but I'm happy to see him charged by 
somebody and that he's being detained," said Griswold. 
Griswold believes that her mother is dead and that Capone killed 
Anderson. She said she takes a little comfort in knowing he is still behind 
bars because she believes that if he were to be released it would be a 
concern for public safety. 
j Rachel Anderson was last 
: seen on May 16, 2010. 
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i Capone and Stone ! allegedly had pact to kill 
i each others wives. 
MOSCOW, ID - Wednesday, charges were filed against two Moscow men 
linked to the disappearance of Rachael Anderson, a Clarkston women who's 
been missing for three years. 
For years, signs have been placed in the windows of local businesses, 
showing support for Rachael Anderson who went missing on April 16, 2010. 
'What happened to her is pure evil," said Heavenly Salon and Spa Owner 
Sandy Weeks. "It's just, it's not right." 
Charges were filed against Charles Capone on Wednesday in relation to her 
disappearance. Capone was Anderson's husband, and she was in the process 
of divorcing him. Sandy Weeks said she was friends with Capone. 
, "Did I ever think he didn't do it? No," said Weeks. "I know he did it. I know he did." 
Weeks said that he was a religious man, but he had an angry side. According to the probable cause 
affidavit, Capone was working on Anderson's vehicle the day she disappeared after visiting his 
business off South Main Street in Moscow. Capone's friend and City of Moscow employee David Stone 
was also there that day. 
"David Stone was employed by the city as a street maintenance worker," said Moscow City Supervisor 
Gary Riedner. 
Investigators learned that Stone and Capone allegedly had a pact to kill each other's wives through an 
interview with Christopher Porter, another city employee. 
"Porter was a seasonal worker, so he was a part time fellow that we hired over the summer, and that 
would have been in 2009," said Riedner. 
In 2009, investigators say that Stone asked Porter to kill his wife for $10,000. However a month before 
Anderson disappeared, Stone contacted Porter again, saying that he and Capone had plans to kill each 
other's wives. Stone would receive a large amount of money from his wife's life insurance policy. And 
according to court documents, Capone, a convicted felon, was concerned Anderson was going to turn 
him in for owning firearms, which would send him back to prison. · 
Capone and Stone both had their first appearances in court on Wednesday, and their preliminary 
hearings are scheduled for May ninth at 9 a.m .. 
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CLARKSTON, WA - Murder charges have been filed against two Moscow men 
linked to the disappearance of a Clarkston woman who's been missing for 
three years. 
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First-degree murder charges were filed in Latah county against Rachel 
Anderson's estranged husband, 51-year-old Charles Capone and 49-year-old 
David Stone. Both Moscow men were charged with principal to murder in the 
first-degree, conspiracy to commit murder in the first-degree, and failure to 
notify a coroner or law enforcement of the death. Capone was scheduled to be 
released Wednesday because the FBI failed to federally indict him within their 
allotted time. I i Charles Capone I transported to Latah Co. 
· Jail. 
jail. 
However with this new development, Capone, who has long been considered 
a suspect in the case was transported to Latah county where he will remain in 
Capone has been held in the Asotin County J.ail for about nine months on a charge of 2nd-degree 
assault domestic battery, for allegedly attempting to strangle his estranged missing wife Rachael 
Anderson before that was dropped. 
Anderson was last seen in the Moscow area on May 16th of 2010. 
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Capone's release from Asotin County Jail scheduled 
! May1st 
By Veronica Miracle /http://www.klewtv.com/about/people/peoplenews/154150525.html\ I Published: May 1, 2013 at 8:12 AM PST 
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Charles Capone 
ASOTIN, WA - Charles Capone, 51, of Moscow has been held in the Asotin 
County Jail for about nine months on a charge of 2nd-degree assault 
domestic battery, for allegedly attempting to strangle his estranged and still-
missing wife, Rachael Anderson. 
But in order to make way for a federal indictment, involving the 
disappearance of Rachael Anderson, the state case against Capone was 
dismissed one month ago. The deadline for the federal indictment is 
Wednesday, and with no federal charges pending, Capone is scheduled to be 
released after five o'clock. The Federal Bureau of Investigation has declined 
to comment on the matter. 
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Capone named suspect in the disappearance of 
1 Rachel Anderson 
By Veronica Miracle /http://www.klewtv.com/about/peoplelpeoplenews/154150525.html) I Published: Apr 17, 2013 at 8:34 AM PST 
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CLARKSTON, WA - New evidence that's surfaced has changed the status of a 
Moscow man from a person of interest to suspect in the disappearance of a 
Clarkston woman. 
I(/news/local/Capone-
lnamed-sup~oEo 
W3404141. html? 
1tab=video&c=y} 
KLEW news examines what that distinction means for the future of Charles 
Capone, as Rachel Anderson has been missing for three years now. 
It's been three years to the day since Rachael Anderson went missing. And in 
the wake of the anniversary of her disappearance, the Asotin County Sheriff's 
Office said they have enough evidence to name her estranged husband, 
Charles Capone as a suspect in the case. Estranged husband of 
Rachel Anderson named 
as suspect. 
"At no time during this investigation have I been more confident about our 
ability to hold anyone involved accountable," said Asotin County Sheriff's 
Office Dan Hally. "We're comfortable now at this point, in naming Charles Capone as a suspect." 
Anderson went missing in 2010 shortly after she filed for divorce from the 51-year-old Moscow man. 
Capone has always been considered a person of interest in the investigation, but Hally said they 
weren't able to name him a suspect until Monday. 
"A case of this magnitude puts a strain on all agencies, big and small," said Hally. "And I really 
commend the command staff of all of the agencies involved." 
Charges of 2nd-degree assault domestic battery were filed against Capone for allegedly attempting to 
strangle Anderson before her disappearance. But they were recently dropped to make way for a federal 
indictment in the case of her disappearance. He'll be held in custody until May first when the federal 
government decides to file charges or the local county prosecutor files charges. 
"Justice will be served in this case," said Hally. 
In the case that the federal or state government does not file charges by May first, Capone is 
scheduled to be released. 
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Anderson's daughter speaks out against dismissal 
of Capone charges 
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Missing Clarkston woman 
Rachael Anderson. 
CLARKSTON, WA- The decision to dismiss an attempted strangulation 
case against a Moscow man, considered to be a person of interest in the 
2010 disappearance of Rachel Anderson, shocked the community on 
Monday. 
Rachael Anderson has been missing since 2010, and many in the 
community have closely watched the case against her estranged husband, 
Charles Capone, that's related to a separate incident. The case has been 
one of the most talked about, watched and read cases within the region. 
Anderson's daughter Amber Griswold and her family have been caught up 
in the interest generated by all the media attention. 
"It is a wave of emotion," said Griswold. "Sometimes it seems like it's been 
a real long time and we've been waiting for results and nothing's happening 
and other days it feels like it just happened yesterday." 
With the latest bombshell that the State case will be dismissed to make way 
for new federal charges against Capone, Anderson's family is cautiously hopeful. 
"We were hoping for this, so it's something we've been anticipating and I didn't think it would happen as 
soon as it is now," said Griswold. 
Griswold's caution stems from the fact that if the federal government takes no action by May first, 
Capone will be set free. 
''The worst situation that could happen is Charles Capone be released from jail," said Griswold. 
Many who were present in the Asotin County courtroom for the shocking turn of events were caught by 
' surprise when Asotin County Prosecutor Ben Nichols and Capone's Attorney Mark Monson made a 
motion to dismiss the charges. 
"It's just weird to see someone that doesn't have any emotion towards it himself, but what's hardest 
about being in court is when they bring up statements, statement that my mom has said or statements 
that other people have said," said Griswold. 
Rachael Anderson's family continues their search for her, even though the answers and anonymous 
tips they seek out may bring with them a truth that no one is ever truly prepared for. 
"I think that I have faced it, like I say yes I hope that we find her body, but I don't think that in reality I 
' actually can grasp what that means," said Griswold. 
Griswold said that she hopes that justice is served and that the family finds some closure and peace. 
"I hope for an ending," said Griswold. "I hope to have my mom's body and be able to put her to rest." 
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Capone assault case dismissed to make way for 
federal charges 
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ASOTIN, WA-A 51-year-old Moscow man, who was facing trial for 2nd degree ' 
assault domestic battery, is getting his state case dismissed to make way for a 
federal indictment. 
Charles Capone has been held in Asotin county for the past eight months for 
allegedly strangling his estranged wife, Rachael Anderson, a woman who went 
missing in 201 O shortly after she filed for divorce. Capone is a person of 
interest in her disappearance. 
Asotin County Prosecutor Ben Nichols and Capone's Attorney Mark Monson 
made a motion to get the charges dismissed. Prosecutor Ben Nichols said they 
signed a contract to dismiss the case because federal charges for a different 
case are expected to be filed in the coming months. 
I Charles Capone 
'We are making way for the federal case, and we have been given assurances 
that it will be resolved no later than May first," said Nichols. "And at that point we're going to ask the 
court to dismiss." 
If the federal government takes no action by May first, Capone is set to be released. 
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Judge Acey denies 
motion. 
ASOTIN, WA - A series of motions were argued before Judge William Acey of 
the Hells Canyon Circuit Superior Court Friday as the trial for Charles Capone 
draws closer. 
Prosecutors allege Capone attempted to strangle 40-year-old Rachael 
Anderson, his estranged wife, who went missing shortly after the incident. The 
two were married before her disappearance in 2010, and he is considered a 
person of interest in that case. Prosecutor Ben Nichols argued Friday morning 
to postpone the trial that deals with the strangulation attempt, until April. 
"II will give them an opportunity to complete their investigation and provide 
their discovery to me," said Nichols. "It will not in any way prejudice the 
defense." 
1 However, Friday in court, Judge Acey decided against changing the schedule and he says it's for the 
sake of the jury. 
"You've got to remember I'm dealing with another county," said Acey. "They've got spring planting, 
they've got stuff out in the fields. It's hard for me to get juries over there seasonally." 
Capone's defense attorney disagreed with moving the trial. 
"It will give us an opportunity to interview their witnesses so we don't walk in not only on the eve of trial 
but at trial and have witnesses produced who we've never heard of or heard from," said Nichols. 
However, in the end, Judge Acey still denied the motion. 
"I appreciate the states suggestion may be saving a pile of money," said Acey. "You filed the case, let's 
go forward." 
Several other motions were discussed in court regarding specific details of the case and the 
investigation regarding the strangulation of the missing Anderson. 
Capone's trial is set for March 25th, in Dayton. 
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j Charles Capone heading 
l to trial. 
CLARKSTON, WA- A ten minute video conference turned into a 45-minute 
court session for Charles Capone Monday afternoon. 
With a little more than three weeks until Capone heads to trial, the 
prosecuting and defense attorneys in the case expressed similar concerns 
regarding evidence because each claims that they have not been able to 
examine certain items of evidence from the other. The prosecution has yet to 
introduce their three new witnesses, which Defense Attorney Mark Monson 
takes issue with. 
"I can prepare for this your honor, but what I can't prepare for are statements 
and things that are in the sole possession of the State, that they are not going 
to turn over because they think it relates to a missing persons case rather 
than this assault case," said Monson. 
'The State of Washington did away with trial by ambush a long time ago," said Asotin County 
Prosecutor Ben Nichols. 'The defense council has an obligation under the rules of discovery as well, if 
they have witnesses and statements they need to provide those to me." 
Judge William Acey granted several motions in court Monday, these motions gave guidelines for what's 
acceptable during trial. Judge Acey ruled in favor of the defense on a motion that Capone's estranged 
wife, Rachel Anderson, whom Capone is considered a person of interest in her disappearance, will not 
be referred to as a victim or the deceased, and will be referred to by her name only. 
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' Charles Capone. 
CLARKSTON, WA - An already complicated case continues to unfold as 
Charles Capone's former attorney has asked to be removed from the case. 
Capone, 51, is facing a trial for a second-degree assault domestic violence 
charge for allegedly attempting to strangle his estranged wife Rachael 
Anderson who's been missing for two years. He's also a suspect in her 
disappearance, which happened a few months after she filed for divorce in 
2010. 
Upon finding newly discovered information regarding the case, attorney Jane 
Richards found that she had a conflict of interest and requested to be removed 
from the case. Capone is now being represented by Moscow attorney Mark 
Monson. The trial is scheduled to take place in Dayton, starting on March 26th. 
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Capone trial moved from Asotin County to Dayton, 
WA. 
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ASOTIN, WA - A Moscow man allegedly connected in the disappearance of 
Rachael Anderson will not be facing trial in Asotin County because of 
extensive media coverage. 
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Charles Capone, 51, was charged with 2nd-degree assault domestic violence 
against his estranged wife, who went missing after he allegedly tried to 
strangle her just before she went missing in 2010. 
While the trial, which has been moved to Dayton at the Columbia County 
Superior Courthouse, is related to the alleged strangulation, Capone is 
considered to be a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance. 
! Charles Capone trial 
; moved. "One of the real downsides to moving the trial from here to Dayton is the 
witnesses are going to be traveling to Dayton to testify everyday and we'll have 
to set up some sort of mobile office in Columbia County," said Asotin County Prosecutor Ben Nichols. 
Capone is currently being held in the Asotin County Jail on a $1 million bond after pleading not guilty to 
! charges in October. Jury selection for his trial begins on March 23rd in Dayton. 
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ASOTIN, WA- Prosecutor Ben Nichols has announced that the trial for Charles Capone must stay in 
Asotin County. 
Nichols said that he filed the response after Capone's defense attorney filed a motion for a change of 
venue. The trial stems from a domestic violence charge including second degree assault. Prosecutors 
allege Capone of attempting to strangle 40-year-old Rachael Anderson. The two were married before 
her disappearance in 2009, and he is considered a person of interest in the case. 
Capone remains at the Asotin County Jail on a $1 million bond for the attempted strangulation charge. 
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CLARKSTON, WA - The bond for a man considered a person of interest in 
the disappearance of a Clarkston woman will remain at $1 million. 
Fifty-one-year-old Charles Capone is being held on domestic violence 
charges of 2nd-degree assault. He allegedly tried to strangle 40-year-old 
Rachael Anderson in December of 2009. Anderson, filed for divorce after the 
alleged strangulation, then disappeared in April of 2010. Capone currently 
has no charges against him related to Anderson's disappearance. 
' Charles Capone during his 
i arraignment earlier this 
I month. 
I 
According to Prosecutor Ben Nichols, during a bond review hearing in Asotin County Superior Court 
Wednesday afternoon, Nichols argued that there's significant evidence that Capone has a history of 
intimidating witnesses and threatening victims. Judge William Acey ruled to keep his bond at $1 million 
dollars after citing that Capone has a high risk of violence and is a flight risk. Capone will make his next 
court appearance November 5th. 
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· _,, CLARKSTON, WA - A Moscow man, who remains a person of interest in the 
disappearance of a Clarkston woman, faces new charges. 
Charles Capone is behind bars after a warrant for his arrest was signed 
Monday morning by an Asotin County Judge. 
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It's been nearly a year and a half since anyone's seen 40-year-old Rachael 
Anderson after she disappeared on April 16th, 2010. Investigators continue 
to search for Anderson's body and are yet to name a suspect. Charles 
Capone remains a person of interest in her disappearance as he is 
Anderson's estranged husband. Capone was arrested in May of 2010 after 
pleading guilty to possession of a firearm as a felon and is scheduled for 
release on Wednesday. 
However, the Asotin County Sheriff's Office determined there was enough 
information to issue a warrant for Capone's arrest on a charge of Second 
Degree Assault stemming from an incident with Anderson. 
. KLEW file image of Rachael 
i Anderson. 
! 
"We approached the prosecutor with that information and he agreed that we had enough, that went to 
the judge and we got the warrant for his arrest," said Asotin County Sheriff Ken Bancroft. 
Anderson married Capone in October 2009. Three months later, she filed for divorce and in April she 
disappeared. Anderson's sister Kristina Bonefield said she believes Capone is responsible for her 
disappearance, is ready for justice to be served and for her sister to come home. 
"I don't think he deserves to be a free man ever," said Bonefield. "For what he's caused and done to 
our family, and to my sister, and to her children above all else." 
"We're not giving up hope yet," said Bancroft. 
While Anderson's family may have their own strong suspicions about Capone's involvement in her 
disappearance, he's yet to be charged in direct connection with her disappearance. 
A detainer has been placed on Capone who will be in Asotin County Jail no later than Thursday. 
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CLARKSTON - 15 months have passed since Clarkston resident Rachael 
Anderson went missing. 
Since April of last year, resources from agencies all over the region and 
the FBI have been following leads and sorting through information. 
'While it's true, every hour that passes evidence degrades, but there are 
people out there that know what happened," said Asotin Co. Sheriffs 
Captain Dan Hally. "And we'll continue to seek out those people." 
Hally said the task force spends countless hours on the case. Evidence 
has come back from the lab and investigators are evaluating the results. 
"We continue to look for patterns, for anything we may have missed," said Hally. "You continue to go 
over data, different eyes look at it. You just have to get different perspectives." 
Hally said Charles Capone, Rachael's estranged husband, is still the primary person of interest, but 
they're following other leads as well. He said those working the case are keeping their eyes, ears and 
minds open. 
''The trail is still warm to determining who was involved and so we continue to pursue that trail," said 
Hally. 
Hally said he remains confident they'll bring closure to the case. In the next few weeks, the task force 
will be searching some areas they've been led to. They'll be working with the University of Idaho, using 
some of their soil expertise and ground penetrating radar technology. Hally reminds anyone with 
information to contact law enforcement. 
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From La Nina to megaloads - 2010 was year filled with big 
stories 
By Zach Whitney I Published: Jan 1, 2011 at 1:34 PM PST (2011-01-1T21:34:12Z) 
LEWISTON - 2010 was certainly a year to 
remember. Big stories dominated the headlines the 
entire year. 
In February, following the inauguration of President 
Obama, tea parties emerged across the country with 
the stated goal of pushing back against the 
government and returning to traditional values. At 
one rally in Asotin, a remark made by local tea party 
activist Dianne Capps, caught on tape by KLEW 
News, gained national attention. 
"What happened to Jake when he ran with the wrong crowd? He got hung. Well, that's what I 
want to do with Patty Murray," said Capps. 
Capps denied making the remark at first, then insisted it was about getting people to vote Murray 
out of office. 
In March, a newly-elected city council fired Lewiston city manager Jay Krauss, citing differences 
in the dynamic of the relationship between Krauss and the council. Administrative Services 
Director Dan Marsh was appointed interim city manager. 
In April the search was on in the Valley and surrounding communities for Rachael Anderson. The 
40-year-old Clarkston woman disappeared on April 16th. She was reportedly last seen in Moscow 
by her estranged husband, Charles Capone. He was arrested in May and later convicted in federal 
court for unlawful firearm possession. He was also named a person of interest in Anderson's 
disappearance. 
In June torrential rain flooded downtown Lewiston and neighborhoods around the Valley. 
Federal mandates to improve stormwater drainage put the cities of Lewiston and Clarkston in a 
difficult situation as they tried to impose stormwater fees to pay for the updates. Lewiston's fee 
was overturned when it was deemed an abuse of authority, Clarkston's was challenged by a 
petition calling for its repeal and put on an upcoming ballot. 
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A llama on the loose in Lewiston created a headache for homeowners and law enforcement. The 
llama spent over a week on the lam before it was caught, only to escape from it's holding pen. 
Deputies were finally able to capture the animal and she was adopted by a local family. 
Over the summer, a group of Lewiston residents tried, but were unsuccessful, recalling Mayor 
Kevin Poole, Mayor Pro Tern Brad Cannon and Council Members Thyra Stevenson and Dennis 
Ohrtman. The group behind the petition included the former mayor Doug Havens and former 
councilor Jim Kluss. 
They said the four recall targets misused tax dollars and acted inappropriately in their positions. 
Concerns grew when a 3 percent property tax increase was proposed in the 2011 budget. 
"And it's not correct to believe that the citizens who are being ravaged by a deep recession shelter 
those of the public world from the economic downturn," said Kluss. 
The group came up short of the signatures needed. In the end the council approved the budget 
without an increase in property taxes. 
In October Lewiston residents voted down a bond measure that would have built a new high 
school. Talks of a new school started early in the year. In the end, the measure fell just short of the 
66 and 2/ 3 percent vote it needed to pass. The citizens group is recommending the school district 
try again next year. 
And perhaps the biggest story of 2010, at least in terms of physical size, weight and coverage has 
to do with four megaloads. The ConocoPhillips loads arrived at the port of Lewiston bound for 
Billings, Montana back in May and right away there were strong opinions on both sides of the 
fence. 
Opponents of the loads, citing safety and economic concerns, chalienged the plan all the way to 
the Idaho Supreme Court, which ruled it had no jurisdiction in the matter and directed it back to 
ITD for a hearing. 
An independent hearing officer, Boise attorney Merlyn Clark, ruled this past week that opponents 
had no cause to intervene. 
Opponents are still awaiting the final issuance of permits by ITD Director Brian Ness. Meanwhile 
the first of over 200 ExxonMobil mega loads arrived and wait at the port. 
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And La Nina came to town in 2010, with wind storms that destroyed homes, pulled up trees with 
85 mph gusts on the Palouse and Clearwater Valley and generally created havoc. 
As the year ended, the weather phenomena led to the second of two major winter storm systems 
crashing into the region. 
Strong winds whipped snow all over the Inland Northwest. Both U.S. 95 and 195 were closed 
Wednesday, an event that was a repeat of another severe winter three years ago. 
The year ended with cold temperatures, but beautiful clear and blue skies. 
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COEUR D'ALENE - The Moscow man named as a person of interest in the disappearance of Rachael 
Anderson was sentenced on a weapons charge in federal court Monday. 
Capone, 49, appeared in U.S. District Court in Coeur d'Alene where he was sentenced to two years 
and nine months in prison for being a felon in possession of a firearm. 
Assistant U.S. attorney Mike Mitchell said Capone was also sentenced to three years of probation and 
a $3,000 fine. Mitchell said two people spoke on Capone's behalf before the sentencing. 
The family of Rachael Anderson were also present in the courtroom. Mitchell said they wore t-shirts 
and buttons with Anderson's name and pictures. 
In July, Capone pied guilty to the charge. Capone was arrested in May on the gun charges. 
Anderson is Capone's estranged wife and has been missing since April. Investigators said Capone is 
the last person to report seeing her. 
MORE TO EXPLORE 
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LEWISTON - Stalking isn't love. That's the message the daughters of Rachael Anderson are spreading 
at this week's Nez Perce County Fair. 
"We are getting information out there, letting people know she is still missing," said Rachael's daughter 
Amber Griswold. "We still need their help to find her and we have information out here from the YWCA 
on what to do if someone is stalking you or how to get a protection order." 
"Its so hard to get help with stalking," said another daughter, Ashley Colbert. 
Anderson has been missing since April 16th. Griswold said she hopes their presence at the fair will 
bring in new tips as well as raise awareness about stalking. 
"My mom was stalked for months before she went missing," said Griswold. "She was stalked severely. 
Day and night." 
Griswold said they get email updates from the Rachael Anderson Task Force about the ongoing 
investigation each week, but she said there hasn't been much new information lately. 
The daughters say they suspect Anderson's estranged husband, Charles Capone, was behind their 
mom's stalking and disappearance. 
Capone is set to be sentenced next week on federal charges of being a felon in possession of a firearm 
next week. He has been called a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance. 
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MOSCOW - The Rachael Anderson Task Force is hoping to get more information from Charles 
Capone. 
Capone is being held in the Boundary County Jail without bail on federal charges of unlawful 
possession of a firearm by a felon. 
Captain Dan Hally, of the Asotin County Sheriffs Office, and a lead investigator on the task force, said 
Monday that Capone's statements to the media that he wants to talk to investigators, would be 
welcome, if that is what he really wants to do. 
Hally said they continue to review data along with new tips about the whereabouts of Rachael 
Anderson and her contacts on April 16th in Moscow and Clarkston. 
Capone, Anderson's estranged husband, was the last person to report seeing Anderson on the 16th in 
Moscow. 
Hally said they are also continuing to develop information regarding possible stalking activity with 
Anderson as the target. 
The task force has yet to get results back from the state crime lab for testing done on the White GMC 
Yukon that Anderson was reportedly driving before she disappeared. It was found in North Lewiston on 
April 21st. 
The task force is asking that anyone who noticed suspicious activity, possibly involving the SUV, on the 
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night of April 16th or early morning hours of the 17th, on the highways or back roads between 
Clarkston and Moscow or areas just north of Moscow, to call police at (509) 758-2331. 
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COEUR D'ALENE - Charles Capone of Moscow was indicted by a federal grand jury in Coeur d'Alene 
Tuesday .. 
Capone was indicted on two counts of unlawful possession of a firearm by a felon. Capone, 48, was 
arrested in Moscow on May 6. 
Federal court records indicate he is a person of interest in the disappearance of Rachael Anderson of 
Clarkston, although the task force investigating her disappearance has not officially named Capone, 
Anderson's estranged husband, as a person of interest. 
Anderson was reportedly last seen by Capone in Moscow on April 16, the last time anyone saw her. 
Investigators say Anderson filed a report with Clarkston Police in January, claiming that Capone had 
strangled her. 
Captain Dan Halley of the Asotin County Sheriff's Office, who is a lead investigator with the Rachael 
Anderson task force, says he learned of the indictment from Moscow Police Tuesday. 
Capone faces up to 1 0 years in jail and a fine up to $250,000 on each count. 
Capone is being held in the Boundary County Jail without bail. 
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MOSCOW - Charles Capone, the estranged husband of missing Clarkston woman Rachael Anderson, 
remains in custody in Bonner County, held without bail on a federal charge of felon in possession of a 
1 firearm. 
Business neighbors of Capone say they knew of his criminal history, but that he was a "real friendly 
guy." 
"He worked hard, he stayed late in the evenings," said owner of LaMoreaux Photography and Studio 
Mark LaMoreaux. "He was always busy and seemed to be very personable and friendly. Fast, fast in 
everything. He was fast." 
LaMoreaux's business is in the same building as Capone's shop, Palouse Multiple Services. Neighbors 
remember seeing Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson, at the business shortly before her 
disappearance last month and say they understand why detectives would be interested in Capone in 
the matter. 
But LaMoreaux said he always got along with Capone and thought he was trying to make a clean start, 
despite his past. 
"Hopefully he'll come out of this alright," said LaMoreaux. "I really like the guy. I think everybody that 
knew him here did. I'd like to see him make good somehow." 
Some business neighbors did not want to be identified, saying Capone was a "little odd" and had what 
they called "obvious women troubles." 
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Others think his arrest is being blown out of proportion. But none were really surprised when Capone 
was arrested last week. 
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CLARKSTON - Charles Capone is in custody and 
Captain Dan Hally says that is a win for the 
prosecution as well as the Valley community. 
Hally, with the Asotin County Sheriff's Office, 
argued at Monday's federal detention hearing in 
Coeur d'Alene that Capone, who is charged with 
being a felon in possession of a firearm, remain 
behind bars. 
"We provided information which we believe shows 
Capone would be a flight risk," said Hally. "He had provided information to a former wife of his 
that he had planned to sell his shop and move to Arizona. Then we also addressed statements 
Rachael Anderson had made to me on April 13th, regarding an alleged attempt that Charles 
Capone had attempted to strangle her." 
Hally is the lead investigator for the task force looking into the disappearance of Anderson. 
Capone is her estranged husband. 
She filed for divorce in January and has been missing since April 16. In court documents, an ATF 
agent names Capone as a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance. But Hally said the task 
force has yet to do the same. 
"We have not focused the investigation on one single individual, that ensures that we aren't 
missing things," said Hally. "He is certainly somebody that we're talking to, but there are several 
others as well. So the task force, neither myself or any other members, have identified him 
specifically as a person of interest." 
Hally said friends and family of Capone wrote letters on his behalf to be presented at the 
detention hearing. Also in the courtroom at Monday's hearing were friends and family of Rachael 
Anderson. 
Hally said Capone seemed subdued and attentive at the hearing, but did not speak. No word yet 
on when Capone's next court date will be. 
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Feds holding on to Capone 
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COUER D'ALENE (AP) - A federal judge on Monday ordered the husband of Rachael Anderson 
held in jail on a firearms count. 
Charles A. Capone is charged with being a felon in possession of a firearm. 
He was ordered to remain in jail after a detention hearing in Coeur d'Alene. He was arrested at his 
business last week in Moscow. 
40-year-old Anderson, Capone's estranged wife, has been missing since April 16. 
Federal court records indicate Capone is a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance and 
that she filed a report with Clarkston police on Jan. 2 alleging he had pushed and strangled her. 
She filed for divorce on Jan. 7. 
Prosecutors told the judge about Capone's convictions for bank larceny, aggravated assault, 
burglary, criminal mischief, vehicle burglary, trespassing, assault, theft and possession of a 
controlled substance. 
A task force formed to investigate Anderson's disappearance says Capone was the last person to 
report seeing Anderson. That was on April 16 in Moscow. 
Anderson had reported being a victim of malicious mischief, harassment and stalking. 
Last week Anderson's family said they hoped Capone's incarceration would lead him to give police 
information about Anderson's whereabouts. 
Among those scheduled to testify Monday was Captain Dan Hally of the Asotin County Sheriffs 
Office, lead investigator of the task force. 
Anderson's vehicle and cell phone were located after she disappeared. The vehicle in north 
Lewiston near a bus stop and the cell phone at a location not disclosed by investigators. 
(KLEW Web Staff contributed to this story.) 
http://www.klewtv.com/news/local/93341354.html?print=y 
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Capone arraigned in federal court 
By Stephanie Smith I Published: May 7, 2010 at 1:10 PM PST (2010-05-7T21:10:33Z) I Last Updated: May 7, 2010 at 5:11 PM PST (2010-05-8T1:11:39Z) 
COEUR d'ALENE - The federal case against Charles 
A. Capone names him as a person of interest in the 
disappearance of his estranged wife Rachael 
Anderson, who has been missing for three weeks. 
Capone, 48, was arrested at his place of business 
Thursday morning in Moscow by Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms agents for being a felon in possession 
of a firearm. 
Capone was arraigned in U.S. District Court in Coeur 
d'Alene via video Thursday morning before federal Magistrate Judge Larry Boyle. Court records 
say the prosecution is requesting Capone be held with no bail prior to trial. The prosecution cites 
a serious risk that Capone will flee and poses a danger to others. 
A preliminary exam and detention hearing will be held on Monday afternoon. 
According to documents filed in federal court, Chase Ervin went to Moscow Police on April 28th 
saying in February he gave a 40 caliber pistol to Capone as collateral for a truck Ervin wanted to 
buy. But then he decided he didn't have enough money for the truck so went to ask for the gun 
back, but was told it was at a friend's house and that the friend was out of town. 
Then in March Ervin says Capone gave him $450 dollars for the gun. The next day the task force 
investigating Anderson's disappearance searched the home of Robert Bogden in Viola. Capone 
had reportedly stayed there from February to April 20th. 
Bogden told police that Capone followed Rachael in mid-February to see if she was seeing another 
man. Bogden said Capone carried a gun with him while he followed Anderson. The model 22 
Glock was seized by police at Bogden's home. 
Police say Capone stopped staying at the house because Bogden was leaving on a trip and was 
concerned about the investigation into Anderson's disappearance. 
Capone faces up to 10 years in jail and a fine up to $250,000 if convicted. 
http:/ /www.klewtv.com/news/local/93143304.html?print=y 
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Capone has a criminal history, including bank larceny, aggravated assault and burglary. 
Anderson filed a report with Clarkston Police on January 2 saying Capone pushed and strangled 
her. She signed divorce papers on January 6. The two were married in September oflast year. 
Police say Capone was the last person who reported seeing Anderson on April 16. 
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'I knew him well enough to know that I didn't like him' 
By Stephanie Smith I Published: May 6, 2010 at 6:08 PM PST (2010-05-1f2:08:43Z) 
LEWISTON - Members of Rachael Anderson's 
family say they are happy that Charles Capone was 
arrested Thursday and hope it leads them to 
answers. 
"I knew him well enough to know that I didn't like 
him," said Rachael's daughter Amber Griswold. 
Griswold said her mom married Capone in 
September but quickly wanted an annulment. 
"She was so excited to get married to him, she wanted to be with him forever," said Griswold. "She 
thought it was like a fairy tale. She was basically tricked into it, that's what I felt like." 
Anderson filed for divorce in January, just days after her family says Capone choked her. But 
Amber said there were many other incidents before that. 
'"He's grabbing something, it looks sharp, his stabbing the tire,' she's (Rachael) like screaming 
this over the phone, so scared,'' said Griswold. "I don't remember how she made it home that 
night. I think a friend came and got her." 
Amber said those are the reasons why the family thinks Capone was the person stalking and 
harassing their mother and perhaps knows about her whereabouts. 
"(We said) it's Charles mom, it's Charles, we know it's Charles," said Griswold. "But he would say 
'I'm getting text messages too. I'm getting voicemails like that too. I'm getting stalked also.' So, it 
was kind of a common thread where she could call him and say 'are you getting text messages too? 
What are they saying?"' 
On Friday there will be a bake sale from 7:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at St. Joe's, just outside of the 
cafeteria, to help pay for expenses for the family. 
On Mother's Day, Sunday, at 8 p.m., the family is holding a candlelight vigil in Beachview Park. 
http:/ /www.klewtv.com/news/local/93036074.html?print=y 000918 Page 1 of 1 
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KLEWNews 
ATF arrests estranged husband of Rachael Anderson on 
firearms charge 
By Greg Meyer I Published: May 6, 2010 at 2:28 PM PST (2010-05-6T22:28:31Z) I Last Updated: May 7, 2010 at 7:18 AM PST (2010-05-7T15:18:46Z) 
MOSCOW - The estranged husband of Rachael Anderson was arrested in Moscow Thursday. 
Moscow Assistant Police Chief David Duke said 48-year-old Charles Capone was arrested at his 
place of business in Moscow by Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents at 10 a.m. 
That business, Palouse Multiple Services, is located at 2216 South Main. Duke says Capone was 
not arrested in connection with Anderson's disappearance, but on a charge of Convicted Felon in 
Possession of a Firearm, based on evidence gathered in a previous search of his business. 
Duke said that at a pre-warrant meeting Thursday morning, it was decided that Capone would be 
transported by ATF to Couer d'Alene to be booked on the federal charge. 
According to court records, Anderson, who has been missing from her Clarkston home since April 
16th, was seeking a divorce from Capone. Clarkston Police Chief Joel Hastings confirmed 
Thursday that Capone was the last person to report seeing Anderson on April 16. 
A multi-agency task force is continuing to work to find Anderson. The vehicle she was driving was 
located in North Lewiston on April 21. Her cell phone was located on April 26, but investigators 
are not saying where it was found. 
According to the Latah County Prosecutor's office, Capone leaded guilty to Aggravated Assault 
and Burglary in 1997 and ended up on probation after a period oflocal incarceration on those 
charges. In 2005 he was arrested for a probation violation and served 14 days in jail. He was 
released from probation in December 2007. 
http:/ /www.klewtv.com/news/local/93012254.html?print=y 000919 Page 1 of 1 
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Search continues in Snake River for missing woman's body 
by Associated Press 
KREM.com 
Posted on January 7, 2014 at 11 :40 AM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) -- The U.S. Coast Guard has joined the search of the Snake River 
near Clarkston, Wash., for the body of a Lewiston woman who has been missing since 
April 2010. 
http://www.krem.com/ home/ Coast-G uard-joins-Snake-River-search-for-missing-womans-body-23 912 9 3 O 1. htm I# 
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WATCH: Authorities search Snake River for Rachael Anderson's body 
Asotin County (Wash.) Sheriff Ken Brancroft said that a fisherman pulled up an anchor 
and something wrapped in a tarp came up with it before breaking free. Bancroft says that 
information helped narrow the search for the body of Rachael Anderson. 
READ: Former murder suspect's tip may lead to Rachael Anderson's body 
Anderson's estranged husband, Charles Capone, faces trial on a first-degree murder 
charge in March. 
READ: Co-defendant in Rachael Anderson case out on bail 
Capone's co-defendant, David Stone, has pleaded guilty to failing to notify law 
enforcement about Anderson's death. Information obtained during plea negotiations led 
to November searches of the river west of Clarkston. 
Officials say the current search will continue through Wednesday, if necessary. 
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Authorities search Snake River for Rachael Anderson's body 
by ASSOCIATED PRESS & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on January 6, 2014 at 9:53 AM 
Updated Monday, Jan 6 at 5:12 PM 
ASOTIN COUNIY, Wash. -- The Asotin County Sheriffs Office started the search for the remains of Rachael Anderson again Monday. 
Authorities said they will search the Snake River near Clarkston. The search will continue until Wednesday if necessary. 
Boaters are being asked to stay clear of search boats working in the area near Red Wolf Bridge. 
WATCH: Rachael Anderson's accused killer pleads guilty to lesser charge 
Officials believe Anderson's estranged husband and his friend are responsible for her death. 
Stone and Anderson's estranged husband, 53-year-old Charles A. Capone, were both charged with first-degree murder, failure to notify a 
coroner or law enforcement officer about a death and conspiracy to commit both of those crimes. 
WATCH; Latah Co. murder suspects to stand trial separately 
Stone pleaded guilty to failure to notify law enforcement of the death of Rachael Anderson. In a plea agreement officials said Stone offered 
information that prosecutors hoped would help locate her body. 
Anderson's estranged husband, Charles Capone, faces trial for first-degree murder on March 31. 
READ:Former murder suspect's tip may lead to Rachael Anderson's body 
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Co-defendant in Rachael Anderson case out on bail 
Co-defendant in Rachael Anderson case out on bail 
by Associated Press 
KREM.com 
Posted on December 23, 2013 at 9:47 AM 
Updated Monday, Dec 23 at 9:47 AM 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -- A Moscow man who pleaded guilty to failure to notify law enforcement about a death involving the 2010 
disappearance of a Rachael Anderson of Clarkston, Wash., has been released from jail on bond. 
WATCH: Rachael Anderson's accused killer pleads guilty to lesser charge 
50-year-old David C. Stone was reportedly released from the Latah County Jail Friday after posting $25,000 bond. 
Stone and Anderson's estranged husband, 53-year-old Charles A. Capone, were both charged with first-degree murder, failure to notify a 
coroner or law enforcement officer about a death and conspiracy to commit both of those crimes. 
MORE: Former murder suspeet's tip may lead to Rachael Anderson's body 
Stone's guilty plea to failure to notify authorities of a death is part of a deal that calls for him to testify at Capone's trial. 
If a judge accepts the deal, the murder charge against Stone will be dropped. 
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Former murder suspect's tip may lead to Rachael Anderson's body 
Former murder suspect's tip may lead to Rachael Anderson's body 
by ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KREM.com 
Posted on December 13, 2013 at 2:01 PM 
Updated Friday, Dec 13 at2:46 PM 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -- Officials in Latah County say a man who reached a plea agreement in the April 2010 disappearance of a Clarkston, 
Wash., woman recently offered information that prosecutors hope will help locate her body. 
WATCH: Rachael Anderson's accused killer pleads guilty to lesser charge 
David Stone of Moscow pleaded guilty Wednesday to failure to notify law enforcement of the death of Rachael Anderson. Prosecutor 
William Thompson Jr. says Stone has agreed to testify about what happened after he arrived at the alleged crime scene. 
Anderson's estranged husband, Charles Capone, faces trial for first-degree murder on March 31. 
WATCH: Latah Co. murder suspects to stand trial separately 
Thompson said detectives interviewed Stone twice last month and believe he was not responsible for Anderson's death, but helped cover it 
up. 
Thompson says last month's search of the Snake River west of Clarkston, Wash., was related, in part, to what Stone told investigators. 
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Rachael Anderson's accused killer pleads guilty to lesser charge 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on December 10, 2013 at 12:15 PM 
Updated Thursday, Dec 12 at 2:50 PM 
LAT AH COUNTY, Idaho-One of the two men charged in connection with Rachael Anderson's disappearance changed his not-guilty plea 
Wednesday. David Stone, 49, pleaded guilty to one count of failure to notify coroner or law enforcement of a death in Second District Court. 
Stone faces seven to ten years in prison. 
Other charges against Stone would be dropped as part of the plea agreement. A prosecutor said Stone talked to two investigators in 
December. The prosecutor also said Stone was not involved in the murder but instead acted as a cover up. The prosecutor also said Stone 
agreed to testify against the other suspect in the case. 
WATCH; Moscow man denies charges in wife's disappearance 
Stone and Charles A. Capone, 52, were charged with the murder of Anderson. The Clarkston woman vanished in April 2012. Anderson, 40, 
was last seen at Capone's shop in Moscow. Her body has not been found. 
Investigators wrote that Stone and Capone conspired from January 2010 to April 2010 to murder Anderson. Documents alleged that Capone 
and Stone stalked and followed the victim. The documents alleged that Capone and/or Stone put Ambien into Anderson's beer during the 
visit and killed her. Investigators said Capone and Stone later hid and disposed of Anderson's body. The pair also cleaned the Yukon to 
destroy evidence of the murder according to records. They also stated that the suspects drove the Yukon from Latah County to Lewiston and 
sent text messages from Anderson's phone to hide her death. 
WATCH: Latah Co. murder suspects to stand trial seperately 
Authorities searched for a body along the Snake River in Asotin County in November. It happened after a tip came in from two fishermen 
who believed they found a body near Hells Canyon Marina in Clarkston. The tip promoted speculation that it may be tied to the murder of 
Anderson. Officials would not confirm that but said they felt confident they would get a conviction in that case, with or without a body. 
The prosecutor said Stone has given information that investigators hope will help them locate Anderson's body. 
The court set trial for Capone in January. 
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Authorities search Snake River for body near Clarkston 
by HAYLEY GUENTHNER & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on November 19, 2013 at 5:35 PM 
Updated Tuesday, Nov 19 at6:00 PM 
ASOTIN COUNTY.--A tip came from two fishermen who believed they nearly reeled in a body from the Snake River. 
The Spokane County Sheriffs Office dive team is helping with the search in an area west of Clarkston. Six deputies and a sergeant from 
Spokane made the trip down to help. 
Authorities have declined to comment whether the search may be for the body of Rachael Anderson. 
WATCH: Judge rules enough evidence for trial in Rachael Anderson case 
The Clarkston woman was last seen in April 2010. Her estranged husband, Charles Capone, and another man are scheduled to go to trial in 
2014 for her murder. 
Many have speculated that the river search is tied to the murder of Anderson. Officials are not ready to confirm that under advice from the 
latah County Prosecutor. 
The fisherman said they came across what they believed to be a gruesome discovery. 
"They kept snagging something on the bottom. They used their anchor to try and figure out what it was. They were able to snag with their 
anchor, but when they brought it up to the surface, it broke loose," said Captain Dan Hally with the Asotin County Sheriffs Office. 
The men were never able to get a good look at their find but reported to law enforcement that they suspected it was a body. 
"They indicated there could have been some tarp around it. Maybe some cable, or barb wire," said Hally 
latah County Sheriff Wayne Rausch was not able to confirm that the search is related to the Anderson case. He said his detectives are 
working close with officials in Asotin County. 
Captain Hally said it could be related to a number of missing person's cases. He said they will keep going until there is not a stone left 
unturned. 
"We want to make sure based on the credible information these individuals provided, that we do everything we can to locate someone that 
may be in the river. Really we '11 suspend the search if we locate something that matches the description or we've exhausted all our 
resources," said Hally. 
The search will resume on Wednesday. Spokane County Deputies were in the water all day Tuesday looking. 
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Search resumes for body in water near Clarkston 
by KREM.com, AP 
KREM.com 
Posted on November 19, 2013 at 10:35 AM 
Updated Tuesday, Nov 19 at 3:10 PM 
ASOTIN COUNTY, Wash. --The Spokane County Sheriffs Office assisted with a call Tuesday in Asotin County. 
Crews were expected to be on the water all day. 
Divers were expected to explore the Snake River near the Northwest corner of Clarkston. There were six deputies from the SCSO 
Emergency Operations team involved in the search. 
This comes as crews called off a search last Friday for a body that might be in the Snake River. 
There are several active missing person cases in the area, but authorities didn't specifically link the recent search v.ith any of those cases. 
Latah County Prosecutor William Thompson Jr. declined to comment when asked if the search may be for the body of Rachael Anderson, a Clarkston woman who was 
last seen in April 2010. Her estranged husband, Charles A. Capone, and David C. Stone face trial next year on murder charges. 
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Investigators searching Snake River for body 
by Associated Press 
KREM.com 
Posted on November 15, 2013 at 8:59 AM 
Updated Friday, Nov 15 at7:00 PM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) -- Law enforcement officers, divers and a boat equipped with sonar are searching the Snake River west of Clarkston, 
Wash., after receiving information that a body might be in the river. 
Latah County Prosecutor William Thompson Jr. told news media on Thursday that it was his understanding that the search is related to 
several missing person cases in the Lewiston-Clarkston Valley. 
Thompson declined comment when asked if the search may be for the body of Rachael Anderson, a Clarkston woman who was last seen in 
April 2010. Her estranged husband, Charles A. Capone, and David C. Stone face trial next year on murder charges. 
READ MORE: Judge rules enough evidence for trial in Rachael Anderson case 
Capt. Dan Hally with the Asotin County sheriffs office in Washington has said the public will be notified if the search team finds anything. 
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Judge delays murder trial for Moscow husband 
by AP 
KREM.com 
Posted on October 10, 2013 at 9:55 AM 
Updated Thursday, Oct 10 at 5:01 PM 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -- A judge has agreed to delay until next year the trial of a 
Moscow man accused in the slaying of his wife three years ago. 
The trial for Charles Capone was expected to begin in early December. But Latah 
County Attorney Bill Thompson requested pushing it back due to the significant 
amount of evidence in the case. 
Other media outlets report Thompson is still acquiring evidence, and key elements, 
including DNA and blood samples, are still being analyzed in federal government labs 
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Latah Co. murder suspects to stand trial seperately 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on September 23, 2013 at 5:23 PM 
Updated Monday, Sep 23 at 5:40 PM 
LATAH CO UNIT, Idaho -- Two men charged with murder and conspiracy in the disappearance of a Clarkston woman will get separate 
trials. 
Rachel Anderson disappeared more than three years ago. Police said that her estranged husband Charles Capone murdered her with his 
friend David Stone. Capone pleaded guilty to the charges in August. 
The Latah County prosecutors office filed a motion to combine the two trials because they would include the same evidence and witnesses. 
But a judge decided to hold separate trials for the defendants, saying that it would be fairer for the two men. 
Capone's trial is set to begin December 9th. 
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Moscow man denies charges in wife's disappearance 
by ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KREM.com 
Posted on August 21, 2013 at 6:29 AM 
Updated Wednesday.Aug 21 atS:21 PM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) --A Moscow man has pleaded not guilty to murder and conspiracy charges in the April 2010 disappearance of his 
estranged wife. 
Charles A. Capone, 52, entered his pleas Tuesday before 2nd District Judge Michael J. Griffin. A trial is set for December 9th. 
Capone and co-defendant David C. Stone are charged with first-degree murder, failure to notify law enforcement about a death and 
conspiracy to commit both charges in the death of Rachael Anderson of Clarkston, Washington. She was last seen at Capone's shop in 
Moscow. Her body has not been found. 
Stone has not entered a plea. 
The Latah County Prosecutors Office filed a motion Tuesday to combine the trials of Capone and Stone because they would include the same 
evidence and witnesses. 
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Judge rules enough evidence for trial in Rachael Anderson case 
by ASSOCIATED PRESS & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on August 2, 2013 at 11:05 AM 
Updated Friday, Aug 2 at 1 :09 PM 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -- An Idaho judge determined there is probable cause to try 
two Moscow men in the death of a Clarkston, Wash., woman who went missing more 
than three years ago. 
2nd District Court Magistrate John C. Judgemade the ruling Thursday after a 
three-day preliminary hearing for 52-year-old Charles A. Capone and 49-year-old 
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David C. Stone. 
The men are charged with first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit first-degree 
murder in the death of Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson. Her body has not 
been found. 
Testimony at the preliminary hearing indicated Anderson died at Capone's shop in 
April 2010, where she was last seen with both men. Capone reportedly bought a tarp 
the next morning. 
Defense attorneys argued there was no evidence of Anderson's death in the state of 
Idaho. 
The pre-trial hearing began Tuesday morning in the case. 
Investigators believe Capone was the last person to see Rachel Anderson alive. 
Anderson's Family said Capone stalked her after they separated and she disappeared 
months later. 
Anderson's oldest daughter, Amber Griswold and a man who says Stone originally 
asked him to kill Stone's wife and later stated he and Capone were going to kill each 
other's wives may testify for the prosecution. 
Witnesses also include a number of officers, detectives and deputies from Lewiston 
and Moscow. 
Stone's attorney questioned the Captain why he didn't record the interview with 
Stone during the murder investigation. 
The Latah County Prosecutor will not seek the death penalty for Charles Capone and 
David Stone if they are convicted of murder. 
Court documents stated that Capone murdered Anderson with the abatement of 
David Christopher Stone, 49. Authorities arrested Stone Wednesday. Stone and 
Capone both faced a judge in Latah County the same afternoon. 
Capone and Stone were charged with principal to murder in the first degree, 
conspiracy to commit murder in the first degree, failure to notify coroner or law 
enforcement of death, conspiracy to commit failure to notify coroner or law 
enforcement of death according to court records. 
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Investigators wrote that Stone and Capone conspired from January 2010 to April 
2010 to murder Anderson. Documents alleged that Capone and Stone stalked, and 
followed the victim. 
The couple separated on December 27th, 2009 and filed for divorce on January 6th, 
2010. Capone demanded that Anderson decide by April 16th, 2010 whether she was 
going to continue divorce proceedings. 
Court documents stated that Capone text messaged and called Anderson to lure her 
to his business near Moscow. All three people met April 16th at Capone's business, 
Multiple Service, along South Main Street. Documents alleged that Anderson came to 
pick up her vehicle. She borrowed a Yukon from a friend to drive to the shop. 
The documents alleged that Capone and/or Stone put Arnbien into Anderson's beer 
during the visit and killed her. Investigators said Capone and Stone later hid and 
disposed of Anderson's body. The pair also cleaned the Yukon to destroy evidence of 
the murder according to records. They also stated that the suspects drove the Yukon 
from Latah County to Lewiston and sent text messages from Anderson's phone to 
hide her death. 
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Police criticized for losing evidence in Anderson murder case 
Police criticized for losing evidence in Anderson murder case 
by ASSOCIATED PRESS & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on August i, 2013 at 9:04 AM 
Updated Thursday, At.g 1 at 9:04 AM 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -- Moscow Police Department detectives are coming under criticism from defense lawyers and a judge for recording 
over a key portion of an interview with a man accused of killing his wife. 
The development surfaced Wednesday during a preliminary hearing for Charles Capone and David Stone. Both are facing murder charges 
for their roles in the disappearance of Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson. 
Moscow Police Lt. James Fry said Wednesday he wishes he would have preserved a recorded interview with Capone three years ago. During 
that interview, detectives say Capone said he didn't kill Anderson but knew where her body was. 
Fry said they later taped over the statement because the recording also contained taped conversations between Capone and his attorney. 
Magistrate John C. Judge called the loss a big oversight. 
The pre-trial hearing began Tuesday morning in the case. Court documents stated that the hearing could last as long as three days. 
The prosecutor and defense attorney are looking into what should be admissable in court. Both Charles Capone and David Stone sat with 
their individual attorneys. 
Investigators believe Capone was the last person to see Rachel Anderson alive. Anderson's Family said Capone stalked her after they 
separated and she disappeared months later. 
Anderson's oldest daughter, Amber Griswold and a man who says Stone orignally asked him to kill Stone's wife and later stated he and 
Capone were going to kill eash other's wives may testify for the prosecution. 
Witnesses also include a number of officers, detectives and deputies from Lewiston and Moscow. 
Stone's attorney questioned the Captain why he didn't record the interview with Stone during the murder investigation. 
The Latah County Prosecutor will not seek the death penalty for Charles Capone and David Stone if they are convicted of murder. 
Capone is charged with first degree murder for the 2010 death of Anderson, 40. She vanished in April 16th, 2010 as the couple was 
preparing to divorce. 
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Court documents stated that Capone murdered Anderson with the abatement of David Christopher Stone, 49. Authorities arrested Stone 
Wednesday. Stone and Capone both faced a judge in Latah County the same afternoon. 
Capone and Stone were charged with principal to murder in the first degree, conspiracy to commit murder in the first degree, failure to 
notify coroner or law enforcement of death, conspiracy to commit failure to notify coroner or law enforcement of death according to court 
records. 
WATCH: Neighbors describe Moscow murder suspect as odd 
Investigators wrote that Stone and Capone conspired from January 2010 to April 2010 to murder Anderson. Documents alleged that Capone 
and Stone stalked, and followed the victim. 
The couple separated on December 27th, 2009 and filed for divorce on January 6th, 2010. Capone demanded that Anderson decide by April 
16th, 2010 whether she was going to continue divorce proceedings. 
WATCH: Anderson's daughter reacts to Capone's charges 
Court documents stated that Capone text messaged and called Anderson to lure her to his business near Moscow. All three people met April 
16th at Capone's business, Multiple Service, along South Main Street. Documents alleged that Anderson came to pick up her vehicle. She 
borrowed a Yukon from a friend to drive to the shop. 
WATCH: Capone allegedly admitted to murder 
The documents alleged that Capone and/or Stone put Ambien into Anderson's beer during the visit and killed her. Investigators said Capone 
and Stone later hid and disposed of Anderson's body. The pair also cleaned the Yukon to destroy evidence of the murder according to 
records. They also stated that the suspects drove the Yukon from Latah County to Lewiston and sent text messages from Anderson's phone to 
hide her death. 
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Pre-trial starts for Rachael Anderson murder case 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on July 30, 2013 at 12:20 PM 
Updated Tuesday, Jul 30 at 5:20 PM 
LATAH COUNTY, Idaho. --The pre-trial hearing began Tuesday morning in the Rachael Anderson murder case. Anderson's ex-husband, 
Charles Capone, and David Stone are charged with her 2010 murder. Court documents stated that the hearing could last as long as three 
days. 
The prosecutor and defense attorney are looking into what should be admissable in court. Both Charles Capone and David Stone sat with 
their individual attorneys. 
Investigators believe Capone was the last person to see Rachel Anderson alive. Anderson's Family said Capone stalked her after they 
separated and she disappeared months later. 
Anderson's oldest daughter, Amber Griswold and a man who says Stone orignally asked him to kill Stone's wife and later stated he and 
Capone were going to kill eash other's wives may testify for the prosecution. 
Witnesses also include a number of officers, dtectives and deputies from Lewiston and Moscow. 
Stone's attorney questioned the Captain why he didn't record the interview with Stone during the murder investigation. 
The Latah County Prosecutor will not seek the death penalty for Charles Capone and David Stone if they are convicted of murder. 
Capone is charged with first degree murder for the 2010 death of Anderson, 40. She vanished in April 16th, 2010 as the couple was 
preparing to divorce. 
Court documents stated that Capone murdered Anderson with the abatement of David Christopher Stone, 49. Authorities arrested Stone 
Wednesday. Stone and Capone both faced a judge in Latah County the same afternoon. 
Capone and Stone were charged with principal to murder in the first degree, conspiracy to commit murder in the first degree, failure to 
notify coroner or law enforcement of death, conspiracy to commit failure to notify coroner or law enforcement of death according to court 
records. 
WATCH: Neighbors describe Moscow murder suspect as odd 
Investigators wrote that Stone and Capone conspired from January 2010 to April 2010 to murder Anderson. Documents alleged that Capone 
and Stone stalked, and followed the victim. 
The couple separated on December 271:h, 2009 and filed for divorce on January 6th, 2010. Capone demanded that Anderson decide by April 
16th, 2010 whether she was going to continue divorce proceedings. 
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WATCH: Anderson's daughter reacts to Capone's charges 
Court documents stated that Capone text messaged and called Anderson to lure her to his business near Moscow. All three people met April 
16th at Capone's business, Multiple Service, along South Main Street. Documents alleged that Anderson came to pick up her vehicle. She 
borrowed a Yukon from a friend to drive to the shop. 
WATCH: Capone allegedly admitted to murder 
The documents alleged that Capone and/or Stone put Ambien into Anderson's beer during the visit and killed her. Investigators said Capone 
and Stone later hid and disposed of Anderson's bopy. The pair also cleaned the Yukon to destroy evidence of the murder according to 
records. They also stated that the suspects drove the Yukon from Latah County to Lewiston and sent text messages from Anderson's phone to 
hide her death. 
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No death penalty sought for Rachael Anderson murder 
No death penalty sought for Rachael Anderson murder 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on June 12, 2013 at 10:25 AM 
IATAH COUNIY, Wash. --The Latah County Prosecutor will not seek the death penalty for Charles Capone and David Stone if they are 
convicted of murder. Both men are charged with the death of Rachael Anderson, 40. 
Capone is Anderson's estranged husband. He is charged with first degree murder for the 2010 death of Anderson. 
Capone's estranged wife vanished in April 16th, 2010 as the couple was preparing to divorce. 
Court documents stated that Capone murdered Anderson with the abatement of David Christopher Stone, 49. Authorities arrested Stone 
Wednesday. Stone and Capone both faced a judge in Latah County the same afternoon. 
Capone and Stone were charged with principal to murder in the first degree, conspiracy to commit murder in the first degree, failure to 
notify coroner or law enforcement of death, conspiracy to commit failure to notify coroner or law enforcement of death according to court 
records. 
Investigators wrote that Stone and Capone conspired from January 2010 to April 2010 to murder Anderson. Documents alleged that Capone 
and Stone stalked, and followed the victim. 
The couple separated on December 27th, 2009 and filed for divorce on January 6th, 2010. Capone demanded that Anderson decided by 
April 16th, 2010 whether she was going to continue divorce proceedings. 
Court documents stated that Capone text messaged and called Anderson to lure her to his business near Moscow. All three people met April 
16th at Capone's business, Multiple Service, along South Main Street. Documents alleged that Anderson came to pick up her vehicle. She 
borrowed a Yukon from a friend to drive to the shop. 
The documents alleged that Capone and/or Stone put Ambien into Anderson's beer during the visit and killed her. Investigators said Capone 
and Stone later hid and disposed of Anderson's body. The pair also cleaned the Yukon to destroy evidence of the murder according to 
records. They also stated that the suspects drove the Yukon from Latah County to Lewiston and sent text messages from Anderson's phone to 
hide her death. 
The duo initially denied any involvement in Anderson's death. 
Authorities arrested Capone May 6th, 2012 on a federal warrant for being a felon in possession of a firearm. He was taken to the Bonner 
County Jail and placed in a cell with inmate Joshua Voss. Court documents stated that Capone told Voss, "they also think I killed my wife, 
but I am not worried because they will never find the body." 
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Voss reported the comments four days later. Documents stated that Voss was nearly done with his sentence and did not receive any change 
in his on situation for providing the details. 
Capone pleaded guilty to the firearms charge in 2010 and served two years. He was transferred to the Asotin County Jail in September 2012. 
Prosecutors in Asotin County charged Capone with strangling Anderson before she vanished. Court documents stated that the attack 
happened in December 2009. 
Capone's cellmate in Asotin County eventually came forward with new details for investigators in January 2013. Capone allegedly told his 
cellmate that if he was going to kill someone, he would put them in a big tarp, wait until the blood coagulated, cut the body up and dissolve it 
in car parts washer. 
Investigators found a large car parts washer when they searched Capone's auto shop. 
The cellmate went on to tell investigators that Capone got angry at an inmate and yelled "don't make me cut up another body." 
Court documents stated that the inmate said Capone also made comments about burring a body. Capone allegedly stated that authorities 
would never find Anderson's body. 
He told them that Capone described what happened the night Anderson disappeared. Capone told the inmate that Anderson threatened to 
turn him in for being a felon in possession of a firearm according to court documents. Capone allegedly told the inmate that he slipped an 
Ambien into Anderson's beer "to shut her up." He then decided he had "no choice" and was going to "end it all," according to the court 
records. 
Capone has been in custody in Clarkston since October 2012. He previously served time for being a felon in possession of a firearm. Capone 
was convicted in September 2010. He also served time in 1998 for burglary and aggravated assault. Court documents showed Capone also 
was convicted of bank larceny and attempted armed robbery. 
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Judge denies Moscow murder suspect release 
Judge denies Moscow murder suspect release 
by ASSOCIATED PRESS 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 10, 2013 at 9:56 AM 
Updated Friday, May10 at 10:04 AM 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -- A northern Idaho judge has rejected a request by a Moscow man charged with helping another man kill his wife to 
be released on his own recognizance or have bail set. 
The 2nd District Court Judge John Judge rejected 49-year-old David Stone's request Thursday. 
Stone and 51-year-old Charles Capone of Clarkston, Wash., are both charged with first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder in 
the death of Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson of Lewiston. 
She was 40 when she disappeared three years ago and her body hasn't been found. 
Judge also delayed a preliminary hearing for the case to June 27 after Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson cited a large amount of 
evidence and documents still being copied for defense attorneys. 
Both defendants waived their right to a speedy trial. 
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Man bought Moscow murder suspect's car parts washer 
by OTHELLO RICHARDS & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 2, 2013 al 6:04 PM 
Updated ThUISday, May 2 at 6:21 PM 
MOSCOW, Idaho-- Court documents stated that Charles Capone told a cellmate details which could explain what happened to his estranged 
wife. Rachael Anderson vanished in 2010, but only on Wednesday was Capone charged in her murder. 
Authorities arrested Capone and David Stone for Anderson's death. Since her death, Capone had been in prison on federal firearm charges 
and most recently for an assault charge. 
Capone's cellmate in Asotin County came forward in early 2013 with new details for investigators looking into the Anderson's death. Capone 
allegedly told his cellmate that if he was going to kill someone, he would put them in a big tarp, wait until the blood coagulated, cut the body 
up and dissolve it in car parts washer. 
Documents state that Capone had owned a parts washer. It was kept at his auto shop, Multiple Service. 
On Thursday, KREM 2 News tracked down the man who may own that very piece of machinery. 
Tim Fountain said his brother bought the parts washer after Capone went to prison for illegally possessing a firearm. Capone's brother 
auctioned off the felon's belongings according to Fountain. 
"I always assumed it was used for cleaning car parts, but it has a different residue at the bottom of this darn thing that looked kind of to me 
like bone dust," said Fountain. 
He said he has seen bone dust in an urn 
Court documents said that Capone told his cellmate that a car parts washer will reach 1,300 degrees and will dissolve a body. 
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Neighbors describe Moscow murder suspect as "odd" 
by OTHELLO RICHARDS & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 2, 2013 at 5:45 PM 
Updated Thursday, May2 at 6:01 PM 
/' "\ 
MOSCOW, Idaho-- The Latah County Prosecutor charged Charles Capone and David Stone with murder on Wednesday. Anderson vanished 
in 2010 and her body was never found. Capone was Anderson's estranged husband. 
Capone owned and ran an auto shop at the time his wife disappeared. Authorities said Multiple Service; along South Main Street was the last 
place Anderson was seen. 
Several people who knew Capone told KREM 2 News in Thursday that they are not surprised by the arrest. 
"He was a little bit of an odd character. I wouldn't throw him right in with the normal group of people," said Jake Stewart. 
Stewart manufactures jewelry and custom pieces out of his shop in this Moscow Business Park near Capone's former business. He said he 
met Capone a couple times in passing. Steward said he was not surprised that Capone was charged Wednesday for Anderson's murder. 
"I think that the presumption has always been," said Stewart, "I don't think there was anyone that really questioned if he was involved, with 
his wife's disappearance." 
Anderson's daughter said she also thought Capone killed her mother. 
Authorities also arrested a second murder suspect on Wednesday. David Stone also faces charged of helping plot the murder of Anderson. 
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David Stone's murder arrest shocks Moscow 
neighbors 
by HAYLEY GUENTHNER & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 2, 2013 at 5:39 PM 
Updated Thursday, May 2 at 5:40 PM 
MOSCOW, Idaho-- The arrests of two men for the murder of Rachael Anderson left 
people in Moscow shocked on Thursday. 
The Latah County Prosecutor charged Charles Capone and David Stone with murder 
on Wednesday. Anderson vanished in 2010 and her body was never found. Capone 
was Anderson's estranged husband. 
Court documents released Wednesday said Capone collaborated with Stone to kill 
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Anderson. Yet, people who know Stone told KREM 2 News that they are not buying 
the murder allegations. 
"I thought he was good guy, active member of the department. He hosted church 
small group at his house," said Jason Croston. 
Croston has known Stone for years. Both men volunteered for the Moscow Fire 
Department. He heard about the murder charges and described it as shocking. 
"I've never heard anyone say anything bad about him," said Croston, "he was a funny 
guy to talk to, always spoke his mind. He never pulled punches you knew what he 
was thinking." 
Stone was also a coach and used to work for the city of Moscow. 
Neighbors of the Stone family also cannot believe the news. Neighbor, Nancy Kaske 
said Stone lived with his wife and often spends time with this stepdaughter. 
"There's just no way. There is no way, no way he's involved," said Kaske. 
Stone and Capone return to court Thursday, May 9th at 9:00 a.m. according to the 
prosecutor. 
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Murder victim's estranged husband allegedly 
admitted to her murder 
by HONORA SWANSON & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 2, 2013 at 5:45 AM 
Updated Thursday, May 2 at 5:59 AM 
IATAH COUNTY, Idaho -- Authorities investigated Rachael Anderson's estranged 
husband Charles Capone for years following her disappearance. Now, Capone is 
charged for her murder, along with another man. 
Anderson hasn't been seen since April 2010. Her body is still missing. 
It took three years to piece together enough pieces of evidence to charge Capone and 
David Stone. The Latah County prosecutor says both suspects have been people of 
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interest from the very beginning. 
"When we look back at the entirety of the information, we believe there is sufficient 
information to justify filing charges," Prosecutor Bill Thompson said. 
Court documents outline what may have been contributing factors. It appears 
Capone, the main suspect in the case, spilled too much information to some of his 
fellow inmates in jail. 
Capone served time in Bonner County Jail on federal weapons charges the same year 
his wife went missing. He reportedly told another inmate, "They also think I killed 
my wife, but I am not worried because they will never find the body." 
Anderson's family is happy to see a development in the case. 
"I want him charged federally, but I'm happy to see him charged by somebody and 
that he's being detained," Amber Griswold, Anderson's daughter, said. 
Stone reportedly worked for the City of Moscow and coached baseball at the local 
high school. His team describes him as funny and normal and calls his arrest 
surpnsmg. 
Prosecutor Thompson says the case is moving along again, and investigators will 
continue to look for Anderson. 
"I think there are still a lot of unanswered questions. As for where Rachael is, we 
hope, for her family's sake, we'll be able to answer that," he said. 
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Murder victim's daughter reacts to Capone's 
charges 
by HONORA SWANSON & KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 1, 2013 at 5:35 PM 
Updated Wednesday, May 1 at 5:41 PM 
LATAH COUNfY, Idaho-- The daughter of a murdered Clarkston woman spoke to 
reporters Wednesday following an arrest in the case. 
Prosecutors charged two Moscow, Idaho men on Wednesday with the disappearance 
of Rachael Anderson, 40. Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson confirmed on that 
an arrest warrant was served to Charles Capone, 51, in relation with the 
disappearance of his estranged wife. 
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Court documents stated that Capone murdered Anderson with the help of David 
Christopher Stone, 49. Authorities arrested Stone Wednesday. Stone and Capone 
both faced a judge in Latah County the same afternoon. 
Anderson vanished in April 16th, 2010 as the couple was preparing to divorce. Her 
children said their pleased with the arrest by expected more. 
"I want him charged federally, but I'm happy to see him charged by somebody and 
that he's being detained," said Anderson's daughter Amber Griswold. 
Both men return to court Thursday at 9:00 a.m. according to the prosecutor. 
Capone has been in custody in Clarkston since October 2012. He previously served 
time for being a felon in possession of a firearm. Capone was convicted in September 
2010. He also served time in 1998 for burglary and aggravated assault. Court 
documents showed Capone also was convicted of bank larceny and attempted armed 
robbery. 
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Two Moscow men face judge for Rachael 
Anderson murder 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 1, 2013 at 1:10 PM 
Updated Wednesday, May 1 at 5:00 PM 
IATAH COUNTY, Idaho-- Prosecutors charged two Moscow, Idaho men on 
Wednesday with the disappearance of Rachael Anderson, 40. Latah County 
Prosecutor Bill Thompson confirmed on that an arrest warrant was served to Charles 
Capone, 51, in relation with the disappearance of his estranged wife. 
The warrant was served Wednesday morning according to Thompson. Prosecutors 
said Capone is charged with first degree murder for the 2010 death of Anderson. 
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Capone's estranged wife vanished in April 16th, 2010 as the couple was preparing to 
divorce. 
Court documents stated that Capone murdered Anderson with the abatement of 
David Christopher Stone, 49. Authorities arrested Stone Wednesday. Stone and 
Capone both faced a judge in Latah County the same afternoon. 
Both men return to court Thursday at 9:00 a.m. according to the prosecutor. 
Capone and Stone will be charged with principal to murder in the first degree, 
conspiracy to commit murder in the first degree, failure to notify coroner or law 
enforcement of death, conspiracy to commit failure to notify coroner or law 
enforcement of death according to court records. 
Investigators wrote that Stone and Capone conspired from January 2010 to April 
2010 to murder Anderson. Documents alleged that Capone and Stone stalked, and 
followed the victim. 
The couple separated on December 27th, 2009 and filed for divorce on January 6th, 
2010. Capone demanded that Anderson decided by April 16th, 2010 whether she was 
going to continue divorce proceedings. 
Court documents stated that Capone text messaged and called Anderson to lure her 
to his business near Moscow. All three people met April 16th at Capone's business, 
Multiple Service, along South Main Street. Documents alleged that Anderson came to 
pick up her vehicle. She borrowed a Yukon from a friend to drive to the shop. 
The documents alleged that Capone and/or Stone put Ambien into Anderson's beer 
during the visit and killed her. Investigators said Capone and Stone later hid and 
disposed of Anderson's body. The pair also cleaned the Yukon to destroy evidence of 
the murder according to records. They also stated that the suspects drove the Yukon 
from Latah County to Lewiston and sent text messages from Anderson's phone to 
hide her death. 
The duo initially denied any involvement in Anderson's death. 
Authorities arrested Capone May 6th, 2012 on a federal warrant for being a felon in 
possession of a firearm. He was taken to the Bonner County Jail and placed in a cell 
with inmate Joshua Voss. Court documents stated that Capone told Voss, "they also 
think I killed my wife, but I am not worried because they will never find the body." 
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Voss reported the comments four days later. Documents stated that Voss was nearly 
done with his sentence and did not receive any change in his on situation for 
providing the details. 
Capone pleaded guilty to the firearms charge in 2010 and served two years. He was 
transferred to the Asotin County Jail in September 2012. Prosecutors in Asotin 
County charged Capone with strangling Anderson before she vanished. Court 
documents stated that the attack happened in December 2009. 
Capone's cellmate in Asotin County eventually came forward with new details for 
investigators in January 2013. Capone allegedly told his cellmate that ifhe was going 
to kill someone, he would put them in a big tarp, wait until the blood coagulated, cut 
the body up and dissolve it in car parts washer. 
Investigators found a large car parts washer when they searched Capone's auto shop. 
The cellmate went on to tell investigators that Capone got angry at an inmate and 
yelled "don't make me cut up another body." 
Court documents stated that the inmate said Capone also made comments about 
burring a body. Capone allegedly stated that authorities would never find Anderson's 
body. 
He told them that Capone described what happened the night Anderson disappeared. 
Capone told the inmate that Anderson threatened to turn him in for being a felon in 
possession of a firearm according to court documents. Capone allegedly told the 
inmate that he slipped an Ambien into Anderson's beer "to shut her up." He then 
decided he had "no choice" and was going to "end it all," according to the court 
records. 
Capone has been in custody in Clarkston since October 2012. He previously served 
time for being a felon in possession of a firearm. Capone was convicted in September 
2010. He also served time in 1998 for burglary and aggravated assault. Court 
documents showed Capone also was convicted of bank larceny and attempted armed 
robbery. 
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Hearing delayed for person of interest in 
woman's disappearance 
Hearing delayed for person of interest in woman's disappearance 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on February 4, 2013 at 4:41 PM 
ASOTIN COUNTY, Wash. --A judge pushed back a "change of venue" hearing for a 
man accused of strangling his estranged wife, who is now missing. 
Charles Capone is charged with second degree assault. 
Police said he strangled his wife estranged wife Rachel Anderson back in 2010. 
Shortly after the incident, Anderson disappeared. 
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Investigators called Capone a "person of interest" in Anderson's disappearance, but 
he never charged him with that crime. 
Capone's hearing was conitnued until Feb. 12. 
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Missing woman's husband remains in Asotin jail 
Missing woman's husband remains in Asotin jail 
by AP 
KREM.com 
Posted on October 25, 2012 at 6:03 AM 
ASOTIN, Wash. (AP) --The estranged husband of a missing Clarkston woman 
remains jailed in Asotin after pleading not guilty Wednesday to an assault charge for 
an incident that happened before Rachael .Anderson disappeared in April 2010. 
Media outlets report the judge denied a request to reduce the $1 million bond for 
Charles Capone. 
Capone has been investigated but not charged in the disappearance of Anderson. 
Police believe the 40-year-old mother of four was killed. 
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Capone was recently released from federal custody after serving time for a firearms 
violation. 
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Husband of missing Clarkston mom charged with assaulting her 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on October 8, 2012 at 3:49 PM 
Updated Monday. Oct 8 at 5:21 PM 
MOSCOW, Idaho --A Moscow man, who remains a person of interest in 1he disappearance of his estranged wife, was officially charged with 
assaulting her Monday. 
Rachael Anderson, a 41-year-old Clarkston resident, was last seen April 16, 2010 by Charles Capone, the man she was in the process of 
divorcing. 
The Asotin County Sheriffs Office named Capone a person of interest in his wife's disappearance, but investigators did not have enough 
evidence to press charges. 
Capone appeared in court Monday on Second Degree Assault charges. He is being held in the Asotin County Jail on $1 million bond. He is 
due back in court to enter a plea October 22nd. 
Capone is accused of strangling Anderson before her 2010 disappearance. 
Investigators had been holding onto the evidence in the assault case. Capone was officially charged with the crime now because he was just 
released from Federal prison. 
Capone pleaded guilty in 2010 to an unrelated Federal firearms charge. Almost as soon as he got out on that charge, County prosecutors 
were waiting with the assault charges which sent Capone back to jail. 
Investigators said Anderson filed for divorce after the alleged strangulation. 
Anderson's family said Capone started stalking her after they separated. She disappeared just months later. 
Detectives say Capone was the last person to see Anderson alive. 
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Daughters of missing WA woman speaking out 
about disappearance 
by Katie Utehs & KREM .com 
KREM.com 
Posted on April 16, 2012 at 4:29 PM 
Updated Monday, Apr 16 at 5:50 PM 
ASOTIN COUNTY--Two years after Rachael Anderson disappeared her daughters are 
looking for closure. 
Investigators in Asotin County have not found Anderson's body or named a suspect, 
but say they have active leads. The Sheriffs office says they're still pursuing those 
leads and are waiting on evidence from the crime lab. 
Details of what happened to the missing Clarkston mother remain sparce. Detectives 
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have scoured counties in Washington, Idaho and even Montana. 
Charles Capone is Anderson's estranged husband and a person of interest in her 
disappearance. The couple married the October before she went missing and by 
February their relationship was deteriorating and Anderson was seeking a divorce. 
Capone is currently serving time on an unrelated weapons charge. 
Anderson's daughters say she was last seen in Moscow and her way to meet Capone 
and maybe others. The daughters believe other people may be involved in their 
mother's disappearance and that's why their speaking out. They're seeking new 
information from the public and fresh leads from detectives. 
Charles Capone's sentence is up this September. 
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N. Idaho man sentenced on gun charge 
Associated Press 
Posted on September 28, 2010 at 2:33 PM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - A northern Idaho man named a person of interest in his estranged wife's disappearance has been sentenced to 33 
months in prison for possession of a firearm in a separate case. 
Charles A. Capone, of Moscow, initially faced two federal firearms charges and pleaded innocent. He later reached an agreement with 
prosecutors and in July, pleaded guilty to one of the charges. 
Prosecutors say Capone told a friend he carried a pistol while following his wife in February to determine whether she was seeing someone 
else. He was arrested on the gun charges in May. 
Capone is the last known person to see his wife, 41-year-old Rachael Anderson of Clarkston, Wash., in April before she disappeared. He has 
not been charged in his wife's disappearance, nor named a suspect. 
Information from: Lewiston Tribune, http://www.lmtribune.com 
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Former husband of missing Clarkston mom 
sentenced to prison 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on September 27, 2010 at 3:47 PM 
Updated Monday, Sep 27 at 5:32 PM 
COEUR D'ALENE -- The last known person to see a missing Clarkston woman will 
spend at least the next two years in jail. 
Monday, Charles Capone was sentenced to 33 months in prison for a federal weapons 
charge. 
Speaking in court, Capone said he is an honest man and believes he made a mistake. 
Capone is also a person of interest in the disappearance of his estranged wife, Rachel 
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Anderson. The firearms charge is unrelated to the Anderson case. 
Anderson has been missing from her Clarkston home since April 16. Capone was 
arrested during the investigation for being a convicted felon in possession of a 
firearm. Anderson and Capone were in the process of getting divorced when she went 
missmg. 
Anderson's family attended Monday's sentencing, wearing t-shirts in support of 
Rachel's memory. 
Anderson was last seen in Moscow on April 16. Investigators say Capone was the last 
known person to see Anderson before she disappeared. 
Her SUV and cell phone were found in a vacant field outside Lewiston. 
Capone originally pleaded not guilty to the federal weapons charge, but changed his 
plea to guilty in July. 
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Search efforts expand to find missing Clarkston woman 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on August 4, 2010 at 5:20 PM 
NEAR COLTON, Wash. --Asotin County detectives are determined to find Rachael Anderson. A task force is now assembled to investigate 
tips on where the missing mother could be. 
The task force combed through an area just north of Colton off 195 last week with cadaver dogs hoping to find an answer. They were 
working on a tip that a white SUV, similar to Anderson's, turned onto Highway 195 in Whitman County after she was reported missing. 
The Clarkston woman's case is paramount for Detective Jackie Nichols. The search has take the task force to Benawah, Latah, Asotin, 
Whitman, and Nez Perce counties. On Friday, the search focused on Chambers Road in Whitman County. Nichols and several others 
searched the fields looking in old wells, ponds and barns for evidence. But nothing was found. Anderson's family is frustrated that so many 
questions remain. 
"It's just so hard to say you're happy things are proceeding when you don't want it to be happening at all," said Anderson's daughter Amber 
Griswold. 
Rachael Anderson was last seen in Moscow April 16. Police say her estranged husband, Charles Capone, was the last person to see her. He 
is awaiting sentencing on an unrelated gun possession charge in North Idaho. So far, Nichols says he is only a person of interest, and is not 
cooperating with the investigation. 
In the meantime, Anderson's daughters ask farmers and ranchers on the Palouse to report anything suspicious that might help crack the 
case. 
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Tip leads search for Rachael Anderson to 
Colton 
Tip leads search for Rachael Anderson to Colton 
by Associated Press 
KREM.com 
Posted on August 2, 2010 at 10:37 AM 
Updated Monday, Aug 2 at 9:59 PM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) --Authorities continue to scour the Palouse region in hopes 
of discovering what happened to a missing southeastern Washington woman whose 
estranged husband was jailed on separate weapons charges. 
Rachael Anderson, a 41-year-old Clarkston resident, was last seen April 16 by Charles 
Capone, the Moscow, Idaho resident she was in the process of divorcing. 
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Late last week, members of a task force gathered near Colton, Wash., driving from 
farmhouse to farmhouse with search dogs. 
There's a report that a white SUV -- similar to the one Anderson was driving-- was 
seen driving along Colton's rural roads about the time she disappeared. 
Capone has pleaded guilty to unlawful possession of a firearm. Authorities say he 
hasn't provided many details about his wife since his lawyers became involved. 
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N. Idaho man changes plea on gun charge 
Associated Press 
Posted on July 7, 2010 at 4:32 AM 
Updated Wednesday, Jul 7 at 4:32 AM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - A northern Idaho man named a person of interest in his 
estranged wife's disappearance has pleaded guilty to unlawful possession of a firearm 
in a separate case. 
Charles A. Capone initially faced two federal firearms charges and pleaded innocent, 
but that changed Tuesday in U.S. District Court when Capone pleaded guilty to one of 
the charges as part of an agreement with prosecutors. The second count was 
dismissed. 
Authorities say Capone told a friend he carried a gun while following his wife in 
February to determine whether she was seeing someone else. He was arrested on the 
gun charges in May. 
Capone is the last known person to see his wife, 41-year-old Rachael Anderson of 
Clarkston, Wash., in April before she disappeared. He has not been charged in his 
wife's disappearance, nor named a suspect. 
Information from: Lewiston Tribune, http://www.lmtribune.com 
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N. Idaho man to change plea on gun charges 
Associated Press 
Posted on July 6, 2010 at 5:51 PM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - A northern Idaho man named a person of interest in his 
estranged wife's disappearance has pleaded innocent to unlawful firearms possession 
in a separate case - but that could change. 
Charles A. Capone is set to alter his not guilty plea Tuesday in U.S. District Court. 
Assistant U.S. Attorney Michael Mitchell declined to discuss the hearing or say if a 
plea agreement had been reached. Capone is accused of carrying weapons, which is 
prohibited because of past convictions. 
In court documents, authorities say Capone told a friend he carried a gun while 
following his wife in February to determine whether she was seeing someone else. 
Capone is the last known person to see his wife, Rachael Anderson, who has been 
missing since April. He was arrested on the gun charges in May and has not been 
charged in his wife's disappearance, nor named a suspect. 
Information from: Lewiston Tribune, http://www.lmtribune.com 
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Missing woman's ex-husband changes federal 
firearms plea 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on July 6, 2010 at 1 :04 PM 
Updated Tuesday, Jul 6 at 4:06 PM 
COEUR D'ALENE -- The person of interest in the case of a missing Clarkston woman 
changed his mind Tuesday and plead guilty to an unrelated federal charge. 
Charles Capone plead guilty to unlawful possession of a firearm in Kootenai County 
Federal Court Tuesday. A sentencing hearing is set for September. 
Capone originally pleaded not guilty in May when he was arrested on the charge. 
Capone is a convicted felon, therefore not allowed to own a firearm. 
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Capone is the former husband of Rachel Anderson, missing from Clarkston since 
May. Her SUV and cell phone were located near Lewiston shortly after her 
disappearance, but there has been no other sign of her since then. 
Anderson was filing for divorce from Capone at the time she went missing. 
Anderson's daughter told KREM 2 News she believes Capone may have played a role 
in their mother's disappearance, and may have also been stalking her. 
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Tips drying up in the case of missing Clarkston mom 
by Lewiston Tribune 
KREM.com 
Posted on June 23, 2010 at 10:34 AM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) -- Detectives say the pace of tips about the whereabouts of 
missing woman last seen in April has slowed. 
Meanwhile, Rachael Anderson's estranged husband -- the last known person to see 
her -- remains in an Idaho jail awaiting separate federal weapons charges. 
Anderson has been missing since April 16. Early this year, the Clarkston, Wash., 
resident petitioned for divorce after alleging her husband, Charles Capone, strangled 
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and shoved her. 
The tips are still coming in, but "it's obviously a lot slower than it was to begin with," 
says Clarkston Police Detective Dan Combs. 
Amber Griswold, Anderson's oldest daughter, says waiting for word of her mother 
has been difficult for the family. Anderson's birthday earlier this month was 
especially tough. 
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Anderson's estranged husband arraigned on 
federal firearms charges 
Credit: KREM.com 
Charles Capone and Rachel Anderson 
by U.S. Department of Justice, KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 28, 201 O at 2:22 PM 
Updated Friday, May 28 at 5:02 PM 
COEUR D'ALENE -- Charles Capone, 48, of Moscow, Idaho, was indicted last week 
by a federal grand jury sitting in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on two counts of unlawful 
possession of a firearm, the U.S. Attorney's Office announced. 
Capone was arraigned Thursday and a jury trial was set for July 6, 2010, in Coeur 
d'Alene before U.S. District Judge Edward J. Lodge. Capone will remain in custody 
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until trial. 
Capone is accused of possessing a Glock .40 pistol, a Remington .270 rifle and a 
Mossberg 12 gauge shotgun, after being convicted of crimes punishable by 
imprisonment exceeding one year; specifically, aggravated assault and burglary in 
1998 in Latah County, 
Idaho, and bank larceny in 1997. 
The case was investigated by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and 
Explosives, and is prosecuted as part of Idaho's Project Safe Neighborhoods Program, 
which seeks to reduce gun violence in Idaho. 
An indictment is a means of charging a person with criminal activity. It is not 
evidence. 
The person is presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt in a 
court of law. 
Capone is the estranged husband of a missing woman from Clarkston, Rachel 
Anderson, 40. Anderson has been missing since late April. Her cell phone and SUV 
were found shortly after she was reported missing in a field near Lewiston, ID. 
Family members told KREM 2 News they believe Anderson was being stalked by an 
unknown caller prior to her disappearance, sending text messages indicating 
someone was watching her. 
Capone has only been named as a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance. 
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Missing Clarkston mom's husband has history of threatening women 
by Associated Press 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 12, 2010 at 10:39 AM 
LEWISTON, Idaho -- The husband of a woman missing since April threatened a 
separate woman more than a decade ago and served time in prison, according to 
court records. 
Charles Capone of Moscow is being held in federal custody in Bonner County without 
bail, awaiting hearings on charges of being a felon in possession of a firearm. 
His estranged wife, Rachael Anderson, has been missing since April 16. 
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. Capone served time in an Idaho prison after a felony burglary and aggravated assault 
conviction stemming from a 1997 incident where a woman accused him of 
threatening her with a knife. 
The Lewiston Tribune reports he was discharged from probation in 2007 by the 
Department of Correction. 
Anderson, a Clarkston, Wash., resident, petitioned for divorce in January after 
alleging Capone strangled and shoved her. 
She was last seen in Moscow on April 16. 
Investigators have found her cell phone and the car she was driving when she 
disappeared in Lewiston. 
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Missing woman's husband ordered held on gun count 
Associated Press 
Posted on May 11, 2010 at 6:04 PM 
COEUR d'ALENE, Idaho (AP) - A federal judge on Monday ordered the husband of a missing Clarkston, Wash., woman to be held in jail on 
a firearms count. 
Charles Capone is charged with being a felon in possession of a firearm. 
He was ordered to remain in jail after a hearing in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. He was arrested last week in Moscow. 
Capone's estranged wife, 40-year-old Rachael Anderson, has been missing since April 16. 
Federal court records indicate Capone is a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance and that she filed a report with Clarkston police 
on Jan. 2 alleging he had pushed and strangled her. She filed for divorce on Jan. 7. 
KREM-TV says prosecutors told the judge about Capone convictions for bank larceny, aggravated assault, burglary, criminal mischief, 
vehicle burglary, trespassing, assault, theft and possession of a controlled substance. 
Information from KREM-TV, KXLY-TV 
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Missing woman's husband arrested on gun 
violation 
Associated Press 
Posted on May 10, 2010 at 5:50 PM 
COEUR d'ALENE, Idaho (AP) - The husband of a missing Clarkston, Wash., woman 
has been arraigned on a federal charge of felon in possession of a firearm. 
Charles Capone was arrested at his business in Moscow on Thursday. He appeared 
before a Boise judge Friday via video conference from Coeur d'Alene and was 
ordered held pending a detention hearing Monday. 
Capone's estranged wife, 40-year-old Rachael Anderson, has been missing since April 
16. 
Federal court records indicate Capone is a person of interest in Anderson's 
disappearance and that she filed a report with Clarkston police on Jan. 2 alleging he 
had pushed and strangled her. She filed for divorce on Jan. 7 after three months of 
marriage. 
One of her daughters says Anderson had been receiving disturbing phone calls and 
feared for her life. 
Court records say Capone pleaded guilty to a federal charge of felony bank larceny in 
October 1997. 
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Husband of missing Clarkston mom has long 
rap sheet 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 10, 2010 at 5:11 PM 
Updated Monday, May 10 at 10:07 PM 
COEUR D'ALENE-- The estranged husband of a missing mother from Clarkston just 
spent the afternoon answering to a judge. Family and friends watched Charles 
Capone's hearing in federal court. They say they are happy with how it went. 
Authorities arrested Capone last week. Prosecutors paint Capone as a violent man 
with a long criminal history. They laid out every crime Capone's been convicted of, 
every arrest, and every police report against him all to keep him off the streets and in 
jail. 
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Outside federal court in Coeur d'Alene there is a poster in a car window of missing 
mom Rachel Anderson. Her daughter, Amber Griswold, says Anderson's husband 
knows more than he's telling. 
Capone was arrested, not for his wife's disappearance, but for being a felon with a 
handgun. ATF agents say Capone bought a 40-caliber Glock pistol back in February, a 
month after Anderson filed for divorce. 
They say he was living with a friend who knew Capone had a gun. When Capone 
allegedly started following his wife to see if she was dating someone else, the friend 
asked for the gun. 
Prosecutors say Anderson was last seen April 16th. The next day Capone alleged his 
ex-wife was moving to Arizona. 
Prosecutors brought Capone's criminal history to court.; convictions for bank larceny, 
aggravated assault, burglary, criminal mischief, vehicle burglary, trespassing, assault, 
theft and possession of a controlled substance. 
There are also warrants for failure to appear, two fugitive warrants, a warrant for not 
paying child support in Arizona. 
Capone's lawyers said some of those were misunderstandings, others don't prove that 
he wouldn't show up to court. Griswold says she doesn't buy it. 
Capone will get to re-argue the case for his release at this next hearing. It's before a 
different judge who can choose to overturn it. 
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Missing woman's husband arrested on gun violation 
Associated Press 
Posted on May 7, 2010 at 10:33 AM 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - The husband of a missing Clarkston, Wash., woman has been arrested 
and was scheduled to be arraigned Friday on a federal charge of felon in possession of a firearm. 
Charles Capone was arrested at his business in Moscow, Idaho on Thursday. 
His estranged wife, 40-year-old Rachael Anderson, has been missing since April 16. 
Federal court records indicate Capone is a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance, that 
she filed a report with Clarkston police on Jan. 2 alleging he had pushed and strangled her. She 
filed for divorce on Jan. 7 after three months of marriage, the Lewiston Tribune reported. 
One of her daughters says Anderson had been receiving disturbing phone calls and feared for her 
life. 
Court records say Capone pleaded guilty to a federal charge of felony bank larceny in October 
1997. 
Information from: Lewiston Tribune, http://www.lmtribune.com 
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Missing woman's estranged husband held in jail on federal charges 
by Associated Press 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 7, 2010 at 8:50 AM 
Updated Friday, May? at 12:57 PM 
COEUR d'ALENE, Idaho (AP) -- The husband of a missing Clarkston, Wash., woman 
has been arraigned on a federal charge of felon in possession of a firearm. 
Charles Capone was arrested at his business in Moscow on Thursday. He appeared 
before a Boise judge Friday via video conference from Coeur d'Alene and was 
ordered held pending a detention hearing Monday. 
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Capone's estranged wife, 40-year-old Rachael Anderson, has been missing since April 
16. 
Federal court records indicate Capone is a person of interest in Anderson's 
disappearance and that she filed a report with Clarkston police on Jan. 2 alleging he 
had pushed and strangled her. She filed for divorce on Jan. 7 after three months of 
marriage. 
One of her daughters says Anderson had been receiving disturbing phone calls and 
feared for her life. 
Court records say Capone pleaded guilty to a federal charge of felony bank larceny in 
October 1997. 
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Missing Clarkston woman's husband arrested 
for firearms violation 
by KREM.com 
KREM.com 
Posted on May 6, 2010 at 11:36 AM 
Updated Friday, May 7 at 8:46 AM 
MOSCOW, ID. -- The husband of a missing Clarkston mother was arrested Thursday 
morning for violating a federal firearms law. 
ATF agents from Spokane arrested Charles Capone at his work place in Moscow, 
Idaho around 10:00 a.m. Capone was recently estranged from his missing wife, 
Rachel Anderson, 40. Anderson was last heard from on Friday, April 16. 
Officials say Capone is a convicted felon, and was breaking federal law by possessing 
a firearm. 
Capone and Anderson were in the process of getting a divorce. Anderson had filed 
harassment charges against him prior to her disappearance. 
Anderson's daughter, Amber Griswold, told KREM 2 News her mother was stalked 
for weeks by an unknown caller to her cell phone, sending mysterious text messages 
implying someone was watching her. 
Thursdsay, Griswold told KREM 2 News she believes Capone had something to do 
with the stalking of her mother. Griswold claims Capone kept Anderson isolated from 
her family after she tried to break up the marriage, and believes he physically abused 
her. 
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Anderson's cell phone and SUV were found abandoned in a field in Lewiston 
on Wednesday, April 21. 
Capone has not been named a suspect by investigators in Anderson's disappearance. 
Capone will be transferred to the Federal Courthouse in Coeur d'Alene. He will 
appear in federal court Friday morning. 
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UPDATE: Crews Resume Searching For Rachael Anderson 
Posted: Jan 06, 2014 2:12 PM PST 
Updated: Jan 07, 2014 2:28 PM PST 
by Dylan Wohlenhaus, KHO Local News Reporter- email 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - The U.S. Coast Guard has joined the search of the Snake River near Clarkston, 
Wash., for the body of a Lewiston woman who has been missing since April 2010. 
Asotin County (Wash.) Sheriff Ken Brancroft tells KLEW-TV that a fisherman pulled up an anchor and 
something wrapped in a tarp came up with it before breaking free. Bancroft says that information helped 
narrow the search for the body of Rachael Anderson. 
Anderson's estranged husband, Charles Capone, faces trial on a first-degree murder charge in March. 
Capone's co-defendan~ David Stone, has pleaded guilty to failing to notify law enforcement about 
Anderson's death. Information obtained during plea negotiations led to November searches of the river west 
of Clarkston. 
Officials say the current search will continue through Wednesday, if necessary. 
PREVIOUS STORY: 
KHO.COM - On Monday search crews set out again along the Snake River near Clarkston to look for the 
remains of Rachael Anderson. The search, which will continue at least through Wednesday, is being 
conducted by the Asotin County Sherill's Office with the assistance of the Asotin County Fire District, the Nez 
Perce County Sheriffs Office and the United States Coast Guard. 
Boaters are being asked to stay clear of search boats working in the area near Red Wolf Bridge. Anderson 
has been missing since April 16 2010. Anderson petitioned tor divorce after alleging her husband, Charles 
A. Capone, strangled and shoved her. The estranged ex husband of Rachael Anderson, Charles Capone is 
expected to be tried for her murder in March. 
Capone maintains his innocence. Capone's alleged accomplice, David Stone was released from jail in late 
December after posting a $25,000 bond. Stone was also charged with Anderson's murder but accepted a 
plea deal late last year which reduced his charges. In exchange for information leading to the whereabouts 
to Anderson's body. 
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Suspect In Rachael Anderson Disappearance Changes Plea 
Posted: Dec 11, 2013 3:43 PM PST 
Updated: Dec 11, 2013 7:04 PM PST 
by Dylan Wohlenhaus, KHO Local News Reporter- email 
LATAH COUNTY, Idaho-
On Monday, prosecutors in Latah County filed a plea agreement in the murder charges against David Stone. 
Stone, alongside his alleged accomplice Charles Capone, are accused of murdering Rachael Anderson in 
201 O and hiding her body. She has never been seen since. 
Capone & Stone were arrested and charged with murder and several other charges. Both men were 
expected to stand trial early next year. 
In a series of recent interviews with investigators, prosecutor Bill Thompson says Stone told investigators he 
did not kill Rachael Anderson, but rather he came across the murder committed by Capone after the fact. 
Capone has maintained his innocence all along. 
Prosecutor Bill Thompson says Stone gave up "information that we hope will help investigators locate 
Rachael." 
In the plea agreement, Stone will testify against Capone. Stone also pied guilty to one count of felony 
"Failure to Notify Law Enforcement of a Death." In return, prosecutors dropped the Murder and Conspiracy to 
Commit Murder charges against Stone. 
Stone is facing 7 years in prison. 
KHQ's Dylan Wohlenhaus spoke to one of the daughters of Anderson, Ashley Colbert, who was in court 
Wednesday. She said, "this is a big relief that we getto know the answers in the end, instead of guessing." 
Charles Capone is the estranged husband of Anderson. 
Capone will stand trial for her murder in March of 2014. 
Stone will also be sentenced in March. 
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Investigators Search Snake River For 'Potential' Body 
Posted: Nov 19, 2013 3:52 PM PST 
Updated: Nov 19, 2013 4:20 PM PST 
by Dylan Wohlenhaus, KHO Local News Reporter- email 
ASOTIN COUNTY, Wash. - With the help of Spokane County Dive Teams, Asotin County deputies continued 
their search on the Snake River after a "suspicious" tip. 
Investigators say about a month ago they received a tip from two fisherman. Investigators say the fisherman's 
anchor was getting caught on something at the bottom of the river. When they pulled anchor investigators 
describe them seeing what appeared to be a body wrapped in "tarp like" material. As the object was pulled 
to the surface investigators say it unhooked from the anchor and tell back in to the water. 
Deputies say the water search is focused between the confluence and the Port Of Wilma along the river in 
Clarkston. Investigators say the search has been on going for about a month and deputies have been on the 
water for the past 5 days. There has been speculation by some the search could be related to Rachael 
Anderson. Asotin County Sheriff Captain Dan Hally would not discuss the "ongoing" Anderson investigation 
but says there is nothing indicting the search is related. Anderson went missing 3 years go from Clarkston. 
Her body has never been found. Her ex-husband Charles Capone and his alleged accomplice David Stone 
will stand trial for her murder next year. 
Hally says there are anywhere from 5-1 O missing Persons cases between the Lewiston and Clarkson area. 
Hally says they have no information other than the tip from the two fisherman. 
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UPDATE: Moscow Man Denies Charges In Wife's Disappearance 
Posted: Aug 21, 2013 7:07 AM PDT 
Updated: Aug 21, 2013 7:16 AM PDT 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) -A Moscow man has pleaded not guilty to murder and conspiracy charges in the 
April 2010 disappearance of his estranged wife. 
The Lewiston Tribune reports (http://bit.ly/13FGMVe ) 52-year-old Charles A. Capone entered his pleas 
Tuesday before 2nd District Judge Michael J. Griffin. A trial is set for Dec. 9. 
Capone and co-defendant David C. Stone are charged with first-degree murder, failure to notify law 
enforcement about a death and conspiracy to commit both charges in the death of Rachael Anderson of 
Clarkston, Wash. She was last seen at Capone's shop in Moscow. Her body has not been found. 
Stone has not entered a plea. 
The Latah County Prosecutors Office filed a motion Tuesday to combine the trials of Capone and Stone 
because they would include the same evidence and witnesses. 
(Copyright 2013 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed.) 
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Trial Awaits Charles Capone & David Stone For Missing Mother's 
Disappearance 
Posted: Jul 30, 2013 10:33 PM PDT 
Updated: Aug 01, 2013 6:25 PM PDT 
After 3 days hearing evidence in a preliminary trial, a Latah County judge determined there is enough 
evidence to try David Stone & Charles Capone for murder. The two are accused of murdering 40 year old 
Rachael Anderson in 2010 and disposing of her body. Her remains have never been found. Investigators 
say the two conspired to kill each others wives. An arrangement date has been setter August 7th in Latah 
County. The judge will determine when to set a jury trial date. 
PREVIOUS STORY 
It's been three years since Rachael Anderson vanished without a trace, leaving behind four young children. 
Her body has never been found, but just a few months ago her estranged husband, Charles Capone, and a 
family friend were taken into custody. Both of them have been charged with her murder. 
Investigators say Charles Capone and David Stone slipped Anderson a sleeping pill and once she was 
unconscious, killed her. Capone and Stone were arrested earlier this year and arraigned in Latah County. 
Tuesday there was a preliminary hearing, unveiling even more disturbing evidence. 
Prosecutors say they have more than 30-witnesses to put on the stand, all in anticipation for a jury trial. 
At the hearing Tuesday, several witnesses took the stand, including a man named Christopher Porter who is 
friends with David Stone. His statements to police almost 3-years ago revealed a shocking exchange 
between he and David Stone. 
Porter told police that David Stone approached him and asked him to kill his wife for $10,000. Porter refused. 
But in a later conversation, Porter said Stone told him, that Stone & Capone made a pact to kill each others 
wives. 
After listening to that interview, Stone's defense attorney pointed out Porter was never under oath. 
Because this is a preliminary hearing its possible a jury may never hear some of the evidence presented on 
Tuesday. 
Shortly after Racheal Anderson's disappearance, Capone was arrested on unrelated federal weapons 
charge. He served time fer that, then was charged with assaulting Racheal Anderson. All that time he was in 
jail, investigators were building their case against he and David Stone. 
Tuesday the judge heard from several witnesses including detectives who say Capone admitted to his 
involvement 
Capt. Tally with the Asotin County Sheriffs Office told the court Tuesday that Capone told him that he stalked 
Anderson because Capone believed she was doing the same to him. 
Tally also told the court, when he spoke to Charles Capone at the Moscow police deparlment a month after 
Anderson disappeared, he said, "Charles you are going to tell me two things: One, that you killed Racheal. 
Two, where her body is." 
Tally said Capone responded by saying, one of those is correct and that he did not kill Racheal. 
Again this is just a preliminary hearing and is expected to continue Wednesday and Thursday. 
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Documents: Men Had Pact To Kill Each Other's Wives 
Posted: May 03, 2013 3:50 PM PDT 
Updated: May 03, 2013 3:50 PM PDT 
BOISE, Idaho (AP) - Two men charged with murdering an Idaho woman who disappeared three years ago 
had a pact to kill each other's wives, according to court documents released in the case. 
Forty-year-old Rachael Anderson of Lewiston disappeared in 2010. 
Her estranged husband, Charles Capone, of Clarkston, Wash., and David Stone, of Moscow, Idaho, were 
charged with first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder in a Moscow court this week. 
One of Stone's former co-workers, Christopher Porter, told detectives that Stone originally asked him to kill 
his wife, Alisa Stone. 
Stone later called off that plan, according to the Latah County Sheriff's Department, after telling Porter he and 
Capone had agreed to kill each other's wives. 
Capone and Stone are being held in Latah County Jail. 
Calls to Stone's wife weren~ returned Friday. 
(Copyright 2013 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed.) 
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N. Idaho Man Charged With Murder Denied Release 
Posted: May 10, 2013 10:00 AM PDT 
Updated: May 10, 201310:00AMPDT 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP)-A northern Idaho judge has rejected a request by a Moscow man charged with 
helping another man kill his wife to be released on his own recognizance or have bail set. 
The Moscow-Pullman Daily News reports (http://bit.ly/ZTRiV4) that 2nd District Court Judge John Judge 
rejected 49-year-old David Stone's request Thursday. 
Stone and 51-year-old Charles Capone of Clarkston, Wash., are both charged with first-degree murder and 
conspiracy to commit murder in the death of Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson of Lewiston. 
She was 40 when she disappeared three years ago and her body hasn1 been found. 
Judge also delayed a preliminary hearing for the case to June 27 after Latah County Prosecutor Bill 
Thompson cited a large amount of evidence and documents still being copied for defense attorneys. 
Both defendants waived their right to a speedy trial. 
(Copyright 2013 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, 
rewritten or redistributed.) 
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NEW DETAILS ON KHQ.COM: Two Men Charged With Murder In 
Disappearance Of Missing North Idaho Woman 
Posted: May 01, 2013 3:14 PM PDT 
Updated: May 01, 2013 4:07 PM PDT 
by Dylan Wohlenhaus, KHO local News Reporter- email 
by Alex Rozier, KHO Local News Reporter- bio I email 
MOSCOW, Idaho - Charles Capone and David Stone now face first degree murder charges in the 
disappearance of Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson. But that is not the only charge the Latah 
County Prosecutor filed Wednesday morning. 
Capone also faces conspiracy to commit murder, failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of 
a death, and conspiracy to commit failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a death. 
Capone was previously charged with second degree assault. Investigators believed all of these crimes were 
committed in Latah County and is the reason why he is facing these charges there and not in Asotin County. 
Asotin County dismissed all local charges against Charles Capone. He was previously facing an assault 
charge stemming from an incident with Rachael Anderson three years ago. 
In outlining the reason tor the first degree murder charge, Investigators made the following 
comments in court documents: 
1. Charles Capone and David Stone surveiled, stalked and followed Rachael Anderson. 
2. Charles Capone exchanged text messaged and telephone communications with Rachael Anderson 
for the purpose of luring her to Capone's business in Latah County, Idaho. 
3. Charles Capone gave an ultimatum to Rachael Anderson for her to return to him and not pursue 
divorce. 
4. David Stone sought and received instructions on the operation ofa backhoe. 
5. Charles Capone stole a prescription drug known as Ambien. 
6. David Stone went to Charles Capone's business on April 16, 2010. 
7. Charles Capone and/or David Stone putAmbien into Rachael Anderson's beer for the purpose of 
drugging her. 
8. Charles Capone and/or David Stone killed and murdered Rachael Anderson. 
"All of our investigative information has led us to believe these crimes happened near Moscow," Asotin 
County Sheriff Ken Bancroft said. 
Investigators said they still have no "solid leads" on where Rachael Anderson's body may be. 'We've 
excavated a lot of dirt in the past three years," Bancroft said. "But no signs of her body." Capone is set to be 
extradited to Latah County to face these charges. 
PREVIOUS STORY: 
MOSCOW, Idaho - On Wednesday Charles Capone was charged with 1st degree murder, conspiracy to 
commit murder, failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a death and conspiracy to commit 
failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a death. 
Capone is facing these charges in Latah County 3 years after his estranged wife Rachael Anderson 
disappeared. 
Capone has remained the sole suspect in this case. Capone was being held in the Asotin county jail facing 
an assault charge stemming from an incident with Anderson three years ago. He was transported to Asotin 
county last year after serving time in Western Washington for un related charges. 
Asotin county sheriff Ken Bancroft tells KHO's Dylan Wohlenhaus that assault charges have been dropped 
against Capone so he could face the more serious charges in Latah County. 
Bancroft says Capone was served papers to face murder charges early Wednesday morning in jail. Charles 
Capone has denied he has ever had any involvement with Anderson's disappearance. 
Investigators believe the crimes Capone committed against Anderson happened in Latah County and is why 
he is facing charges there. Investigators say they have no "Solid Leads" on where Anderson's body may be. 
Bancroft says "we've excavated a lot of dirt in the past 3 years." 
001012 
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NEW DETAILS: Trial To Start Soon For Husband Of Missing Clarkston 
Woman 
Posted: Mar 05, 2013 9:59 AM PST 
Updated: Mar 05, 2013 10:18 AM PST 
KHO.COM - Charles Capone's trial begins March 25th at 9am in Asotin County. Jury selection is March 
22nd. It was originally setfortoday, but pushed back to this date. 
His trial is for assault charges involving Rachael Anderson who disappeared 2 years ago. He remains the 
sole "Person Of lnteresf' not named a "Suspect" in her disappearance. 
UPDATE: Charles Capone had a bond hearing Thursday morning in Asotin County. His bond was 
increased to $1 million from $250,000. 
Capone's Next hearing is October 8th. 
PREVIOUS COVERAGE 
CLARKSTON, Wash. - New charges will be filed against the estranged husband of missing woman Rachael 
Anderson. 
Charles Capone will be charged with Second Degree Assault for an incident that happened prior to 
Anderson's disappearance in April of 2010. 
Detectives were able to look back at evidence and have enough to charge him. 
Capone is due to be released from federal halfway house on the west side. 
He will be transported to Asotin County to face those charges, and could be in court as early as Friday. 
Capone is being held on $250,000 bond. 
Investigators continue to follow up on leads and have searched from Coeur d'Alene to Clarkston and 
beyond. 
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1/13/14 UPDATE: Missing Woman's Estranged Husband Pleads Not Guilty - Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
UPDATE: Missing Woman's Estranged Husband Pleads Not Guilty 
Posted: Oct 24, 2012 2:58 PM PDT 
Updated: Oct 24, 2012 2:58 PM PDT 
by Dylan Wohlenhaus, KHQ Local News Reporter- email 
ASOTIN Wash. - We've obtained new information about the estranged husband of missing woman Rachael 
Anderson. On Wednesday Charles Capone pleaded not guilty to second degree assault and his reduced 
bond was denied. 
Capone's public defender also asked the judge to reduce a $1 million bond for Capone butitwas denied. 
A hearing is scheduled for November 5th in Asotin County where the defense and prosecution will present to 
the judge if the case goes to trial. 
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1/13/14 Missing Woman's Estranged Husband Faces Charges - Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
UPDATE: Missing Woman's Estranged Husband Faces Charges 
Posted: Sep 27, 2012 6:17 PM PDT 
Updated: Oct 04, 2012 5:31 PM PDT 
UPDATE: Charles Capone had a bond hearing Thursday morning in Asotin County. His bond was 
increased to $1 million from $250,000. 
Capone's Next hearing is October 8th. 
PREVIOUS COVERAGE 
CLARKSTON, Wash. - New charges will be filed against the estranged husband of missing woman Rachael 
Anderson. 
Charles Capone will be charged with Second Degree Assault for an incident that happened prior to 
Anderson's disappearance in April of 2010. 
Detectives were able to look back at evidence and have enough to charge him. 
Capone is due to be released from federal halfway house on the west side. 
He will be transported to Asotin County to face those charges, and could be in court as early as Friday. 
Capone is being held on $250,000 bond. 
Investigators continue to follow up on leads and have searched from Coeur d'Alene to Clarkston and 
beyond. 
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1/13/14 Former Husband Of Rachael Anderson Found Guilty - Spokane, North Idano News & Weather KHQ.com 
n ;p;;; ·; · l •Tf!ill Jt'r,1·/!.~ 
UPDATE: Former Husband Of Rachael Anderson Found Guilty 
Posted: Sep 27, 2010 4:33 PM PDT 
Updated: Sep 27, 2010 5:44 PM PDT 
by Kenneth McGrath, KHQ Producer- email 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) -A northern Idaho man named a person of interest in his estranged wife's 
disappearance has been sentenced to 33 months in prison for possession of a firearm in a separate case. 
Charles A. Capone, of Moscow, initially faced two federal firearms charges and pleaded innocent. He later 
reached an agreement with prosecutors and in July, pleaded guilty to one of the charges. 
Prosecutors say Capone told a friend he carried a pistol while following his wife in February to determine 
whether she was seeing someone else. He was arrested on the gun charges in May. 
Capone is the last known person to see his wife, 41-year-old Rachael Anderson of Clarkston, Wash., in April 
before she disappeared. He has not been charged in his wife's disappearance, nor named a suspect. 
(Copyright 2010 by The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved.) 
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1/13/14 Missing Oarkston Woman's Estranged Husband Pleads Guilty- Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
Missing Clarkston Woman's Estranged Husband Pleads Guilty 
Posted: Jul 06, 2010 2:02 PM PDT 
Updated: Jul 06, 2010 2:55 PM PDT 
COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho- Charles Capone, the estranged husband of missing Clarkston, WA woman 
Rachael Anderson, has changed his plea to guilty for Unlawful Possession of a Firearm. Sentencing is set 
for September 27th. 
Capone initially faced two federal firearms charges and pleaded innocent, but that changed Tuesday in U.S. 
District Court when Capone pleaded guilty to one of the charges as part of an agreement with prosecutors. 
Authorities say Capone told a friend he carried a gun while following his wife in February to determine 
whether she was seeing someone else. He was arrested on the gun charges in May. Capone is the last 
known person to see his wife, 41-year-old Rachael Anderson, in April before she disappeared. He has not 
been charged in his wife's disappearance, nor named a suspect. 
Previous Coverage: 
\fyhat Happened to Rachael Anderson? 
Exciusive New Details: Clarkston Woman Still Missing· Leads Slowing 
Missing Clarkston Woman's Husband Indicted on Gun Charges 
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1/13/14 Exclusive New Details: Oarkston Woman Still Missing; Leads Slowing - Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
Exclusive New Details: Clarkston Woman Still Missing; Leads Slowing 
Posted: Jun 23, 2010 3:41 PM PDT 
Updated: Jun 23, 2010 4:40 PM PDT 
CLARKSTON, Wash. - Detectives in Clarkston say the pace oftips coming into their police departmentis 
slowing in their investigation into a missing woman. 
Rachael Anderson was last seen April 16th by her estranged husband in Moscow, Idaho. She was reported 
missing several days later when she failed to appear at work in a hospital laboratory. 
Charles Capone told detectives he last saw Anderson on April 16th. Detectives call him a person of interest 
in her disappearance. He is currently in jail on an unrelated charge. 
Anderson's family says dealing with her disappearance has been especially difficult for her children. 
"I just want people to know this is a real person," said Amber Griswold, one of Rachel's daughters. "She is a 
mother and grandmother." 
Griswold says it is not like her mother to simply disappear without calling them. Anderson's birthday was 
June 11th. It was an especially tough time for her family. 
"Someone knows something," said Griswold. "If it was your family member missing, you'd want someone to 
come forward, too." 
Anyone with information is asked to call the Clarkston Police Department at (509) 758-1680. 
Related Links: 
Husband of missing Clarkston woman ordered to stay In jail 
Missing Clarkston Woman's Husband Indicted on Gun Charges 
*This web story was filed by Anthony Gomes. 
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1/13/14 What 1:-iappened to Rachael Anderson? - Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
What Happened to Rachael Anderson? 
Posted: Jun 23, 2010 9:48 AM PDT 
Updated: Jun 23, 2010 2:40 PM PDT 
by Kenneth McGrath, KHO Producer- email 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - Detectives say the pace of tips about the whereabouts of a missing woman last 
seen in April has slowed. 
Meanwhile, Rachael Anderson's estranged husband the last known person to see her remains in an Idaho 
jail awaiting separate federal weapons charges. 
Anderson has been missing since April 16. Early this year, the Clarkston, Wash., resident petitioned for 
divorce after alleging her husband, Charles A. Capone, strangled and shoved her. 
The tips are still coming in, but "it's obviously a lot slower than it was to begin with," says Clarkston Police 
Detective Dan Combs. 
Amber Griswold, Anderson's oldest daughter, says waiting for word of her mother has been difficult for the 
family. Anderson's birthday earlier this month was especially tough. 
Related Links: 
• Husband of missing Clarkston woman ordered • Missing Clarkston Woman's Husband Indicted on 
to stay in lall Gun Charges 
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1/13/14 Missing Oarkston woman's Husband Indicted on Gun Charges - Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
Missing Clarkston Woman's Husband Indicted on Gun Charges 
Posted: May 20, 2010 10:20 AM PDT 
Updated: May 20, 2010 7:39 PM PDT 
by Kenneth McGrath, KHO Producer- email 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - The husband of a missing Washington state woman has been indicted on federal 
gun charges. 
A grand jury in Coeur d'Alene indicted 48-year-old Charles A. Capone of Moscow Tuesday on two counts of 
unlawful possession of a firearm. Capone has felony convictions for aggravated assault and burglary in 
1998 and bank larceny in 1997 and is barred from owning a firearm. 
The grand jury alleges Capone carried a Glock .40-caliber pistol around in February, while a second count 
alleges Capone had a Remington .270 rifle and a Mossberg 12-gauge shotgun in October 2009. 
Capone is listed as a person of interest in the disappearance of his estranged wife, Rachel Anderson of 
Clarkston, Wash. Anderson was last seek by Capone in Moscow on April 16. Anderson had filed for divorce. 
Related links 
• Missing Clarkston woman's husband served time for assault 
• Husband of missing Clarkston woman ordered to stay in jail 
• Anderson's family speaks out about Capone's arrest 
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1/13/14 Missing Clarkston woman's husband served time for assault - Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
Missing Clarkston woman's husband served time for assault 
Posted: May 12, 2010 2:12 PM PDT 
by Kenneth McGrath, KHO Producer- email 
LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - The husband of a woman missing since April threatened a separate woman more 
than a decade ago and served time in prison, according to court records. Charles A. Capone of Moscow is 
being held in federal custody in Bonner County without bail, awaiting hearings on charges of being a felon in 
possession of a firearm. 
His estranged wife, Rachael Anderson, has been missing since April 16. Capone served time in an Idaho 
prison after a felony burglary and aggravated assault conviction stemming from a 1997 incident where a 
woman accused him of threatening her with a knife. 
The Lewiston Tribune reports he was discharged from probation in 2007 by the Department of Correction. 
Anderson, a Clarkston, Wash., resident, petitioned for divorce in January after alleging Capone strangled 
and shoved her. 
For previous coverage on this story click here 
(Copyright 2010 by The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved.) 
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1/13/14 Husband of missing Oarkston woman ordered to stay in jail - Spokane, North Idaho News & Weather KHQ.com 
Husband of missing Clarkston woman ordered to stay in jail 
Posted: Apr 20, 2010 9:42 PM PDT 
Updated: May 10th, 2010 05:47 PM PDT 
by Justin Lange, KHQ/SWX Producer 
COEUR d'ALENE, Idaho - The husband of a missing Clarkston woman appeared in court Monday on a 
firearms charge. Last week Charles Capone was arrested on a federal charge of felon in possession of a 
firearm. 
On Monday a judge ordered Capone to remain in custody based on evidence of him possessing a firearm 
and past violent crimes. 
Previous coverage 
Charles Capone was arrested at his business in Moscow on last Thursday. He appeared before a Boise 
judge Friday via video conference from Coeur d'Alene and was ordered held pending a detention hearing 
Monday. 
Capone's estranged wife, 40-year-old Rachael Anderson, has been missing since April 16. Federal court 
records indicate Capone is a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance and that she filed a report with 
Clarkston police on Jan. 2 alleging he had pushed and strangled her. She filed for divorce on Jan. 7 after 
three months of marriage. One of her daughters says Anderson had been receiving disturbing phone calls 
and feared for her life. Court records say Capone pleaded guilty to a federal charge offelony bank larceny in 
October 1997. 
Daughter's of Rachael Anderson say Charles Capone's arrest comes as no surprise to them. They believe 
Capone was stalking their mother and that he knows more about her disappearance than he is saying. 
More Previous coverage 
CLARKSTON, Wash. - Investigators have found Rachael Anderson's cell phone. At this poin~ according to 
Clarkston Police Chief, Joel Hastings, they can not say where the phone was found. Chief Hastings can say 
that investigators are examining the phone to develop other investigative leads to help them fine the missing 
woman. 
Detectives continue to follow leads into the disappearance of 40-year-old Rachael Anderson. The last 
significant development, prior to finding the cell phone, was Anderson's 97' GMC Yukon being located. The 
vehicle was found in north Lewiston Idaho last Wednesday afternoon and has been transported to the police 
station for further examination. 
Anderson's daughters reported her missing after not showing up for work. The Asotin County Sheriffs Office 
said she recently reported being harassed. 
Anderson is 5'4 •. 120 lbs. with black hair and brown eyes. 
Anderson's daughter Amber created a facebook page for her mother. Here's a message posted on facebook 
from Amber: 
"My mother was last seen In Moscow, Idaho on Friday, April 16, 2010. My sister and I reported her missing 
on Monday, April 19th after she failed to make it to work and we were unable to contact her. This type of 
behavior is very uncharacteristic of our mother. The past three months have been a nightmare for her. She 
was a victim of stalking and feared for her life. The stalking compelled her to sleep in the living room of her 
home with the lights on instead sleeping in her own bedroom". 
Click here to visit Anderson's facebook page. 
If you have any information on where she is, you're asked to call 509-758-2331. 
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Suspect changing plea in Rachel Anderson killing 
(
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Like 
One of the two men charged in connection with the disappearance of Clarkston resident Rachel Anderson has been scheduled for a change of plea hearing in 
Latah County Second District Court Wednesday. 
David Stone, 49, will be in court Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. according to court documents. He and Charles Capone, 52, were charged with several counts 
including first-degree murder for the disappearance of 40-year-old Rachel Anderson, who was last seen on April 16, 2010. 
I is believed that the two men killed Anderson in the 2200 block of South Main Street in Moscow and then disposed of her body. 
Stone and Capone are charged with first-degree murder, conspiracy to commit first-degree murder, failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a 
death, and conspiracy to commit failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a death. 
They have both previously pleaded not guilty to the charges. 
Capone is set to stand trial in Latah County Second District Court on March 31. 
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• Fleet Feet wants to help you get healthier in 2014 (bttp://downtownsookane.kldycom/news/news/118441-fleet-feet-wants-help-yo\KJet-healthier-20141 
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Investigators searching Snake River for body 
Published On: Nov 15 2013 10:53:55 AM PST 
LEWISTON, Idaho -
Law enforcement officers, divers and a boat equipped with sonar are searching the Snake River west of 
Clarkston, Wash., after receiving information that a body might be in the river. 
Latah County Prosecutor William Thompson Jr. told the Lewiston Tribune on Thursday that it was his 
understanding that the search is related to several missing person cases in the Lewiston-Clarkston Valley. 
Thompson declined comment when asked if the search may be for the body of Rachael Anderson, a Clarkston 
woman who was last seen in April 2010. Her estranged husband, Charles A. Capone, and David C. Stone face trial 
next year on murder charges. 
Capt. Dan Hally with the Asotin County sheriffs office in Washington has said the public will be notified if the 
search team finds anything. 
© 2013 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or 
redistributed. 
© 2014 Morgan Murphy Media I 7025 Raymond Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53719 
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Judge delays murder trial for Charles Capone 
Published On: Oct 10 2013 11:17:17 AM PDT Updated On: Oct 10 2013 11:38:01 AM PDT 
Defense attorneys agreed to the delay. 
MOSCOW, Idaho -
Ajudge has agreed to delay until next year the trial of a Moscow 
man accused in the slaying of his wife three years ago. 
The trial for Charles Capone was expected to begin in early 
December. But Latah County Attorney Bill Thompson requested 
pushing it back due to the significant amount of evidence in the 
case. 
The Moscow-Pullman Daily News reports Thompson is still 
acquiring evidence, and key elements, including DNA and blood 
samples, are still being analyzed in federal government labs 
impacted by the partial shutdown. 
Capone is charged with first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder in the death of Rachael Anderson 
of Clarkston, Wash. She was last seen at Capone's shop in Moscow. Her body has not been found. 
© 2013 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or 
redistributed. 
© 2014 Morgan Murphy Media I 7025 Raymond Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53719 
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Moscow man denies murder and conspiracy charges 
Published On: Sep 16 2013 11:49:21 AM PDT 
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) -- -
A Moscow man has pleaded not guilty to murder and conspiracy 
charges stemming from the April 2010 disappearance of another 
man's estranged wife. 
Fifty-year-old David C. Stone of Moscow made the plea Thursday in 
2nd District Court. 
Fifty-two-year-old Charles A Capone, also of Moscow, pleaded not 
guilty to the same' charges in August. 
Capone and co-defendant Stone are charged with first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit first-degree 
murder in the death of Rachael Anderson of Clarkston, Wash. She was last seen at Capone's shop in Moscow. 
Her body has not been found. 
Judge Jeff Brudie says he will decide as soon as possible on a motion by Latah County Prosecuting Attorney 
William Thompson Jr. to combine the two trials. 
© 2013 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or 
redistributed. 
© 2014 Morgan Murphy Media I 7025 Raymond Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53719 
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A Moscow man has pleaded not guilty to murder and conspiracy charges in the April 2010 disappearance of his estranged wife. 
The Lewiston Tribune reports 52-year-old Charles A Capone entered his pleas Tuesday before 2nd District Judge Michael J. Griffin. A trial is set for Dec. 9. 
Capone and co-defendant David C. Stone are charged with first-degree murder, failure to notify law enforcement about a death and conspiracy to commit both 
charges in the death of Rachael Anderson of Clarkston, Wash. She was last seen at Capone's shop in Moscow. Her body has not been found. 
Stone has not entered a plea. 
The Latah County Prosecutors Office filed a motion Tuesday to combine the trials of Capone and Stone because they would include the same evidence and 
witnesses. 
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An Idaho judge determined there is probable cause to try two Moscow men in the death of a Clarkston, Wash., woman who went missing more than three years 
ago. 
The Lewiston Tribune reports 2nd District Court Magistrate John C. Judge ruled Thursday after a three-day preliminary hearing for 52-year-old Charles A 
Capone and 49-year-old David C. Stone. 
The men are charged with first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit first-degree murder in the death of Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson. Her 
body has not been found. 
Testimony at the preliminary hearing indicated Anderson died at Capone's shop in April 2010, where she was last seen with both men. Capone reportedly bought 
a tarp the next morning. 
Defense attorneys argued there was no evidence of Anderson's death in the state of Idaho. 
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The Moscow Police Department is under fire from defense lawyers for Charles Capone after detectives recorded over a key portion of an interview with him. 
Capone and David Stone are facing murder charges for their roles in the disappearance of Capone's estranged wife Rachael Anderson. 
The interview with Capone was recorded three years ago and during the interview detectives said Capone didn't kill his wife but knew where her body was. 
Detectives said they later taped over the statement because the recording also contained taped conversations between Capone and his attorney. 
Magistrate John C. Judge called the loss a big oversight. 
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• Dr. Redinger's January SPS Progress Report {http:/ldowntownspokane.kxlycomtnewslfamilies/118421-dr-redingers-ianuary-sps-progress-report) 
• 3 Spokane movies premiere in January {httpJ/downtownspokane.kxlycomtnews/news/118321-3-spokane-movies-oremiere-ianuary\ 
• Shelves bare at Inland Northwest Blood Center {httpJ/downtownspokane.kxlycomlnews/healttV118171-shelves-bare-inland-nortll#est-bloocl--center\ 
• Crews work round-the-clock to clear Spokane streets {httpJ/downtownspokane.kxlycomtnews/news/118141-crews-work-rouid-ciock-clear-spokane-streets) 
LC Valley News {http://lcvalley.kxly.com) 
• Casino burglar sentenced to two years /httpJ~cvalleykxly:comtnewstcrime/118451-casino-burglar-sentencecl--two-vears) 
• Lewiston police looking for vehicle vandals /http:tncvalleykxly:com/news/news/118271-fewistor,-police-looking-veticle-vandals) 
• IDFG jnyestigating string of poaching incidents {httpJ,1cvalley:kx!ycom/news/newst118231-idfq-investigating-string-poachinq-incidents) 
• Clarkston High School tours prepare voters for proposed bond {http:tncvalleylodycomtnewslevents/118221-ciarkstor,-high-school-tours-prepare-voters-proposed-bond) 
• Gunshots lock down Lapwai schools lhttp·l,]cvalleylodv.com/newS/newst11a211-qunshots:lock-down-Iaowai-sctpolsl 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Avenue now open/http:i/coeurdalenepostfans.kxlycom/news/news/118411-coeLr-dalenes-front-avenue-now-openl 
• Idaho's First Lady to speak at Leadership Breakfast /httpJ/coeurdalenepostfalls.kxlycom/news/business/118101-idahos-firsHad1:speak-leaderstip-breakfast) 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pilot securjty program /httpJ/coeurdalenepostfalls.lodv.comtnews/news/118071-coeu--dalene-schools-begir,-pilot-security-programl 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting /httpJ/coeurdaleneposttalls.kxly:comtnews/news/117851-coeur-dalene-police-officer-cleared-fatal-shootinql 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next five days {http:/lcoeu-dalenepostfalls.kxlycom/news/news/117731-coeur-dalene-resort-qoes-drv:next-five-days) 
Pullman - Moscow Real Estate Listings (!real-estate-listings) 
/httpJ/wvNJ.postlets.comtres/5590124) 
320 NI ST, Palouse, Washington {http:/twww.postlets.com/res/5590124) 
$69,000 
Contact: 
Courtesy of: Heritage Realty, LLC 
/http:/lwwN.postlets.comhes/5227237) 
S Crosby, Tekoa, Washington (httpJ/wvNJ.postlets.com/res/5227237) 
$12,500 
Contact: 
Courtesy of: Heritage Realty, LLC 
SEE MORE LOCAL REAL ESTATE (/REAL-ESTATE-LISTINGS) 
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Preliminary hearings underway in Capone, Stone trials I Crime 
Title (Max 100 Characters) 
Preliminary hearings underway in Capone, Stone trials 
Submitted by Mia Carlson 
Tuesday, July 30/h, 2013, 2:19pm 
Topics: Crime (/news/crime), News (/news/news) 
Charles Capone is charged with the 2010 murder of his 
estranged wife Rachael Anderson. 
More KXLY Sites 
I Find stories and video Search j 
Log in Contact us 
■ More snow forecast for Eastern 
Washington 
G Tweet (htlpJ/twitter.com/share) 
Like 
Preliminary hearings for two men who have been charged with murder in the disappearance of a 40-year-old Clarkston woman more than three years ago got 
underway today in Latah County Second District Court. 
Charles Capone, 52, and David Stone, 49, have been charged with being a principal to murder in the 1st-degree, conspiracy to commit 1st-degree murder, 
failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a death, and conspiracy to commit failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a death. 
According to court documents, it is believed Capone and Stone killed Capone's estranged wife, Rachael Anderson, in the 2200 block of South Main Street on 
April 16, 2010 and then disposed of her body. Her remains have not been found. 
The preliminary hearings are expected to last three to four days. 
Topics: Crime (/nev.s/ctime), News (/ne'Mo/newa) 
T<>p LC Valley Stories 
News Events 
(/news/events 
Business News 
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■ Add a comment 
/rews/118081-more-snow-forecast-eastem. 
washinqton} 
1/1/ashington 
.J. Also post on Facebook I I 118151:growers~ Posting as Kim Wood Workman (Not you?) Comment ~ 
More snow forecast for Eastern 
Washington (lnews/news/118081-more-snow-
forecast-eastemwashi ngton) 
F acebook social plug in 
LC Valley Deals {/local-deals) 
~ 10% Off Move In Cost {/couporV861600 I (lnode/86160} Serenity Place (/busiooss-
dlrectorytcommunity/86160/serenity-place) 
More Local Coupons (nocal-clealsl 
All Spokane Coupons (http://coupons.lody.com/l 
Upcoming Events near LC Valley 
/ih'events?cFd&evid=284671367l Brooklyn Happy Hour. Williams6ocmar Men's Basketball at Cal 
Family Fun at the 
Symphony, Friday, 
Jan. 17, 7:30pm 
(lhiel.€nts?ct=d& 
evid=284671367) 
Jan 17, 7:30PM 
The Salvation Army Ray & 
.Joan Kroc WJ!Mnts'ct=d& 
l.id=220657292) 
(/h/e1.€nls?ct=d&evid=286792655) 
Jan 15, 5:30PM 
(/h/el.€nts?ct=d&evid=286792661) 
Jan 18, 1:00PM 
Washington State University (lhfevents?ct"'CI& Washington State University (/h/events?ct=d& 
\1d=217002016) \'id-=217002016) 
SEE MORE LOCAL EVENTS {/H'EVENTSl 
Most popular stories from nearby communities 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Avenue now open /http-1/coeurdalenepostfaus lodycom/news/news/118411-coeu--dalenes-front-avenue-now-openl 
• Idaho's First Lady to speak at Leadership Breakfast (http:i/coeurdalenepostfalls.lodycom/news/business/118101-idahos-first-lady-speak-leadership-breakfastl 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pjlot security program (http·/lcoet.rdaleneoosttalls kxlycom/newslnews/118071-coeu--dalene-schools-begin-oilot-security-orogram\ 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting (http:/lcoeurdalenepostfalls.lodycom/news/news/117851-coeur-dalene-police-officer-deared-fatal-shooting) 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next fjye days (http·//coeurdalenepostfaDs lodycom/news/news/11TT31-coeur-dalene-resort:9oes-dry-next-five-days} 
Pullman - Moscow News (http://pullmanmoscow.kxly.com) 
• Rare hawk owl spotted in Moscow (http:i/pullmanmoscow.lodycom/news/news/118401-rare-hawk-owl-spotted-moscowl 
• Pullman man pleads guilty to College Hill arson (http://pullmanmoscow.lodycom/news/crime/118001-pullman-man-pleads:9ui1ty-colleqe-hill-arson) 
• Pullman Boy Scouts survive night on mountain (httpJ/pullmanmoscow.lodycom/news/news/117781-pullman-boy-scouts-slJ"Jive-right-mountainl 
• 2 charged with murder in Seneca home invasion Jhl!p://pullmanmoscowlodycom/news/news/117681-2-charqed-murder-seneca-home-invasionl 
• Western life lives on at HOQper Crossing (http://pullmanmoscow.lodv.com/neWs/business(117441-westem-life-lives-hooper-crossing} 
South Hill - East Spokane News (http://southeastspokane.kxly.com) 
• Police arrest suspect in South Hill murder Jhl!pJ/southeastspol\ane 1¢,com/news/news/118521-poflce-arrest-suspect-soutb:bill-murder} 
• Detectives investigating six Spokane pharmacy robberies {http:i/southeastspokane.lodycom/news/news/118461-detectives-investigating-six-spokane-phannacy-robberiesl 
• New K-9 will help police track down guns explosjyes (http·//southeastspokane.lodycom/newstnews/118251-new-k-9-will:help-police-track-down-guns-explosives} 
• Clear your sidewalks or face getting fined (http://soulheastsookane.lody.com/news/home-garden!118201-clear-your-sidewalks-or-face-getting-finedl 
• Spokane Indians will wear Salish logo this season (http-J/southeaslspokane.lodycom/news(sports-recreatiorv118191-spokane-indians-wjll-wear-saish--logo-seasonl 
Community Sponsors 
familY:restaurant-sports-bar) 
Grumpy's Family 
Restaurant & Sports 
Bar {/business-directory 
/restaurants/727 49/grumpys-
family-restatrant-sports-bar} 
Come enjoy a night 
out! 
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N. Idaho man charged with murder denied release I News 
Title (Max 100 Characters) 
N. Idaho man charged with murder denied release 
(
I V Submitted by KXLY Web Staff /lprofile/44403/kxty-oob-stam 
LI f Friday, May 10/h, 2013, 7:11am 
Topics: News (/nev.s/news) 
More KXLY Sites 
I Find stories and video Search I 
1Qgj!) Contact us 
■ More snow forecast for Eastern 
Washington 
G Tweet (httpJitMtter.com/share) 
Like 
A northern Idaho judge has rejected a request by a Moscow man charged with helping another man kill his wife to be released on his own recognizance or have 
bail set 
The Moscow-Pullman Daily News reports that 2nd District Court Judge John Judge rejected 49-year-old David Stone's request Thursday. 
Stone and Charles Capone, 51, of Clarkston, Wash., are both charged with first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder in the death of Capone's 
estranged wife, Rachael Anderson of Lewiston. 
She was 40 when she disappeared three years ago and her body hasn't been found. 
Judge also delayed a preliminary hearing for the case to June 27 after Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson cited a large amount of evidence and documents 
still being copied for defense attorneys. 
Both defendants waived their right to a speedy trial. 
Topics: News (/nev.stnev.s) JJ!1 
!~P LC Valle_y Stori~s 
News Events Business News 
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directory/community/86160/serenity--place) 
More local Coupons /Aocal-dealsl 
All Spokane Coupons (http://coupons.kx!ycoml) 
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Upcoming Events near LC Valley 
Wevents?ct=d&evid;2B4671367) Brooklyn Happy Hour - Williams6oa:qar Men's Basketball at Cal 
Family Fun at the 
Symphony, Friday, 
Jan. 17, 7:30pm 
//h/events?ct=d& 
evid;284671367) 
Jan 17, 7:30PM 
The Salvation Army Ray & 
Joan Kroc (/h/events?ct-d& 
\id=-220657292) 
{/h/e1.ents?ct;d&e\/id;286792655) 
Jan 15. 5:30PM 
{/h/events?ct=d&evid=286792661) 
Jan 18, 1:00PM 
Washington State Uni\,ersity (lhlevents?ct=d& Washington State Unh,ersity (/h/events?ct=d& 
'Ad=217002016) \lid=217002016) 
SEE MORE LOCAL EVENTS aK'EVENTSl 
Most popular stories from nearby comm unities 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http:f/coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Ayeoue now open (http·/fcoeu-dalenepostfans lodvcom/news{ney.,s/118411-coeu--dalenes-front-avenue-now-open) 
• Idaho's First lady to speak at leadership Breakfast (htlpJ/coeurdalenepostfalls.kxlycom/news/business/118101-idatns-first-ladY:speak-leadership-breakfasl) 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pilot security program Chttp/tcoeurdalenepostfalls kxlycomlnews/news/1JB071-coel.ff"-dalene-sclno\s-begirH>ilot-security-proqram\ 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting (http://coeurdatenepostfalls.kxf¥cominews/news/117851-coeur-dalene-police-officer-deared-fata~stnoting) 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next fiye days (http://coeu-dalenepostfaHs kx!y.coIT)inewstnews/117731-coeu:-dalene;:esort-qoes-dDtnext-fiye-daysl 
Pullman - Moscow News (http:f/pullmanmoscow.kxly.coml 
• Rare hawk owl spotted in Moscow (htlpJ/pullmanmoscow.kxl¥cominews/news/118401-rare-hawk-oYA-spotted-moscow) 
• Pullman man pleads guilty to College Hill arson (httpJ/pullmanmoscow.kxl¥COminews/crime/118001-pullman-marrpleads-quiilY:colleqe-hill-arson) 
• Pullman Boy Scouts survive night on mountain (htlpJ/pullmanmoscow.kxlycom/news/news/117781-pulman-boY:§couts-surviye-nqht-mou,tainl 
• 2 charged with murder in Seneca home invasion (httpl/ptllmanmoscow.kxlycom/news/news/117681-2-charged-murder-seneca-home-invasion) 
• Western life lives on at Hooper Crossing (httpJ/pullmanmoscow.kxlycom/news/business/117441-westerrrlife-lives-tnoper-crossing) 
South Hill - East Spokane News (http:f/southeastspokane.kxly.com) 
• Police arrest suspect in South Hill murder (ht1p://soulheastspokane kxlycorn/news/news/118521-po,ce-arrest-suspect-south-hil~murderl 
• Detectives investigating six Spokane pharmacy robberies (httpJ/soutneastspokane.kx!ycom/news/news/118461-detectives-investiqating-six-spokane-pharmacy-robbenesl 
• New K-9 will help poljce track down guns explosives (ht1p·//soulheastspokane kxlycom/newstnews/118251-new-k-9-will-help-police-track-down-quns-explosivesl 
• Clear your sidewalks or face getting fined (httpJ/southeastspokane.kxlycominewshlome-qarden/118201-clear-'19ur-sidewalks-or-face-qelling-finedl 
• Spokane Indians will wear Salish logo this season (http·//soulheastspokane kxlycornlnews/sports--regeation/118191-spokane-jndians-wHl-wear-safish;logo-season) 
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familyestau-ant-sports-bar} 
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out! 
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Time for "closure and accountability" in Rachael Anderson murder case I News 
Title (Max 100 Characters) 
Time for "closure and accountability" in Rachael Anderson murder case 
(
I V Submitted by KXLY Web Staff 11orome1,,,031kxly---stafQ 
LI f Thursday, May 2nd, 2013, 5:24pm 
G Tweet (httpJ!twitter.com/sharel 
Like 
Topics: News (lnev.s/news} 
Two men are behind bars in Latah County accused of the 201 O murder of Rachael Anderson as the search continues for the victim's body. 
Anderson, 40, disappeared in April 2010. Her body has never been found. Her estranged husband Charles Capone and his friend David Stone have been 
charged with her death. 
Prosecutors say the investigation took a tum when Capone told other inmates while he was in custody that police would never find Anderson's body. 
Police are still searching for her but investigators say even if they don't find her they'll still have a strong case. 
"If it takes a reward to have someone come forward that's what we're going to do," Amber Griswold said, Anderson's daughter, said. 
Anderson was last seen at Capone's au1o shop. She had planned to tell Capone she was following through with getting a divorce. On April 16, 201 O she went 
missing, leaving her two daughters pleading for her safe return. 
"Keep your eye ou1, keep spreading the word, and if anybody has seen her or the vehicle over the weekend we want it reported to the police," Griswold said at 
the time of her mom's disappearance. 
Detectives found the SW Anderson had been driving and her cell phone soon after near Lewiston. Police later arrested Capone on an assault charge stemming 
from an incident with Anderson in Dec. 2009 bu1 couldn't find enough to charge him with murder. 
And then Capone started talking to other inmates in jail. Court documents show Capone told them police would never find Rachael's body, and he also detailed 
to fellow inmates how he would dispose of a body. 
"We're filing at the culmination of three years of investigation, three years info gathering, that pu1 us in the position where we thought we have sufficient basis 
to proceed and it was time to move forward and try to get some closure and accountability," Latah County Prosecutor Bill Thompson said. 
Investigators say Capone and Stone plotted to kill each others wives at one point; now they both face first degree murder charges for the death of Capone's 
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wife. 
Prosecutors say they have extensive evidence against Capone and Stone including DNA belonging to both Anderson and Capone found on a piece of a latex 
glove in the SUV Anderson had been driving. 
Capone and Stone will make their next court appearance next Thursday. 
As for the search for Rachael Anderson's remains, investigators say finding her is the most important goal they have right now. 
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Upcoming Events near Pullman - Moscow 
Brooklyn Happy Hour - Williams6ougar Men's Basketball at Calldaho Vandals vs. Utah Valley 
(/h/events?ct=d&e-.;d=286792655) 
Jan 15, 5:30PM 
(/h/events?ct=d&e-.;d=286792861) 
Jan 18, 1:00PM 
Wolverines //h/events?ct=d& 
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Washington State University (/h/events?ct=d& Washington State Unh,ersity (lhlewints?ct=d& Jan 16, 7:00PM 
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SEE MORE LOCAL EVENTS (tl-i'EVENrS) 
Most popular stories from nearby communities 
Downtown Spokane News (http://downtownspokane.kxly.com) 
• Fleet Feet wants to help you get healthier in 2014 (http://downtownspokane.kxly.com/news/news/118441-fleet-teet-wants-help-you-qet-healthier-2014) 
• Dr. Redinger's January SPS Progress Report (httpl/downtownspokane kxl¥cominews/families/118421-dr-redinqers-january-sps-progress--reportl 
• 3 Spokane movies premiere in January (http:/!downtownspokane.kxly.comlnews/news/118321-3-spokane-movies-premiere-january) 
• Shelves bare at Inland Northwest Blood Center (httpl/downtownspokane.kxl¥com/news/health/118171-shelves-bare-inland-norttwest-blood-center) 
• Crews work round-the-clock to clear Spokane streets {httpl/downtownspokane.kxly.com/news/news/118141-crews-work-rou,d-clock-clear-spokane-streets) 
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LC Valley News (http://lcvalley.kxly.com) 
• Casino burglar sentenced to two years (http:/Acvalleyk.xlycom/news/cnme/118451-casino-burglar-senterced-two-years) 
• Lewiston police looking for vehicle vandals (http:/Acvalleyk.xlycom/news/news/118271-lewiston-police-lookirg-veticle-vandals) 
• IDFG investigating string of poaching incidents (http:/Acvalleyk.xlycom/news/news/118231-idfq-investigatirg-strioo-poachirg-incidents) 
• Clarkston High School tours prepare voters for proposed bond {http:mcvalleyk.xlycom/news/events/118221-clarkston-high-school-tours-prepare-voters-proposed-bond) 
• Gunshots lock down Lapwai schools (http:/Acvalleyk.xlycom/news/news/118211-qunshots~ock-down-lapwai-schools) 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Avenue now open/http://coeu-dalenepostfalls.k.xlycom/news/news/118411-coel.f-dalenes-front-avenue-now-open) 
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Charles Capone, the estranged husband of Rachael Anderson, and David Stone, a friend of Capone's, were charged Wednesday morning in Latah County with 
her murder in April 2010. 
Anderson was last seen in Moscow, Idaho on April 16, 2010. Police have long believed she was murdered and Capone has long been considered a prime 
suspect in her disappearance. 
In addition to being charged with 1st Degree Murder, Capone has also been charged with conspiracy to commit murder, failure to notify a coroner or law 
enforcement officer of a death and conspiracy to commit failure to notify a coroner or law enforcement officer of a death. 
Stone is facing the same charges for aiding Capone in Anderson's killing. 
The Case Against Capone and Stone 
According to court documents, just before 7 p.m. on April 16, Anderson spoke to Captain Dan Hally with the Asotin County Sheriffs Office regarding an ongoing 
stalking case involving Capone. Hally advised Anderson not to confront Caopone personally, after she said she was going to tell Capone she was following 
through with the divorce. Hally told her not to contact him in person because Capone could get violent toward her. 
Unfortunately Anderson was already at Palouse Multiple Services, Capone's business, where he was doing some work on her vehicle. She was waiting for him 
outside the business in a borrowed GMC Yukon, which she had been driving while Capone worked on her vehicle. 
The last time anyone heard from her was when she contacted one of her ex-husbands an hour later, telling him that she needed to talk to him about something. 
He tried to call her back but the calls dropped straight to voice mail. It was the last outgoing call from her cell phone. 
Six days later, on April 22, a search warrant was executed at Capone's business, where investigators noticed two tarps covering equipment, an older one that 
was older and had overspray on it from painting, and a newer green and brown tarp that the investigation later revealed had been purchased at a hardware 
store the day after Anderson had disappeared. A witness reported seeing an older green tarp with overspray on it before April 16. 
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According to authorities Stone, a worker for the City of Moscow, asked to be taught how to use a backhoe at the Moscow City Maintenance shop during the 
first week of April, 2010, telling co-workers he had to "help a buddy with a project." He subsequently practiced digging a hole, and when he was told to fill the 
hole back in reportedly quipped that he was going to "bury them in the spoils pile." 
On April 29 the Clearwater County Sheriffs Office Search and Rescue dog handler accompanied Lewiston police officers to the storage building where the 
GMC Yukon, which had been found several days into the investigation of Anderson's disappearance, was being stored. A cadaver dog walked around the Yukon 
with the handler and gave an indicator on the rear doors of the vehicle. When the doors were opened the dog jumped inside and laid down in the back of the 
SUV. the dog's behavior indicating that at some point human decomposition was inside the rear of the vehicle. 
In May of 2010, investigators spoke with another individual, Christopher Porter, who said he had been approached by Stone who asked him to kill his wife for 
$10,000. Stone mentioned his wife had a large insurance policy at the time. Porter declined. In March 2010, a month before Anderson's disappearance, Stone 
told Porter that he and Capone had come up with plans to kill each others' wives. 
The investigators also received a report back from the Idaho State Police in May, detailing the presence of human blood found on items found inside the Yukon. 
In December, following requests for DNA samples taken from both Capone and Stone, the lab confirmed the presence of both Capone's and Anderson's DNA 
found on a tip of a black latex glove found in the Yukon. During a previous search of Capone's truck a box of latex gloves was found, the gloves matching the 
glove tip that was found inside the Yukon. 
Among the numerous items seized as evidence from Capone was a prescription bottle of Ambien in his shop that belonged to the wife of Robert Bogden. 
Bogden's wife told investigators she never gave Capone a bottle of her medication but ·had in fact given him one or two pills to help him sleep. Capone later 
approached Bogden and told him police took a bottle of his wife's Ambien from his shop. During that meeting Capone reportedly told Bogden that police would 
only see what they wanted to, and that "they think I put sleeping pills in her beer." 
Af that point, however, no one in the investigation had said anything to anyone about the possibility that Capone had put any drugs in Anderson's beer. 
Capt. Hally and ATF Agent Lance Hart met with Capone in May, and during that conversation Capone said he would tell investigators that he would lead 
detectives to his estranged wife's body, but only if he would be allowed to stay out of police custody. The request denied, Capone stopped cooperating and 
declined to provide any additional information to authorities. 
Discussions in Jail 
Over the next several years, while being held in jail, Capone spoke with several inmates about his estranged wife's disappearance. 
While he was being held in the Bonner County Jail in May of 2010, Capone spoke with Joshua Voss about the case. During the conversation Capone quipped 
that police "think I killed my wife, but I am not worried because they will never find her body." Voss thought it strange that Capone said he hadn't killed her but 
went on to say her body would never be found. After seeing news reports about Anderson's disappearance, Voss reported the conversation he had with Capone 
to authorities. 
Two years later in 2012, while Capone was being held on a federal weapons charge at the SeaTac Federal Detention Center, Capt. Hally and another detective 
met with him. Capone was agitated from the start of the conversation, saying that he had been waiting for two years for them to come and arrest him. Capone 
got angrier as the conversation progressed and yelled for the guards to come get him. 
Mer Capone was released from federal detention, after serving 33 months in prison for being a felon in possession of a firearm, he was transferred to Asotin 
County, where he had been previously charged with second degree assault, stemming from the Dec. 27, 2009 incident where he attempted to strangle 
Anderson. 
In January of this year, an Asotin County Jail inmate reported on a series of conversations he had with Capone in which he admitted he "barely choked" 
Anderson during the Dec. 2009 incident. 
"It wasn't like I was trying to kill the bitch," Capone reportedly said, winking after he made the statement. 
Capone then laid out how he would kill someone if he were going to kill them. In detail he explained he would put them on a big tarp, wait until the blood 
coagulated, cut the body up and then dissolve the body parts in a car parts washer. Capone explained temperatures in the washer can reach upwards of 1300 
degrees. Three years earlier, during the execution of the search warrant on Capone's business, a car parts washer was seen inside the shop. 
The inmate said that Capone got angry at another inmate on another occasion and told that individual, "[D]on't make me cut up another body." 
A week later that same inmate provided more information to authorities about Capone, saying that he had talked about how you go about burying a body, 
describing how you have to make allowances for the body to sink into the ground. He mentioned how law enforcement had searched the 40 acres around a 
cabin in St. Maries; Capone said they could search for 50 years but would never find anything. 
When other inmates teased him about Anderson's body being found at the cabin, Capone got up and left; the inmate walked with him and overheard Capone 
say, "I buried the body so deep they'll never find it ? they'll never find the r--ing b***h." 
Finally, Capone related a story about a book he had read where a girl named "Rachael" gets drugged and thrown into a lake. Capone said that was no way to 
dispose of a body because in the story the body floated up to the surface of the lake. 
Capone told his fellow inmate that the night Ariderson disappeared on .A.pril 16, she had showed up with a six pack of Grolsh beer. He said she had threatened to 
turn him because he was a felon in possession of firearms and he knew he would go to prison if he were caught. Capone admitted putting a sleeping pill in her 
beer "to shut her up," telling the inmate that he decided he had "no choice" but to "end it all." 
To date Anderson's body has never been found. 
Mia Carlson I KZBG contributed to this report. 
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ASOTIN, WA- 51-year-old Charles Capone appeared via video link this afternoon while his attorney, Mark Monson, appeared via telephone as Asotin County 
Superior Court Judge William Acey approved a contract for dismissal of charges no later than May 1st. Capone is facing one count of 2nd-degree assault-
domestic violence against his missing estranged wife. 
40-year-old Rachael Anderson was last seen on April 16, 2010. The alleged assault happened on December 27, 2009 - just days before Anderson filed for 
divorce. 
Prosecutor Ben Nichols agreed to the contract with an expectation that a federal grand jury will hand down an indictment against Capone on significantly more 
serious charges sometime in April. Capone is considered a "person of interest" in Anderson's disappearance. Nichols says the most Capone could have 
received from the assault case - if convicted - is 6 to 12 months in jail, and he has already been held for about eight months. 
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ASOTIN, WA-A 51-year-old Moscow man who is charged with 2nd-degree assault-domestic violence against his missing estranged wife has a new attorney. 
Mark Monson was appointed to represent Charles Capone in his upcoming trial after attorney Jane Richards filed a motion to withdraw due to an unwaivable 
conflict of interest. Asotin County Superior Court Judge William Acey granted the motion to withdraw earlier this afternoon. 
Monson says he will be ready for the March 26th trial, which has been moved to Columbia County Superior Court due to media coverage of the case. Monson 
is familiar with the case because he has been a co-counsel. 
Capone allegedly attempted to strangle 40-year-old Rachael Anderson on December 27, 2009, just days before she filed for divorce. She has been missing 
since April 16, 2010. 
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Jan 15, 5:30PM 
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Washington State University (lh/e~n!s?ct=d& Washington State Uniwrsity (lhlevents?ct=-d& 
'.id=-217002016) vid:217002016} 
SEE MORE LOCAL EVENTS (!HIEVENTSl 
Most popular stories from nearby communities 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Avenue now open(http://coeu-dalenepostfallslody.com/neWS/news/118411-coeu--dalenes-front-ayenue-now-ooenl 
• Idaho's First Lady to speak at Leadership Breakfast (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxlyccm/news/business/118101-idahos-first~ady-speak-leaderstjp-breakfast) 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pilot securjty program (http:/!coel,ldalenepostralls kxlycom/news/news/118071-coeu--dalene-schools-begi[l:pilot-secunty-oroqraml 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting {http:/!cceurdalenepostfalls.kxlycomtnews/news/117851-coeur-dalene-police--0fficer-cleared-fatal-shooting) 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next five days (http}lcoeu-daleneoosttaffs lody.com/news/newS/117731-coeur-dalene-resort:90es-drv-next-five-davsl 
Pullman - Moscow News (http://pullmanmoscow.kxly.com) 
• Rare hawk owl spotted in Moscow {http://pullmanmosccw.kxtycomlnews/news/118401-rare-hawk-owl-spotted-moscow} 
• Pullman man pleads guilty to College Hill arson (http://pullmanmosccw.kxlycom/news/crime/118001-pullman-mawleads:9Lilty-college-hill-arsonl 
• Pullman Boy Scouts survive night on mountain {http/lpulmanmoscow;lody.ccm/news/news/117781-pulman-boy-scouts-sLrllive-rjght-mountainl 
• 2 charged with murder in Seneca home invasion {http://pulmanmoscow.kxly.com/news/news/117681-2-charqed-murder-seneca-home-invasion) 
• Western life lives on at Hooper Crossing {http:/!pullmanmoscow.kxlycom/news/business/117441-western-life-lives-rooper-crossingl 
South Hill - East Spokane News /http://southeastspokane.kxly.com) 
• Police arrest suspect in South Hill murder(http://southeastspokanelodv.com/news/news/118521-pofice-arrest-susoect-south-hill-murder) 
• Detectives investigating six Spokane pharmacy robberies (http:i/southeastspokane.kxlyccmtnews/news/118461-detectives-investigating-six-sookane-phannacy-robberiesl 
• New K-9 wjll help police track down guns explosives lhtto·/!southeastsookane lody.comtnews/news/118251-new-k-9-wjll-helo-oolice-track-down:auns-explosivesl 
• Clear your sidewalks or face getting fined {http:/!southeastspokane.lody.com/news/home:9arden/118201-clear-your-sidewalks-or-face-getting-fined) 
• Spokane Indians will wear Salish logo this season (http}lsoulheastsookane kxlycomlnews/sports-recreation/118191-sookane-indians-wjll-wear-salish-logo-seasonl 
Community Sponsors 
familY::restatrant-sports-bar) 
Grumpy's Family 
Restaurant & Sports 
Bar {/business-directory 
/restaurant.sf72749/grumpys-
family--restatrant-sports-bar) 
Come enjoy a night 
out! 
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Llkt 
Charles Capone's domestic violence trial against his estranged wife, missing since 2010, has been delayed again. 
Capone, 51, of Moscow, is charged with second degree domestic violence against his missing wife, Rachael Anderson. 
Anderson, 40, was last seen in 2010. She has never been found. 
Authorities have been holding Capone on charges he tried to strangle Anderson just days before she filed for divorce. 
His trial has now been moved to March 5. 
Topics: News (/news/nev,s} 
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Pullman - Moscow Deals (!local-deals) 
~ 10% off entire purchase (lcoupon/660360 I Unode/66036) Hodgins Drug & Hobby 
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~ 10% off entire purchase {tcoupon/66036/1) I (lrode/66036) Hodgins Drug & Hobby 
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Hodgins Drug & 
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~ 10% off entire 
purchase (lcgupon/66036/0) 
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Upcoming Events near Pullman - Moscow 
Add an Event (/h/events/edp?p-createevent) I 
Brooklyn Happy Hour - Williams6oanar Men's Basketball at Calldaho Vandals vs. Utah Valley 
(/h/e,.,nts?ct=d&evid=286792655) 
Jan 15, 5:30PM 
(lh/e,.,nts?ct=d&elid-286792661) 
Jan 18, 1:00PM 
Wolverines {/h/e'-"Ots?ct=d& 
elid=285083548) 
Washington State University ffh/events?ct=d& Washington State University (lhfevents?ct-d& Jan 16, 7:00PM 
\4d-217002Q16) \'id-217002016) 
Kibbie Dome /Cowan Spectrum} 
{lh/events?ct=d&vid=2170Q2225) 
SEE MORE LOCAL EVENTS {/1-VEVENTSl 
Most popular stories from nearby communities 
Downtown Spokane News {http://downtownspokane.kxly.com) 
• Fleet Feet wants to help you get healthier in 2014 lhttp://downtownspokane.kxlv.com/news/news/118441-fleet-feet-wants-help-you-get-healthier-2014l 
• Dr. Redinger's January SPS Progress Report (http://dowrtownsookane.kl<!ycom/news/famifies/118421-dr-redingers-january-sos-orogress-report) 
• 3 Spokane movies premiere in January /httpJ/dowrtownsookane.lodycomtnewslnews/118321-3-spokane-movies.premiere-januarv) 
• Shelves bare at Inland Northwest Blood Center (httpJ/dowrtownspokane.lodycom/oows/health'118171-shelves-bare-inland-rorthwest-blood-center) 
• Crews work round-the-clock to clear Spokane streets /httpltdowrtownspokane.kxly.com/oows/news/118141-crews-work-rot.nd-clock-clear-spokane-streets) 
LC Valley News {http://lcvalley.kxly.com) 
• Casino burglar sentenced to two years /httpJAcvalleylodycomtoows/crime/118451-casino-burglar-senterced-two-years) 
• Lewiston police looking for vehicle vandals /http:/Acvalleylodycom/newstnews/118271-lewistor,.oolice-looking-vellcle-vandals) 
• IDFG investigating string of poaching incidents (httpJAcvalleylodycom/news/news/118231-ldfq.Jnvestiqating-string.poaching-incidents) 
• Clarkston High School tours prepare voters for proposed bond (httpJAcvalleykxly.comtnews/events/118221-clarkstor>-high-schooHours-orepare-voters-proposed-bondl 
• Gunshots lock down Lapwai schools (http/AcyaJley.kxlycomlnews/news/118211-qunshots-lock-down-)aowai-schoolsl 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News {http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Avenue now open(http://coet.rdalenepostfaUs.kxly.com/news/news/118411-coeur-dalenes-front-ayenue-now-open) 
• Idaho's First Lady to speak at Leadership Breakfast {httpJ/coet.rdaleoooostta/ls.kxly.com/neWS/business/118101-idahos-first-ladY:speak-leaderstio-breakfast) 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pilot security program /httpl/coeurdaleneposttalls kxly.com/newstnews/118071-coeu--dalene-schools-begir,.oilot-securit)':program) 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting lhttp://coeurdaleneposttalls.lodycomtnews/news/117851-coeur-dalene-oolice--0fficer-deared-fatal-shooting) 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next five days (http://coeu-daleneoostfafls.kxly.com/news/news/11TT31-coeur-dalene-resort-qoes-dry-next-five-daysl 
Pullman - Moscow Real Estate Listings (!real-estate-listings) 
(httpJ/W,WJ.POStlets.comlres/5460091) 
105 W Main st, Palouse, Washington /httpllwww.posttets.com/res/546D091l 
$124,000 
Contact 
Courtesy ot Heritage Realty 
-~ 
.,;; .,;,y,;~ ·~4'.~ 
• : !,~ n ': f'~ ''/.",i ~ I.: J~f \ 
. . ' 
~ ~ ~--
~... ;. ~~~ ,:!r~:i1 ~ . 
,,,.* ... ~ .... ~· 1C:: 
/httpJ/www.postlets.com/res/5227237l 
S CrosbY, Tekoa. Washington (http:/AIMw.postlets.com/res/5227237) 
$12,500 
Contact: 
Courtesy of: Heritage Realty, LLC 
SEE MORE LOCAL REAL ESTATE (/REAL-ESTATE-LISTINGS} 
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Capone gets $1 Million bond on assault charge 
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Washington 
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Bond has been set at $1 Million for the man accused of choking his estranged wife who has been missing for two years. 
Charles Capone is facing a charge of second degree assault. He's accused of choking his then-wife Rachael Anderson in late 2009. 
She disappeared in April of 201 0 and has never been found. Capone is considered a person of interest in her disappearance. 
Topics: News (lnev.s/news} 
News Events Business News 
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Symphony, Friday, 
Jan. 17, 7:30pm 
(/h/e-.ents?ct=d& 
e.;d=284671367) 
Jan 17, 7:30PM 
The Salvation Army Ray & 
Joan Kroc (/h/e...ents?ct=d& 
\td::::220657292) 
(/h/e-.ents?ct=d&e<id=286792655) 
Jan 15, 5:30PM 
(/h/e-.ents?ct=d&e,.;d=286792661) 
Jan 18. 1:00PM 
Washington State University (/h/events?ct=d& Washington State University f/h/events?ct=d& 
-.id::::217002016) "1d=217002016} 
SEE MORE LOCAL EVENTS 1/K'EVENTSJ 
Most popular stories from nearby communities 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Avenue now open {http://coeu-dalenepostrans.lody.com/newslnewsl118411-coetr-dalenes-front-avenue-now-open) 
• Idaho's First Lady to speak at Leadership Breakfast (http://coeu-dalenepostfalls.lody.com/news/business/118101-idahos-first-lady-speak-leaderstip-breakfast) 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pilot security program (http:/lcoeu-daleneposttalls.kxlycomlnewslnews/118071-coeu--dalene-schools-begin-pilot-seculity-program) 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting (hllp:llcoeurdalenepostfalls.lodycomlnewslnews/117851-coeur-dalene-police-officer-cleared-fata>Shootingl 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next five days (ht1p:llcoeu-dalenepostrans.kxlycom/news/news/117731-coeur-dalene-resort-goes-diY:next-five-days) 
Pullman - Moscow News /http://pullmanmoscow.kxfy.com) 
• Rare hawk owl spotted in Moscow (http:/lpullmanmoscow.lodycom/newslnews/118401-rare-hawk-owf-spotted-moscow) 
• Pullman man pleads guilty to College Hill arson (http:/lpullmarrnoscow.lodycom/newslcrjme/118001-pullman-man-pleads-guilty-college-til>arson) 
• Pullman Boy Scouts survive night on mountain (http:llptilmarvnoscow.lody.com/news/news/117781-pullman-boy-scouts-su-,ive-right-mountain) 
• 2 charged with murder in Seneca home invasion (http-/lpu11manmoscow.lody.com/news/newsl117681•2-charqed-mu-der-seneca-home-invasion\ 
• Western life lives on at Hooper Crossing {http:l/pullmarmoscow.kxlycom/news/business/117441-westem-life-lives-hooper-crossingl 
South Hill - East Spokane News {http://southeastspokane.kxly.com) 
• Police arrest suspect in South Hill murder {http:/lsoutheastspokane.lodycomlnewslnews/118521-police-arrest-suspect-south-hilknu-der) 
• Detectives investigating six Spokane pharmacy robberies (http:/lsoutheastspokane.kxlycom/news/news/118461-detectives-investigating-six-spokane-phannacy-robberiesl 
• New K-9 will help police track down guns explosives (http:l/southeastspokane.kxlycom/newslnews/118251-new-k-9-wil>help-police-track-down-guns-e"Plosives) 
• Clear your sidewalks or face getting fined (http://southeastspokane.lody.comlnews/home-garden'118201-clear-you:-sidewalks-or-face-getting-fined) 
• Spokane Indians will wear Salish logo this season (http://southeastspokane.kxlycom/newslsports-recreation'118191-spokane-indians-wil>wear-safish-logo-season) 
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family-restau-ant-sports-bar) 
Come enjoy a night 
out! 
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Title (Max 100 Characters) 
Capone returns to Clarkston on assault charge 
(
I V Submitted by KXLY Web Staff flprome/4440311O:ly-.-.eb-staff/ 
LI f Wednesday, October 3rd, 2012, 4:40pm 
Topics: News (/neVvS/news) 
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■ More snow forecast for Eastern 
Washington 
G Tweet (httpJ/twitteccom/share) 
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The estranged husband of a missing Clarkston woman has been returned to Asotin County to face a domestic violence assault charge. 
Asotin County Judge Ray Lutes last week signed a warrant for Charles Capone on a 2nd degree assault charge, Capone is accused of attempting to strangle 
40-year-old Rachael Anderson on December 27, 2009. She was last seen on April 16, 2010. 
Capone was just released from federal custody after serving a 33-month sentence on a charge of being a felon in possession of a firearm. Most recently he had 
been serving his time in a halfway house in King County. 
A detainer was placed on him by Asotin County and he was transported to the Asotin County Jail Wednesday. 
Capone is considered a person of interest in Anderson's disappearance in 2010. She had filed for divorce from Capone in January 2010 after just three months 
of marriage. 
Prosecutors say they have a solid case against Capone and they are not giving up on finding Anderson. 
Capone is being held on a $250,000 bond and a bond hearing is expected to take place Thursday. 
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Most popul_ar stories from nearby communities 
Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com} 
• Cqeur d'Afene's Front Avenue now ooeo(http://coeu"daJenepostfaHs.kxlycorn/rte\-VS/news/118411-COeU"-dalenes-front-avenue-now-ooen) 
• Idaho's First Lady to speak at Leadership Breakfast /http://coeurdalerepostfalls.kxl¥cominews/business/11B101-idahos-first-lady-speak-1eadersrip-breakfastl 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pilot security program lhttp·//coeurdalenepostfalls.kxl¥cominews/news/118071-coeur-dalene-schools-begin-pilot-secyrjty-programl 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting /http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxl¥cominews/news/117851-coeur-dalene-police-officer-cleared-fatal-shooting\ 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next five days lhtttr/lcoetrdalenepostfalls kxlicom/news/newS/117731-coeur-dalene-resort-goes-dry-next-five-davsl 
Pullman - Moscow News (http://pullmanmoscow.kxly.com) 
• Rare hawk owl spotted in Moscow lhttp://pullmanmoscow.kxl¥cominews/news/118401-rare-hawk-owl-spotted-moscow) 
• Pullman man pleads guilty to College Hill arson<httpJ/pullmanmoscow.kxl¥cominews/crime/11B001-pullman-man-pleads-quilty-college./lll-arsonl 
• Pullman Boy Scouts survive night on mountain /httpJ/pulmanmoscowkxlycom/news/rews/117781-pulman-boy-scouls-survive-right-mountain) 
• 2 charged with murder in Seneca home invasion /httpJ/pulmanmoscow.kxlycom/news/news/117681-2-charged-murder-seneca-home-invasion) 
• Western life lives on at Hooper Crossing /httpJ/pullmanmoscow.kxlycom/news/business/117441-westem-life-lives-hooper-crossing) 
South Hill - East Spokane News {http://southeastspokane.kxly.com) 
• Police arrest suspect in South HiH murder (http·//soulheastspoi<ane kxlvcomlnews/news/118521-poflce-arrest-susooct-sou1h-hll-murder) 
• Detectives investigating six Spokane pharmacy robberies /httpJ/southeastspokane.kxl¥cominews/news/118461-detectives-investigating-six-spokane-pharrr1acy-robberies) 
• New K-9 will help police track down guns explosives lhttp://southeastspokane kxl¼comlnews/news/118251-new-k-9-will-help-police-track-down-guns-explosivesl 
• Clear your sidewalks or face getting fined /http://southeastspokane.lody.com/news/hom~arderv118201-clear-19ur-sidewalks-or-face-getting-fined) 
• Spokane Indians win wear Salish logo this season lhttp://soulheastspokane kxlicom1news/sports-recreatiorv11a1s1-spokane-indians-will-wear-salish-logo-seasonl 
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New charges have been filed against Rachael Anderson's estranged husband, who is also the prime suspect in her disappearance. 
Charles Capone is charged with 2nd-degree assault - domestic violence. He is accused of strangling Rachael Anderson, 40, on December 27, 2009. She filed 
for divorce from Capone in January 2010. Anderson was last seen on April 16, 2010. 
Capone is serving time in federal prison on a weapons charge. He's scheduled to be released on Wednesday. Asotin County Sheriff Ken Bancroft said Capone 
has been serving his time in a halfway housejn King County. A detainer has been placed on him, requiring him to return to Asotin County by Friday. Bond on the 
new charge is set at $250,000. 
Capone is considered the prime suspect in Anderson's disappearance. She filed for divorce from Capone after three months of marriage. Capone has a history 
of domestic violence. In 1997, he allegedly threatened to break into the home of a Moscow doctor. He also threatened to rape her and her daughter, and then 
kill himself. In 2006, Capone also allegedly stood over his ex-wife in Florida and threatened to kill her. Bancroft says they have a solid case against Capone and 
"he won't be touching dry dirt until we are done with him." 
Prior to her disappearance Anderson had been receiving strange text messages and her tires on her SUV were slashed. Mer her disappearance investigators 
found her cell phone in a field outside Lewiston and while her SUV was found parked in Lewiston. 
Anderson's body has never been found. 
Mia Carlson from Big Country 97. 7 contributed to this report. 
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Post Falls - Coeur d'Alene News (http://coeurdalenepostfalls.kxly.com) 
• Coeur d'Alene's Front Avenue now open /http·//coet.rdalenepostfaHs lodycom/newslnews/118411-coeu-..cfalenes-front-ayenue-now-open} 
• Idaho's First Lady to speak at Leadership Breakfast /httpJ/coeurdalenepostfalls.lodycom/news/business/118101-idahos-first-lady-speak-leadersrip-breakfastl 
• Coeur d'Alene schools begin pilot security program fhttp-//coeurdaleneposttalls lodycom/news/news111eo71-coeu--dalene-schools-beqin-pilot-secunty-prooraml 
• Coeur d'Alene police officer cleared in fatal shooting /http://coeurdalenepostfalls.lodycom/newslnewsl117851-coetr-dalene-police-officer-deared-fatal-shootinql 
• Coeur d'Alene Resort goes dry for next five days /http·/lcoeu-dalenepostfalls lodycom/news/news/117731-coeur..cfalene-resort-goes..cfry-next-five-daysl 
Pullman - Moscow News (http://pullmanmoscow.kxly.com) 
• Rare hawk owl spotted in Moscow (httpJ/pullmanmoscow.lodycominews/news/118401-rare-hawk-ow!-spotted-moscowl 
• Pullman man pleads guilty to College Hill arson /http://pullmaM10scow.lodycom/newsicrime/118001-pullman-man-pleads-quilly-colleqe-rill-arsonl 
• Pullman Boy Scouts survive night on mountain /http:/ipullmanmoscow.lodycom/newsinews/117781-pulman-boy-scouls-s.n;ve-riqht-mountainl 
• 2 charged with murder in Seneca home invasion lhttpJ/pulmanmoscow.lodycom/news/news/117681-2-charqed-murder-seneca-home-invasionl 
• Western life lives on at Hooper Crossing lhttpJ/pullmanmoscow.1odycom/newslbusiness/117441-westem-life-lives-hooper-crossinql 
South Hill - East Spokane News (http://southeastspokane.kxly.com) 
• Police arrest suspect in South Hi!) murder /http·//soulheastspokane kxly,cominews/news/118521-police-arrest-suspecl-south-hill-rnurderl 
• Detectives investigating six Spokane pharmacy robberies /httpJ/soulheastspokane.lodycom/newslnews/118461-detectives-investiqating-six-spokane-phannacy-robberiesl 
• New K-9 will help police track down guns explosives lhttpJ/soulheastspokane lodycom[newslnews/118251-new-k-9-wiU-help-police-track-dowrKmns-explosiyesl 
• Clear your sidewalks or face getting fined lhttp://soulheastspokane.lod¼com/news/home-qarderV118201-dear-1<>ur-sidewalks-or-face-getting-finedl 
• Spokane Indians will wear Salish logo this season lhttp·//southeastspokane.kxlycorn/neWS/sports-regeatiorV11a1s1-spokane-jndians-will-wear-saAsh-loqo-season} 
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